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Copyright 
 

The photographs in this work are intended only to illustrate the scenes being discussed. They are 

all copyrighted and may not be downloaded, copied, reprinted or otherwise used for any purpose 

(including “wallpaper” for your computer screen) without the express, written permission of the 

artist. After all, this is a book about telling you where to find your own photographs. 

Andy and Carol agree that the text here is a “joint work,” and subject to copyright as that term is 

defined and understood under the U.S. Copyright Act, of 1976, Section 101; and that they have 

made equal contribution to the writing and text of this work. The illustrative photographs will 

remain the property of, and subject to copyright owned by the individual photographer (i.e., 

Andy’s photographs remain subject to his copyright and Carol’s to hers). The authors have made 

every effort to identify the copyright and authorship of the illustrative photographs here, but 

inadvertent failure to do so will not negate the copyright owned by each individual photographer. 

If you are interested in purchasing or using any of the photographs (or any other photographs of 

Vermont, or around the United States) you can contact us by email (Andy and Carol), or visit us 

at our respective websites: Andy’s LightCentric Photography website, and Carol’s website, 

Images by Carol Smith. It is also worth noting that both Andy and Carol have more Vermont 

images and perspectives on their respective websites for most of the locations in this book. 

  

mailto:adr1957@gmail.com
http://carolsmith.zenfolio.com/contact.html
http://www.lightcentricphotography.com/
http://carolsmith.zenfolio.com/
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What’s New in the 3rd Edition? 
 

“New” PDF Format. There is a saying that “the only constant in life is change.” After a lot of 

thought, we have decided to publish this (and probably any additional updatess) in PDF format 

and make it available to users through our individual websites. This work was first published by 

Andy Richards as a PDF, sometime prior to 2012, and made available through arrangement with 

Andy. In 2012, Andy decided to try his hand at ebook publishing and the ebook (first edition) 

was published on Amazon, iBooks, Nook, and other popular ebook platforms. In 2017, joined by 

co-author and fellow Vermont traveler and photographer, Carol Smith the 2nd edition was 

published, again as an ebook on the same platforms. 

 

“Publishing” for ebook platforms is costly and labor-intensive. Both the ebooks that have 

been published in this “series” have sold copies, but to a relatively limited audience, and they 

certainly have not made any “blockbuster,” or “best-seller” lists. They may have earned enough 

over time to cover the hard costs of converting text and images to ebook format and getting them 

approved by the major sellers. It is likely that the vast majority of sales have been “word of 

mouth” from the authors, their friends, and their followers on blogs and social media. 

 

While there is a lot of work that has gone into these works, the “fun” part has been the research 

and writing. Writing in a wordprocessor is relatively easy. Preparing text and graphics for e-

publishing and the conversion process - is, well, not so fun. 

 

At the same time, some serious photographers have actually expressed a preference for a PDF 

format document that they can easily download onto portable devices both for annotation 

purposes and for carrying into the field. An added benefit of the PDF is that a big part of the cost 

of conversion to e-format was the per image charge, which means we can now add more of the 

illustrative photos of the places we discuss. And we think people want to see the potential of the 

scenes. 

 

Revised (and more limited) Location Information. We actually offer this publication with 

mixed emotions. Part of us wants to share the wonderful photo scenes we have found with other 

kindred photographers, to save them the trial and error of finding places. But the other part is 

driven by recent events and attitudes which has very much soured us on freeling providing 

access information. Sadly, much has changed in our world as dedicated photographers during the 

past 10 years. It is with these changes in mind that we have – unfortunately – decided to change 

the detail level of our location information – at least for some of the sites. As nature and 

landscape photographers, we believe we all have an obligation to nature, the land, and owners 

(who have rights to privacy and to having their land untrampled and unblemished and to not be 

harassed in their private lives). We believe as photographers, we are ambassadors, and should 

show the highest respect and regard for these things. But sadly, not all are on board with that. 
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In October, 2021, I witnessed the heartbreaking and – frankly embarrassing – behavior of 

people (photographers and non-photographers alike), behaving in an uncivilized way, and in 

complete disregard of the rights and privacy of both landowners and other visitors to the 

properties. Two of Vermont’s most iconic photo locations – once relatively remote places where 

the few photographers who showed up during the good light hours were quiet and respectful of 

the rights of the owners – have now become amusement-park-like scenes, with hundreds of 

visitors. These once tranquil backroad locations (of course part of the draw of the scene in the 

first place), have become parking lots during the foliage seasons. Indeed in some cases, even tour 

buses are visiting these locations and unloading their passengers – most of who have no regard 

for the fact that these are the private homes where people live. 

 

I arrived early one morning at perhaps Vermont’s most famous farm scene, expecting a handful 

of photographers to be lined up in and along the gravel back road leading into the scene – a 

phenomena well-known to any photographer who had done their research. Instead, I witnessed 

near-chaos, including a roped-off area that was a sort of parking lot and signs asking people to 

please stay out of the fields. There were perhaps 20-30 people milling about. As I quietly set up 

my tripod to wait for the sunrise, a vanload of loud, obnoxious photographers pulled in and 

unloaded, traipsing around the ground and even in some cases barging in front of other 

photographers who were already in place. At one point I overheard a discussion where one 

person told another that a group leader was out in the field over the knoll with a few of his 

clients. Which part of “please do not walk into the fields” did they not understand? The reality 

is that they didn’t care. That is rude and it is inexcusable. And it is just such behavior that will 

eventually ruin these sites for everyone. 

 

Later that same day, I visited – mostly out of curiosity (I had been there and photographed the 

scene numerous times over the years) – what has probably become the most famous of scenes in 

Vermont today. Part of this is that it is an iconic Vermont scene. Another big part is that it is just 

outside of Woodstock; long one of Vermont’s biggest tourist attractions. But in the many times I 

had visited the scene, I never saw more than a handful (usually 2 or 3) other shooters there. This 

day there must have been over 100! Some were serious photographers. Most were just folks with 

smart phones. They were often in groups and many of them (but certainly not all) of the 

millennial, or younger generation. The atmosphere was like a big party. People were sitting on 

the movable gate, climbing over it to trespass on the property and pretty much ignoring the rights 

of the owners and others. The property was clearly marked with signs asking people to stay 

behind the gate. I even made a photo of two girls posing each other in front of the sign and on the 

wrong side of the gate! This has gotten so out of hand that the town is considering closing this 

beautiful road during foliage season. And we can hardly blame them. 

 

We do not want to facilitate this behavior. So for some of the scenes – which we believe have the 

potential to be defiled like the above scenes – we will no longer give detailed information to 

them. We are not unrealistic. We know others will, and that people will find them. Our hope is 

that only those serious photographers who appreciate their responsibility as photographers will 

make that effort. 
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For related reasons, and based on our feeling that only a very small minority of readers found 

them useful, and because of questionable accuracy and lack of consistency in some cases, we no 

longer include GPS coordinates. 

 

Coverage. We have again, increased the coverage in areas we have recently travelled and scenes 

we have newly discovered for ourselves. One of the very first (and few) “negative” reviews on 

Amazon after the 1st Edition was published posited that there wasn’t enough “coverage.” While 

we thought that was an inaccurate characterization, we continue to explore and revisit areas that 

we think are worth visiting by photographers. Of course, that is a pretty big “world” of potential 

readers. The main focus of this is nature and outdoor Vermont locations, with an emphasis on 

buildings that fit into the landscape, like churches, barns and town halls, during its vaunted 

foliage season. It follows the tradition of the late, Arnold John Kaplan’s pamphlet on 

photographing what he called “Iconic Vermont Scenics.” We have found lots of “leaf-peepers,” 

less serious about photography have taken to this work as a reference for scenic viewing as well. 

But make no mistake. This is primarily a reference work for photographers by photographers. 

 

As the introduction acknowledges, the landscape is ever-changing and this makes an up-to-date 

reference like this a real challenge. We try to give a proverbial “heads-up” to changed conditions 

and locations. Sadly, change sometimes means a location is less photogenic – or no longer 

tenable. But hopefully, we also occasionally discover new locations that can sometimes be 

“gems.”  
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FORWARD 
 

In 1973, Arnold John Kaplan wrote the seminal Pamphlet on photographing Vermont. His work 

predates the internet, digital photography, eBooks, and all manner of modern publishing and 

communication. It was, in our opinion, far and away the most useful resource available for 

photographers who wanted to photograph in Vermont. Both of us referenced this pamphlet 

extensively in our Vermont photography trips. By the time we got to know Arnold, he was 

already in his 90s. Ironically, although Carol has met him (he was a former member of her 

camera club), Andy never had the pleasure of shaking Arnold’s hand. Nonetheless, there could 

be no greater honor than to have Arnold write the forward to the 2012 book. He was an 

inspiration to both of us, and his spirit and inspiration live on, hopefully in part, through this 

book). Nonetheless, Arnold graciously agreed to write the forward to the First Edition, and 

we can think of no better tribute than to dedicate this book to Arnold, and reproduce the 

Forward to the First Edition here: 

 

“I have never met Andy Richards in person; only on the internet, through the Scenes of 

Vermont website. But I feel a kinship to him as we both love to photograph Vermont. 

While attending a small rural college in Vermont in 1977, his interest in photography was 

kindled. 

 

He says he is a business attorney, but that photography is his passion. He shoots primarily 

outdoor, natural and architectural subjects and uses Photoshop to achieve his 

photographic vision. Andy takes every chance he gets to travel, especially to Vermont, to 

photograph. 

 

From what I have read about Andy on the Internet, in his LightCentric Photography Blog, 

his LightCentric website, and our e-mail correspondences, I would call him a 

“Photographer’s Photographer.” He takes his photographic passion very seriously and 

keeps up with the many technical changes that seem to occur in digital photography about 

every six months. 

 

Andy is the person I would choose to carry on with this new Vermont Book to help 

photographers find and photograph the famous iconic scenes in Vermont. His book will 

bring photographers up to date on the locations of these wonderful scenes.” 

 

- Arnold John Kaplan (1916 – 2013) – (Forward to the First Edition – 2012) 

  

http://www.lightcentric.wordpress.com/
http://www.lightcentricphotography.com/
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ABOUT Photographing Vermont’s Fall Foliage 
 

A Resource 
This is a resource work for photographers planning a trip to Vermont during Fall Foliage season. 

While primarily aimed at photographers, it is also a good guide for “leaf peepers” whose main 

interest may not be photography. It is also worth noting that although the book focuses on Fall 

Foliage and the authors believe that is the prime time to photograph there, Vermont is a pretty 

photogenic place during most seasons.” 

 

We think it is important to try to set reader’s expectations reasonably here. Please read this 

section, to understand how to use this book effectively. This is not a photography “how-to book.” 

You will not find instructions, tips or pointers on exposure, depth-of-field, shutter speed, 

composition, lighting or technique. We rarely, if at all, suggest lens selection or focal length, or 

any kind of equipment. We leave that to the teaching experts. This book assumes you are either a 

“seasoned” photographer, or able to seek other “how-to” resources. 

 

Nor is it intended to be a “standard” Photo-Book. Too often these books purport to be about 

photographing a locale, but lack specific, useful information about how to get to the location, 

where to park, where to find the view, and when to arrive. Having been traveling photographers 

for many years, we have all learned from experience that unless substantial “homework” done 

before the trip any photography outing is bound to be frustrating and perhaps fruitless. We know 

as photographers that we have to “work” for the images we make. Any expectation that this 

publication will guide you to the magical location, at the magical time, and essentially set the 

stage for you is simply an unrealistic one. We always scout our locations before the anticipated 

shoot. You will have to do that too, in most instances, even with the directions and descriptions 

here. 

 

You will need a Map 
We urge you to acquire a reasonably detailed map of Vermont and use it as you read this. We 

like the DeLorme Gazetteer map. The Jimapco series maps are also very good. We wish we were 

able to integrate detailed maps, but we have had difficulty finding appropriate software for it and 

have decided to concentrate on giving directions and inspiration to shoot. But we do give 

detailed directions, and reasonably close GPS coordinates in all but the most obvious locations. 

We are not cartographers. Nor are we infallible. GPS coordinates are approximate and not 

always in the technically correct format. There are occasional glitches in directions. As the 

reader visits these locations and discovers issues, we certainly encourage you to let us know, so 

that we can correct problems in future editions. 

 

Our Photographs 
The photographs in this book are intended to be representative of the potential of a particular 

locale (meaning that they are not always included as our “best art,” but often because we want to 

give the read a “feel” for the scene’s potential). The purpose of the book is to give the reader-

photographer enough information to go out and make his or her own photographs. 

 

While we take a great deal of pride in the quality of our images, overall, some of the images here 

may not represent our very best, because we are striving to illustrate the potential of the scenes, 
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rather than showcase our own photography. But we have noticed a degradation all the images 

uploaded to this work. It may be because most of the writing is done in MS Word and then 

converted to Adobe PDF format. We are not sure, but we have noticed the need to brighten 

images consistently, for example. When you do enlarge, or click into an image, we apologize for 

the sometimes lack of quality and hope that you get from the illustrative image what we intend 

here: to show the promise of beautiful photographic results around the state of Vermont. 

 

A New Edition 
While we are calling it the 3rd Edition, it is probably fair to say that this is the 4th actual 

“publication” of the work (the first actual publication being a pdf version that Andy offered 

before publishing the first ebook). The 1st Edition of the ebook was Andy’s first foray into e-

book publishing. In Andy’s preparation for a return trip to Vermont to photograph Fall Foliage in 

2005, he learned that there was little "boots on the ground" information about the iconic type 

locations he sought; images reminiscent of the "Bob Newhart Show." Aside from the Arnold 

John Kaplan publication, there was no real information about these places. While the 1st Edition 

was a solo endeavor by Andy Richards, it was not without a lot of help and support from many of 

the kindred photographers he met during trips to Vermont, time spent on internet sites, and 

behind the scenes e-mail conversations. No one was more prominent and helpful to his 

endeavors than co-author, Carol Smith. As the two of us compared notes and images, and 

traveled and shot the state together, this book came together, first as a memorialization of Andy’s 

detailed notes of his own travels, and evolved as our combined, detailed knowledge of 

photographic venues throughout the state. Over the several years since the publication of the 1st 

Edition, Andy and Carol have had numerous Vermont photo-expeditions, and countless 

conversations about the places in the book, and many new places. Carol is a relentless traveler of 

the state and seeker of new photo opportunities. It was natural that they collaborated on the 2nd 

Edition. One of the pluses about a co-authorship is that there are places Carol has been and shot, 

and places where Andy has been and shot, in addition to the many places they have both shot. 

We bring different perspectives to these locales, and where appropriate, our own personal 

observations are added. 

 

Change 
Significant change has occurred over the years since Arnold first published his book. A 

University of Vermont study notes that when the state was first settled, nearly 80 percent of its 

land area was cleared of timber for grazing and crops. Early Vermont farmers primarily raised 

sheep, which grazed the pasture lands much more closely. Still a significant part of Vermont’s 

economy, agriculture has substantially declined and today only 20-30% of the formerly cleared 

land remains. New forrestation has significantly altered the grand views across the state. One 

only has to look at the background behind the church in Kaplan’s 1970’s iconic photograph of 

the Waits River Village, and in Andy’s photograph, taken in 2005, to see this illustrated in a 

major way. These phenomena have had a profound effect on much of the iconic Vermont 

scenery which has formerly graced magazines, coffee table books, advertisements and calendars.   

 

The good news is that photographers are constantly discovering new “iconic” shots. Andy’s 

favorite Vermont image was made in 2010, of a farm scene that was discovered by Carol, and 

generously shared with Andy, on Burton Hill Road in Barton. We think Arnold would have loved 

this one! 

http://www.lightcentricphotography.com/
https://carolsmith.zenfolio.com/
http://www.arnoldkaplanphotography.com/galleries/vermont/index_2.html
http://www.arnoldkaplanphotography.com/galleries/vermont/index_2.html
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Other Valuable Resources 
No one resource will ever be enough for the photographer seeking great places to photograph – 

and in particular, specific places. Nor can one resource provide all the information necessary to 

plan and experience a successful photo-outing. We think this guide is the most comprehensive of 

its kind available today. But no matter how diligently we work to keep it current and useful, 

there things we cannot accomplish without help and other resources. Other people are probably 

our best resources, and during especially the first period of years when we started traveling to 

Vermont to photograph foliage, they were (and continue to be) the most important of other 

resources. People like Margy Meath, Betsy Brown, Tim Kirchoff, Rich Ennis, Al Utsig, Janice 

Noyce, John Knox, and many others communicate every year and since most either live in 

Vermont or visit every year, are the best source for “boots-on-the-ground,” local and current 

information like foliage and wether conditions, and changes affecting the scenes and places 

mentioned here. I know; how does Carol and me knowing these people help you? I am getting 

there.      

 

Vermont Fall Foliage Fanatics. The single best resource for this “boots-on-the-ground,” 

information for both future planning and real time reportage is the Facebook Group: 

Vermont Fall Foliage Fanatics. Started a few years back by Margy Meath and Betsy 

Brown to fill a need for information dedicated to Vermont Fall Foliage, this site has 

grown rapidly and serves as the best resource we know for current information, historical 

information, and planning points. And, it is not affiliated with any commercial interests or 

ventures. Every administrator on in the group does this because of their personal 

enthusiasm for the unique phenomena that is Vermont Fall Foliage. Some of them are 

avid and talented photographers as well. As a Facebook Group, all of those group 

members who post there share information freely about conditions, and it is the best place 

to start to find answers and information on this topic. While there are some other groups 

and pages (pretenders?     ) that deal with these topics, none are dedicated specifically to 

Vermont, and most are affiliated with some commercial or economic venture. Full 

disclosure: both of us serve as moderators for this group. 

 

Scenes of Vermont Foliage Message Board. When computers were new to us, message 

and bulleting boards were an wonderful new resource. Prior to that time, our sole 

resources were personal knowledge and books and pamphlets written by photographers. I 

found the books often lacking in detailed information and often written to showcase and 

publish the photographer – author’s images. Many old-timers perhaps recall the old 

“Photograph America” series of pamphlets (I think they may still be in business – 

digitally now). And of course, as we have mentioned, there was the Arnold Kaplan 

pamphlet. But none of these were capable of current, real-time information and 

commentary about conditions in Vermont. Times change. These old “bulletin-style” 

message boards frankly do not get the traffic they once did. Still, we would be remiss not 

to mention the SOV boards. It is where Andy and Carol met each other, as well as many 

of the other “names” you read about in here. Sadly, the forum style of internet 

participation has largely gone by the wayside in more recent years, succumbing to newer 

styles like Facebook and Instagram. Our statement about change being constant is as 

applicable here as anywhere. The inexorable process of natural (and sometimes 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/636041066436507
http://www.scenesofvermont.com/phpbb2/index.php?sid=259c94e1ddef98da8ea7dd29e30ab855
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unnatural) change to the scenes we present, and alas, the way we communicate, are all at 

the mercy of change. Some change is good; some not so much. But it happens.  This is 

largely driven by technology and the devices we use to communicate. Sadly, a great 

many of the “friends” we knew and cherished on the site are either no longer there, or 

only participate in a minor way. Andy still frequently checks in there during foliage 

season and there is valuable information to be gained there (for the discerning reader). 

 

We go back to these groups each fall, in anticipation of those great conversations and in 

some cases personal friendships made there. We believe they are worth joining. And we 

think that once you join, you will not be able to resist that “same time next year” feeling 

as autumn approaches and you go back to see what is going on. 

 

A Word to the Wise. While we have always been advocates of gathering information 

from difference sources and using your own desires, interests, and judgment to come to 

your own conclusions, it should not come as any surprise that there are “posers” and 

“trolls” on any of these on-line groups and boards. So be read with discernment!      

 

Enjoy the Read 
We have traveled extensively throughout Vermont. Much of our travels involved seeking out 

Arnold John Kaplan’s famous “photo-scenics,” and trying to find similar scenes of our own. In 

part, this book documents what we have learned about the continuing viability of those scenes, as 

well as similar venues. In places, we detour into more intimate scenes, such as the unnamed 

waterfall on the Mad River, Bartlett Falls on the New Haven River in Bristol, and Bingham 

Falls, deep in a gorge in the middle of Smuggler’s Notch, and foggy morning scenes on Bean 

Pond in Barton. There is plenty to find and photograph for any outdoor enthusiast photographer 

here. 

 

Finally, this is an evolving work. If all goes well, we will continue to travel to Vermont, and 

upgrade the information here, on a periodic basis. Carol gets there every year; Andy only every 

few years. At the same time, we invite and encourage the reader to let us know of changes and 

inaccuracies they find here. Please feel free to contact Andy or Carol with any comments, 

suggestions or corrections. 

 

While we are delighted to share our knowledge of these locations to truly seeking photographers, 

we do so with dampened enthusiam because of the developments touched on in the “What is 

New” section above. There are many new resources since the Kaplan pamphlet. We invite you to 

join us, virtually, through this work, on the SOV Forums and Facebook Pages, but most 

importantly, on the ground, in Vermont, in autumn. But please be respectful and responsible 

presence. 

  

mailto:adr1957@gmail.com
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Acknowledgments 
 

Andy: 
In October, 2005, I returned to Vermont after almost 20 years of absence. I spent about 10 days 

each, in October 2005, 2006, 2010, 2015 and 2021, (and a long weekend in the summer of 2008) 

photographing Vermont. 

 

Even after being away for 20 years, I never forgot the incredible, colorful, New England Fall 

Foliage. Planning for the 2005 trip, I discovered there was a near-total lack of specific 

location information about places and scenes to photograph. As we have traveled to, and 

photographed other parts of the country, we have learned that, but for a few specific places, this 

is generally the case. 

 

In fairness, however, I did discover two very valuable resources available at that time; both one-

of-a-kind. In 1973, Arnold John Kaplan published his “How To Find (and Photograph) The 

Photo-Scenics In Vermont.” This “one-of-a-kind” pamphlet memorialized a number of “iconic” 

Vermont Scenes (many of them made so by Arnold’s own images). Many of those same scenes 

are also documented at the Seven Hills Camera Club website. There was no internet, no ebooks, 

and no real way to self-publish. There were no websites, message boards, or online forums. Yet 

Arnold was able to publish his unassuming “mimeograph” style booklet and get the word out. I 

found it by happenstance on the Seven Hills website, and it became his most valuable resource 

during the first several years photographing foliage in Vermont. 

 

At the time of his death in 2013, Arnold was still going strong, writing, photographing and 

presenting to camera clubs and organizations. A member of the Photographic Society of 

America, he presented seminars to photographers all over the U.S. He maintained a very 

informational blog, and his website showcases his photographic talent, including of gallery of his 

own iconic Vermont images. Arnold had also published another print book (a GPS Guide) about 

photo locations in Cape Cod where he lived. Some years back, Arnold and I were connected 

through e-mail, by a mutual friend (none other than co-author Carol Smith, who met him in 

person at her camera club). In the years since 2005, it was my great privilege and delight to know 

Arnold and call him a friend and an inspiration. We only hope this e-book will continue the 

standard he set in his seminal Vermont publication. 

 

The second resource was one of those internet phenomena that caught on for a period as the 

internet became more popular: the forum – in this case, a fall foliage forum, hosted by Scenes of 

Vermont, a website owned by Timothy Palmer Benson, a professional videographer and 

photographer who makes his home in Vermont’s famed “Northeast Kingdom.” 

 

While the foliage forum was not photographer-specific, it was frequented by a number of very 

talented photographers. For many years, there was no better place for information about Vermont 

fall foliage than this forum. Tim and I became friends and he has been very generous with his 

offerings on the website. 

 

Shortly after I joined the foliage forum, I became acquainted with people who have become our 

very good friends. So much so, that we have made it a point to periodically meet as a group over 

http://www.arnoldkaplanphotography.com/guide.html
http://www.arnoldkaplanphotography.com/guide.html
http://www.meetup.com/SevenHillsCameraClub/members/
http://www.arnoldkaplanphotography.com/blog/
http://www.arnoldkaplanphotography.com/
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the years. It is on this forum that we met our close friend, Al Utzig, who also loves Vermont 

(almost as much as Andy does     ), and who has been a consultant to us in writing this book, 

helping with photographic critique and suggestions, editing and proof reading. An author in his 

own right (THE Photographer’s Guide to Minnesota’s North Shore), Al is an inspiration to both 

of us. 

 

Carol and I began conversing by email at length about places to photograph in Vermont and 

about photography in general. Like me, Carol does not live in Vermont, but her love for the state 

surpasses both mine and Al’s. She and her husband own a second home in Barton, in the heart of 

the Northeast Kingdom, and they travel from their home near Boston, frequently, to spend time 

in Vermont. When I first met her, Carol was a “point and shooter.” But she had an interest in 

photography and an “eye” for good composition. In just a couple years, Carol moved from an 

enthusiast, to an a very talented photographer. These days Carol gives presentations for her 

camera club, and leads shooting groups to Vermont and other places in New England. I relied on 

Carol perhaps more than any other source when completing the first edition of the eBook, and as 

the two of us got to know each other, it became a “no-brainer” that Carol would co-write future 

editions of this resource. 

 

I must also acknowledge a great many other individuals who have contributed in so many ways 

to my own limited knowledge of many things “Vermont.” I cannot possibly name all of them, 

and if I forgot you it wasn’t intentional.      I want to acknowledge my late Aunt and Uncle, 

Holden and Laura Doane and my late, adopted Uncle Harrison Doane, my adopted cousins, Neil 

and Joanne Doane, and my cousin Tenny Doane and his wife Joy. I was 11 years old when I first 

started visiting the farm and I think its safe to say I owe them a “lifetime” of inside Vermont 

knowledge and information. I also want to thank my newer friends, mostly from “online” 

acquaintances since 2005, though I am pleased to say I have met personally and have spent 

quality time with: Margy Meath, Betsy Brown, Rich Ennis, and Tim Kirchoff. They have all 

generously shared information, images and critique on this work and many of the images that 

appear in it. The group is an invaluable and indefatigable “brain trust” that Carol and I rely on 

constantly for input and support. Thanks guys! 

 

Finally, I would be remiss if he did not recognize the contribution to his photography of John 

Knox, a now-retired professor at Vermont Technical College, whose work and early critique and 

encouragement was the jump start of my photographic journey since 1976. John is an oft-

published, talented photographer whose work has appeared frequently in Vermont Life 

Magazine, among others, over the years. John lives in central Vermont and continues to make 

remarkable images of Vermont. John and I have re-connected on Facebook where he maintains 

his ”Vermont by a Vermonter” photography page. John has shared some great places to make 

images with me over the past several years. But we haven’t been able to physically connect for 

some reason. But in October of 2018, we did – by complete happenstance. I was in Peacham, 

looking for a spot shared with me by another on-line acquaintance. When I found the spot, there 

was another photographer set up right where I knew I wanted to make my shot from. So, I waited 

and without looking back, he struck up a conversation. He sounded somehow familiar, and when 

he finished and turned around, we both immediately recognized each other. While I would still 

like to get together with him – maybe for some shooting; maybe for a beer – it was great to catch 

up with a few minutes, shake hands, and wish each other well. 

http://www.goldimagesphoto.com/
http://www.goldimagesphoto.com/Book
https://www.facebook.com/Vermont-Four-Seasons-Photography-831963433531459/?fref=nf
https://www.facebook.com/Vermont-Four-Seasons-Photography-831963433531459/?fref=nf
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Carol: 
I would first and foremost like to recognize my co-author, Andy Richards, for his mentorship 

throughout the years. Andy has been instrumental in guiding me along my photographic journey. 

 

I would also like to recognize the many friends I have made from the Scenes of Vermont 

Community, many of whom are also actively involved with the Facebook Group: Vermont Fall 

Foliage Fanatics, which I co-moderate with Betsy Brown, Margy Meath, and Andy. 

 

As an active member of The South Shore Camera Club, located in Quincy, Massachusetts, I have 

made numerous like-minded photography friends in the club, and have benefited from the many 

guest speakers and presenters that the club has provided. I would like to thank my friend Diane 

Gulla who is figuratively an extension of my shooting arm, and has been by my side on so many 

photo excursions that there are too many to count. I would also like to thank my friend Wayne 

Horridge for accompanying me on a few scouting trips for the purpose of this book. There are 

other very close and dear friends from camera club that have accompanied me on various 

Vermont photography trips; too many to mention by name, but you know who you are and your 

friendship is deeply appreciated. 

 

Last but not least, I would like to recognize and thank my husband Steven for all of his patience 

and support. He may not "get" this photography obsession, but he has been the best tripod caddy 

that a girl could ask for and his support has been unwavering.  
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NORTHWEST VERMONT 
 

In the Second Edition, we came up with this region-based organization of the book, dividing the 

state into northwest, northeast, southwest and southeast and central. While we think it works 

well, any division is going to be somewhat arbitrary. We could have gone with mountain range 

divisions or other geographic feature divisions as well. Practically, the vaunted “Northeast 

Kingdom” (NEK) divides from the northwestern part of the state by Hazen’s Notch, a passage 

over the eastern mountain range just east of Montgomery, and roughly where Vermont Route 

100 divides the state east to west. But in its look, feel and style, the Montgomery area “feels” 

very much like it is part of the NEK. 

 

The Champlain Islands and Lake Champlain 
 

If you come into Vermont from the northwest or from the north (Montreal via Interstate 87), you 

must cross into northwestern Vermont through this area. And when you do so, you will wonder 

how this all fits into Vermont’s “Green Mountain” repute. Decidedly “marine,” in both climate 

and topography, this small region of Vermont reminds Andy of Michigan’s Great Lakes 

whenever he passes through. Because the “prize” is foliage and mountain scenery, and because 

he had all the “marine” scenery he needed back in Michigan (and again, now in Florida), neither 

of us has never spent any time there. There are periods (like when the foliage is a “bust,” or in 

other seasons) when this would be a splendid area to explore. We just haven’t done so. 

 

Northwestern Vermont 
 

Lake Champlain, of course, borders the western edge of Vermont at least halfway down from the 

northwestern corner of the state. Two of Vermont’s “major” cities are situated on this very large 

body of water – St. Albans, in the northwest region, and Burlington (its largest city), in perhaps 

better described as in the Central region. While not technically right on the water, St. Albans is a 

short hop away, to the east of St. Albans Bay, and North Hero on the other side of the lake. 

Because this work is really about foliage and “iconic” pastoral Vermont scenery, we haven’t 

spent any real time photographing this area. But St. Albans is a very nice town, with its 

downtown updated over the years. There are some very photogenic old buildings to be shot for 

those who may have architecture on their list. 

 

Interstate 89, one of the two interstate highways that cross the state, can be accessed in St. 

Albans and taken to Burlington. The area to the east all the way to Route 100 is the primary area 

of coverage in this part. There are a great many back roads, farms, farm views, in this area and 

though we don’t include any “iconic” images, this is a very worthwhile area to drive and explore. 
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Sheldon 

Sheldon Cemetery 
(Afternoon) 

 

Sheldon Cemetery – Andy Richards 2010 

 

Directions: If you head north on Lapland Road, you will eventually cross Vermont 36 at the 

Village of East Fairfield. From East Fairfield, drive west until you reach Fairfield Center (this 

can also be reached directly from St. Albans to the west or Bakersfield to the east). From the 

Village of Fairfield Center, North Road connects Fairfield to Sheldon. Follow North Road 

(naturally – north) to the Village of Sheldon, where the road turns into Main Street. To get to the 

cemetery, stay on North Road (Main Street) and about ¼ mile past the Town Clerk Office, take 

Sheldon Woods Drive to the west. In a very short distance you will see the cemetery entrance. 

There are nice views to the south from there. 

 

Andy’s Notes: There is a nice shot of a farm to the east in the distance from the Sheldon 

Cemetery, and shots of Mt. Mansfield to the south, in the background are also possible. I was 

there in late morning, and photographs are possible, but not ideal. It appears that the late 

afternoon sun would light the visible side of Mt. Mansfield nicely. North Road is a nice drive 

with some good farm views. 
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Bakersfield – East Fairfield 
 

Andy’s Notes: I called Bakersfield home for many years. The Doane brothers’ farms are in the 

Village of Bakersfield; and on Route 108 about 2 miles South of the Village. I spent many years 

of my youth between these two farms, each separately owned and managed respectively, by 

Holden Doane and Harrison Doane. Though both are traditional “Vermont” Dairy Farms, neither 

is really what we would consider an “iconic” photo-opportunity. Ironically, though I spent many 

years there, I haven’t photographed a lot in this area of the state. But there countless back roads 

in Vermont and the area around Bakersfield and East Fairfield is no exception. There is plenty of 

opportunity to explore and photograph here. Most of the images in this section are by way of 

illustration of the potential for photography. You will have to work a little harder to find scenes 

here than in other sections of the book where we have documented more of the iconic scenes. 

 

Farm – East Fairfield – Andy Richards 2010 

 

Directions: The image here is one Andy made on a back road between Doane Farm and the 

Village of East Fairfield, one morning. To get to this scene, you must leave the main road (108) 

and travel the gravel back roads. This is a theme we will see play out often, for the best scenes. 

Just under 2 miles south of the village of Bakersfield, on 108, Whitney Road (a/l/a Lost Nation 

Road) starts and goes west (road naming in Vermont can be a bit of a puzzle sometimes. If you 

pass by Whitney Road, you will come upon another branch of Lost Nation Road – which is very 

easy to miss and poorly marked. Eventually, it all comes together, but this is a great illustration 

of the need for a good map). Continue west on Lost Nation Road (instead of turning south on 
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Taylor Road). At the intersection of Gravel Pit Road (to the north), the road changes to “BT” 

Road. Stay on this road, continuing west to where BT Road ends at the intersection of Lapland 

Road. Turn southwest (left) on Lapland Road and follow it to the next intersection. Turn 

southeast on Lapland Extension and you will shortly see this old barn on your right. You can 

park on the road (these roads are mainly gravel and not highly traveled). 

 

Andy’s Notes: It is not unusual to find old barns on these back roads.  Keep a sharp eye out and 

you will see scenes all around you.  In a prior year, I found two old draft horses in a pasture very 

near this barn. Beware, however, that Vermont, like everywhere else, is always changing and 

some of these out-of-the-say scenes may no longer even exist. We are not sure about this one, as 

we are having trouble seeing it on Google Maps. 

 

 
H.T. Doane Farm – Bakersfield – Andy Richards 2006 

 

H.T. Doane Farm 
(Morning) 

 

Directions: This farm is on Vermont 108, between the Lost Nation Road intersection and the 

Whitney Road intersection. Since 108 is a primary state road, if you are headed to Bakersfield 

and points north from Jeffersonville, you must pass this farm. Coming south heading toward 

Jeffersonville or Stowe, it is about 2 miles south of the center of Bakersfield. Andy’s shot here 

was taken – with permission - from one of the privately-owned farm fields above the farm. 

Please do stop and ask permission! 
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Andy’s Notes: On the roughly 400 acres owned by the H.T. Doane Family (Sunday Brook 

Farm), is a mountain woodlot where they make arguably the best maple syrup in the world 

(Sunday Brook Maple Products – note: it is mismarked on Google Maps and is a mile or so north 

of the map note) as part of their farming operation. There is a nice brook which runs through the 

woodlot with several small but impressive falls. If you want to photograph the area, they are a 

friendly family and would be glad to let you photograph if you ask. Please be aware not to 

damage crop and hayfields, staying on paths and near fence lines is appreciated. And ask about 

their maple syrup.  If they have it on hand, they will be glad to sell you some! The sugarhouse is 

way up in the woods up a relatively steep road, but if you have no other pressing destination, is 

worth the hike up. 

 

Jordan (Doane) Farm – Andy Richards – 2010 

 

Jordan Farm 
(Morning / Afternoon) 

 

This farmstead image is of a “second” farm owned by the Doane Family, south of Bakersfield 

(the “Jordan farm”). 3.3 miles South of Bakersfield on Route 108, Jordan Road is a small narrow 

gravel service road to the right. Jordan Road continues on past this farmstead and rejoins 108 at 

the farmstead. This is a south-facing shot and could be lit both in the morning or afternoon. 
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Waterville Mountain Road 
 

Directions: A nice back road between Bakersfield and Waterville. At the intersection of Route 

108 and Route 36 in Bakersfield, turn east (away from Route 36) and follow the road up the hill 

just one mile and then turn right (south) onto the Waterville Mountain Road. 

 

Andy’s Notes: This is an unimproved gravel road (which may be impassable at times in the 

winter), but it is worth the trip up and over "Kings Hill Mountain” and back down into 

Waterville. 

 

 
Waterville Mountain Road – Andy Richards 2006 
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Waterville 

Montgomery Covered Bridge 
(Morning) 

 

Directions: About 8 miles south of Bakersfield on Route 108, Route 109 begins and goes east to 

Waterville, Belvidere, and Eden. There is a pond in Belvidere, with an afternoon reflection 

possibility. In Eden, there is Lake Eden, and some nice back roads. The Montgomery Bridge is 

one of 3 in Waterville, but in our opinion, the most photogenic of them. Drive on 109 through 

the village, past the Nazarene Church on the right and on past the Post Office on the left. You 

will pass Burt Road on the left. Continue on and just as you leave the village, you will see the 

road to the bridge on the right. Depending on foliage it may not be readily visible from the road, 

but it is very close.  Turn right onto the road and go on through the bridge to the other side. 

There is a small wide spot in the road where you should be able to find a spot to park. You can 

shoot from the road as I have, and clamber down (carefully) to the water and shoot it from the 

river. 

 

Andy’s Notes: Ironically, this bridge is miles away from Montgomery and Montgomery Center, 

each with their own series of bridges. But this Waterville bridge is called “Montgomery Bridge.” 

There are a great series of covered bridges in Vermont, many in the Montgomery area, some in 

the southern part of the state, and several in Waterville. If you are interested in covered bridges, I 

suggest you “Google” Vermont Covered Bridges and you will find Covered Bridge maps and 

other resources. We do not cover Vermont covered bridges in detail, but will illustrate some of 

our favorites, including this bridge in Waterville, which you may recognize as the background 

photo for my LightCentric logo image. 

 

 
Montgomery Covered Bridge (Waterville) – Andy Richards 2005 
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Hogback Road 
 

Hogback Road – Andy Richards 2006 

 

Directions: This paved back road runs southeast along the Lamoille River from Route 109 (just 

southwest of Waterville) to Route 15 (just west of Johnson) and is a beautiful drive, with some 

great views along the river 

 

Andy’s Notes: Because of the terrain, colorful foliage is harder to find here and timing is 

important. I was too late the year I shot this image. 

 

Fairfax 
 

In this area, there are nice locations around Jeffersonville, Cambridge, Fairfax, and to the South, 

Underhill, which is best approached from the Pleasant Valley Road. 

McNall Farm 
(Afternoon) 

 

Directions: From Route 15 just west of the Village of Cambridge, turn onto Route 104 west 

("Main Street"). Take 104 about 6 1/2 miles to where it joins Vermont Route 128 from the south 

(“Browns River Road” - Route 104 continues to the north to Fairfax). The shot is from the 

McNall Road which veers off of 104 just before Browns River Road (and then crosses it to the 

west), at the 6 1/2 mile mark. Take McNall Road up a short distance until you cross the Browns 
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River, and you will see the McNall Farm up on the right. The shot of the village from above is to 

the right, just before you get to the farm. Again, please consider that this road goes more or less 

through the middle of a privately-owned dairy farm. Please be respectful. 

 

Andy’s Notes: There is a high view of the Village of Fairfax (west from Cambridge on Route 

104), that is growing marginal, as the scrub growth is beginning to obscure the view of the 

Village. It is probably worth a drive up McNall Road to see it, though. 

Mayotte Farm 
(Morning) 

 

Directions: There is another nice farm shot on Mayotte Road. To get there, take Pumpkin 

Harbor Road from route 15 in Cambridge, north to North Cambridge Road. When you get to 

Rushford Road, take it west to Fletcher Road, which turns into Fairfield Road. In West Fletcher, 

take Mayotte Road North. You will come to a sharp curve in the road, and you will see an old 

farmhouse, and the Mayotte barns and newer home behind. 

 

Mayotte Farm – Andy Richards 2008 
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United Church of Westford 
(Morning) 

 

This church is just of Route 128 in Westford. It is an easy shot to find and the shot is right across 

the road from the church. 

 

 
Unite Church of Westford – Copyright Andy Richards 2005 

 

Directions: From Fairfax, take Route 128 south 4 miles and you will come to the village of 

Westford. This “White Church” is on White Church Lane, just off 128 to the south as you come 

into the village. Easy/peasy. It is facing east and is lit by the morning sun. 

 

Andy’s Notes: My buddy, Rich and I found this church on our first trip back to Vermont in 

2005. Our friend and my original mentor, John Knox, has a series of images he calls “Steeples in 

the Hills.” While not technically in a hill, this one might otherwise fit his criteria. It is a pretty, 

and typical New England style church with nice, bright foliage in the background. 
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Barn on Lower Pleasant Valley Road 
(Afternoon) 

 

Directions: To get to this scene, take the lower Pleasant Valley Road south from Route 15 in 

Cambridge. In the village of Cambridge, turn onto Mansfield Avenue. This road goes to the 

South, between the Cambridge Village Market and some commercial buildings. Follow this road 

to the Lower Pleasant Valley Road. Follow the Lower Pleasant Valley Road toward Underhill 

Center. This scene will appear on your left as you begin to see Mt. Mansfield in the background. 

 

Barn Lower Pleasant Valley Road – Andy Richards 2010 

 

Andy’s Notes: There are many shooting opportunities along the Pleasant Valley Roads (there is 

an Upper and Lower Pleasant Valley Road). A favorite of photographers is this barn on the 

Lower Pleasant Valley Road just North of Underhill, with Mt. Mansfield in the background. This 

shot is an afternoon shot, but you need to get there before the sun drops below the mountains. It 

is probably safe between 4:00 and 5:00 in October. 

 

Carol’s Notes: I visited this area for the first time several years ago, and was immediately struck 

by the various compositions that could be made here, using the nice little red barn in the 

foreground, and the majestic beauty of Mount Mansfield towering in the background. Andy 

opted to shoot for a more intimate view of the barn with some lovely grasses in the forefront, and 

Mount Mansfield just beyond the barn. I opted for a wider view, using the road as a leading line 

into the scene. 
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Barn; Pleasant Valley Road – Carol Smith 2008 

 

Old Red Mill 
(Morning) 

 

Directions: Coming from the north out of Underhill Flats (you will come off the Pleasant Valley 

Road onto River Road in Underhill Center, and River Road will put you onto Route 15 just south 

of Underhill Flats). Alternatively, you can take Route 15 north out of Burlington, or south from 

Cambridge. You will come up on it very quickly and should be ready for a sharp turn at the 

bottom of a steep curved hill. Just as you pass the Jericho Post Office on your right, you will 

descend a sharply curving hill to your right and the Mill will be on the right just after the bottom 

of the hill. Turn right into the parking lot. You will be able to walk on the pedestrian part of the 

bridge back across. and pick your way carefully down the bank to the spot where you can shoot 

the mill and the cascade. 

 

Andy’s Notes: This mill sits on the Browns River, where it passes through Jericho. The Mill is 

now a museum and gift shop on Route 15 in Jericho. There is a small parking lot for the 

museum, so it is not usually a problem to park, especially early in the morning. Al Utsig once 

asked me why I didn’t include the entire mill building in my own image. You can certainly do 

so, but the mentioned parking lot, with cars and signage, will be in the photo. I liked it better 

without, and make the conscious decision to exclude that part. That’s what makes this stuff so 

fun. Make your own picture. On a weekday morning, there is near bumper-to-bumper traffic on 

Route 15, which is a busy commuter route between Jeffersonville and Burlington. It is possible 

to scramble down the bank to a spot where you can shoot the mill and the cascade. I did that. But 

be very cautious.  A fall could be fatal. 
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Carol’s Notes: I only photographed this location once, and it was during the summer. The trees 

were green, but it made a very nice summer image. One thing I remember about shooting this 

scene was that I was standing on the bridge (it's a small bridge and I was standing on the 

sidewalk) to capture the scene, and I had to be sure to position myself to be able to exclude the 

gift shop sign and the cars that were parked in the lot. It wasn't particularly difficult, but just 

something to bear in mind. 

 

 
Old Red Mill – Jericho – Andy Richards 2005 
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Montgomery and Montgomery Center 
 

To the northeast of Burlington, Bakersfield, and the like, the villages of Montgomery and 

Montgomery Center are popular bed and breakfast destinations for travelers “in the know.” 

There are at least two high-end Inns here with award winning chefs who moved from 

metropolitan cities south of Vermont to establish their Inns and culinary skills. Andy has dined in 

both and was duly impressed. More importantly to photographers, there are a number of very 

good photo opportunities here. The Jay Peak Ski Area is just a few miles north. Andy visited 

there in 2005, but the foliage had not even begun to turn. But there are some images to be had 

there. In and around the two villages, there are several covered bridges that can be photographed, 

with some work. We contemplated whether this picturesque setting was more “NEK” or 

northwest Vermont. Our decision was arbitrary, based on geography. But it certainly has the 

NEK “feel.” There is one of the largest groupings of covered bridges in the state in this area. 

Longley Bridge 
(Morning) 

 

Directions: Longley Bridge crosses the Trout River where Longley Bridge Road intersects with 

Route 118, about 1 mile northwest of Montgomery. There is a trail just southeast of the bridge 

entrance that takes you to this photo vantage point. This shot is lit from this side in the early 

morning. 

 

Andy’s Notes: The shot here was made in 2005, the year color never happened. You can see the 

potential in the maples in the background in this image. The best we could do that year was the 

colorful red Sumac bushes.  As Carol notes, there are many covered bridges in Vermont. Almost 

all are nice for viewing, but photographing them is another story. If you are intent on 

photographing these bridges, wading boots would probably be a plus, and some “bushwacking” 

will be necessary. Many of the bridges do no have as open a view as this one. 

 

 
Longley Bridge – Andy Richards 2005 

 

Carols Notes: Montgomery VT is well known for its many covered bridges. Although it is fun 

to visit and see these bridges, I have found that most of them just don't photograph well. It's 
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difficult to find a pleasing composition without clutter being in the way, or there aren't any 

leasing elements such as trees or hillsides to add to the image. 

 

 
Longley Bridge – Copyright Andy Richards 2005 

Comstock Bridge 
(Morning/afternoon) 

 

Directions: Take Route 118 west out of the Village of Montgomery for just under 1 mile and 

then turn south onto Comstock Bridge Road. 

 

 
Comstock Bridge – Copyright Andy Richards 2005 
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Andy’s Notes: Comstock is one of the 5 or 6 bridges all close together in the 

Montgomery/Montgomery Center vicinity, including Longley, Comstock, Fuller, Hutchins, West 

Hill Bridge, and Creamery Bridge among others. All are easy to find and easy to reach. Probably 

the best thing to do if you seek Covered Bridge Photos, is to find one of the numerous guides and 

map-books of Vermont Covered Bridges. On its 4th revision, I had not included any photographs 

of this bridge in the book. Indeed, I hadn’t even put them on my website. Improvements in the 

Photoshop post-processing program and a re-vamp of my website motivated me to go back and 

re-look at some of my image archives and I was able to come up with a couple pleasing 

renditions of my own “take” on Comstock Bridge. 

 

Carols notes: Comstock Covered Bridge is probably one of the most photogenic bridges in 

Montgomery, in my opinion. I have photographed this location on a couple of different 

occasions, the first time was way back on a cloudy day 2008, where I chose to do a tight crop of 

the bridge and eliminate as much of the gray sky as I could. I photographed the bridge again in 

2016, this time on a nice blue sky day, using a longer lens showing the reflection of the bridge in 

the river. The bridge orients itself roughly from southwest to northeast, so from this angle, you 

can see it could be nicely lit in either morning or afternoon, where the head on shot (see Andy’s 

shot above) is really only tenable in the morning light. I shot this in the morning, also, but it 

could be equally nice in good afternoon light. 

 

 

 

Comstock Bridge – Carol Smith 2016 
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Hill West/West Hill Roads - Views and Horses 
 

Directions: From Route 118 in Montgomery, turn south onto Hill West Road (don’t confuse this 

with nearby West Hill Road – see the Creamery Bridge directions, below). This road will 

eventually take you to an open field with magnificent mountain views. On the two trips that 

Carol has taken to this road, there were a few horses grazing in the open field. 

 

 

 
West Hill Road – Carol Smith 2016 

 

Creamery Bridge 
(All day) 

 

Directions: The Creamery Covered Bridge, also known as The West Hill Covered Bridge, is 

located on Creamery Bridge Road, just up the road from the field with the horses and view on 

Hill West Road. From Main Street (118) in Montgomery, take West Hill Road south. If you have 

been to Comstock Bridge, you will backtrack back northwest on Main Street to get to West Hill 

Road. 

 

NOTE: There is some very confusing signage/naming here. There are two roads that pretty 

much parallel each other and both will eventually get you to Creamery Bridge Road. Somebody 

was either drinking or had a pretty good sense of humor though. The two roads are: “West Hill 

Road” and “Hill West Road.” Take your pick. It is just over 2.5 miles on West Hill and just 
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under 2.5 miles on Hill West. The Creamery Bridge is closer to Hill West, but not by much. 

There is a small parking area at the bridge. 

 

Carol’s Notes: I was with my friend Wayne Horridge the day I shot here, and he encouraged me 

to scramble down the hillside to access a view of the waterfall flowing under the bridge. I was 

happy I did this as it provided a good vantage point. The growth of the trees obstructs part of the 

view of the bridge, and in years to come I'm afraid this vantage point may not be viable. I shot 

the waterfall in the afternoon. You will be facing towards the east if you are going to climb down 

to the water itself to shoot the waterfall. This created some deep shadows but on the other hand it 

nicely lit up the foliage that wasn't in shadow. I was able to pull some detail out of the shadows 

in post processing. If you are going to just shoot the bridge from the road it doesn't matter the 

time of day as the bridge faces a north/south direction. 

 

 
Creamery Bridge – Carol Smith 2015 

 

Hutchins Bridge 
 

Directions: If you went to the Creamery Bridge, or Hill West / West Hill Road from 

Montgomery first, it is probably easiest to backtrack on Hill West Road back to Montgomery and 

turn east onto 118 (Main Street). Take 118 to Montgomery Center, and stay right on 118 south 

out of Montgomery Center (Alternatively, you could follow Goslet Road from Hill West Road, 

but it looks like parts of it are substantially unimproved, and it goes back to Montgomery Center 

anyway. Head south on 118 from Montgomery Center just under 1 ½ miles, until you come to 

Hutchins Bridge Road, on the right. Follow Hutchins Bridge Road to the southwest, just a few 
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hundred feet to the bridge. Like Carol’s description of the Creamery Bridge, you will have to 

scramble down a bank to get a broad view of the bridge. 

 

 
Hutchins Bridge – Copyright Andy Richards 2005 

 

Andy’s Notes: Oriented generally west to east, my shot here was made after the sun was really 

too high in the sky, and into the sunrise, coming from the southwest. It was a bright overcast late 

morning. Better light conditions may have been more flattering. It is also possible to get a shot of 

the broadside portion of the bridge. Like Carol’s shot of the Creamery bridge, that entails 

scrambling down the bank. My shot from that morning shows that – like the Creamery Bridge – 

the foliage mosty obscures the bridge. But the stream beneath it did hold some opportunity, 

especially with the leaf drop covering the wet rocks. The bridges usually require some “working” 

and some really good luck with light conditions. Often the light is too low to get colorful and 

contrasty images, but when it finally lights things, it can be too strong. 
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Hutchins Bridge – Copyright Andy Richards 2005 
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Big Falls 
(Morning) 

 

There are a couple spots we like in North Troy. You can’t get much further north in  

Vermont before you reach Canada at this point. We go there by taking highway 242 out of 

Montgomery Center, through the Jay Peak ski area, where we eventually reached Route 100 at 

nearly its northernmost point. 

 

Directions: From nearly the northernmost point on Route 100, when you reach the intersection 

of 100 and 105, turn east and follow 105 into North Troy. It is about 3 miles to North Troy from 

100, and 3.5 miles to River Road. To find Big Falls, take River Road (just under a mile east of 

North Troy on 105) south about 1.5 miles to a well-marked turnout. The falls are a short hike (a 

few hundred feet). 

 

Andy’s Notes: There are several drops at this area in North Troy on the Missisquoi River, 

known as Big Falls. Big Falls should be shot as early in the morning as light will allow. As it is 

in a deep gorge, it may not be lit until later morning and on a clear day, the sun may be quite hot 

(as it is in the illustrative image). Such waterfalls are always problematic, particularly on sunny 

days. 
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Big Falls – Andy Richards 2005 

 

 

 

Carol’s Notes: I photographed Big Falls this Spring for the first time. I have a true fear of 

heights and once I hiked up to the top of the cliff and stood on the big granite slab, my anxiety 

took over and I immediately wanted to flee back down to safer ground. There is an 80 foot drop 

below to the falls. But, my desire to get the photo took over and I set up my tripod as close to the 

edge as I could bear, composed and took a few shots, and then said "I'm outa here," to my 

companions. It's pretty amazing how the desire to get the shot can get me to overcome my fear. 

I'm really happy I did it and am pleased with the photographs I took. Only if you also have a fear 

of heights will you be able to understand what an accomplishment this was for me, and if you do 

have a fear of heights, I hope you "go for it". If I can do it, you can too! 
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River Road Covered Bridge 
(Morning/Afternoon) 

 

Directions: This bridge is just a mile further south on River Road from the Big Falls turnout. In 

1 mile, you will reach Veilleux Road on the right. Turn west onto Veilleux Road. The bridge is 

about 200 feet ahead, through a dense stand of trees on either side of the road. There is a parking 

area on the south side of Veilleux Road, on the west end of the bridge. There is easy access to the 

Missisquoi River from there. The bridge runs east/west. 

 

Andy’s Notes: We were there in the morning, after shooting Big Falls. With its deep gorges, Big 

Falls entails the typical challenges of shooting waterfalls – particularly, lighting. And we had a 

relatively sunny morning there. The sun continued at this nice bridge, and as you can see, the 

later things get, the more challenging the lighting. While I shot this in the morning, I thin a nice, 

low, golden afternoon sunset might light the bridge from behind you nicely. The best access is 

south of the bridge from the west side. It may be possible to get to the north side of the bridge, 

but it could be a challenging scramble. It does not look like there is any easy access from the 

eastern banks of the river. 

 

 
River Road Covered Bridge – Copyright Andy Richards 2005 
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NORTHEAST VERMONT 
 

This is Carol’s territory.  Northeastern Vermont is locally referred to as “The Northeast 

Kingdom.” The nickname was coined by former Vermont Governor George Aiken. The 

Northeast Kingdom (or NEK for short), is a magical world all its own. Sparsely populated, many 

of the little villages, like Peacham and Craftsbury Common, are a step back in time. We don’t 

know the “official” boundaries of the kingdom, but for our purposes, we are treating the NEK as 

east of Vermont 14 and north of U.S. Route 302. We will deviate from these boundaries at times. 

 

There are many photographically scenic attractions from Newport’s Lake Memphremagog, to 

Lake Willoughby’s cliffs, to Island Pond, Hazen’s Notch, and Burke Mountain. There are also 

some relatively unknown hidden gems, like Bean Pond. We have not photographed every one of 

these areas, but we have both have been to most of them and can attest that during the correct 

conditions, they are all photogenic. Andy’s first ever visit there was in 2005, but he really 

learned about the photographic potential of the NEK after he met Carol and she began showing 

him around. As you read, it may strike you that NEK seems to get a whole lot more coverage 

than other areas. There are a couple reasons for that. First, one of us owns a home there and 

spends the bulk of her time exploring it. The other is that there seem to just be a whole lot more 

photo opportunities in the NEK. 

 

Hazen’s Notch 
(Morning and late afternoon) 

 

There are two main north/south mountain ranges in Vermont, the Green Mountains (for which 

Vermont gets its name, “The Green Mountain State) and the Taconic Mountains. The Green 

Mountains run from Jay Peak in the northernmost part of the NEK, more or less down the center 

of the state, through the resort town of Stowe, and the capitol city of Montpelier, and south. For 

our purposes, we will consider everything east of the Green Mountain range, and north of 

Montpelier, the NEK. There are limited places where one can cross these ranges. In the north, the 

way over the summit is Hazen’s Notch, which begins in the village of Montgomery Center, at the 

3-way intersection of Routes 118, 58 and 242 (Jay Mountain Road). Hazen's Notch Road, is 

defined by the cliffs of Sugarloaf Mountain to the North, and by Haystack Mountain to the 

South. The road begins as Route 58 in Lowell and ends in Montgomery Center. Hazen’s Notch 

marks the terminus of the Hazen Military Road, built in 1779. This road was built by General 

Moses Hazen and his American Revolutionary forces in an attempt to reach and invade 

Montreal. 

 

Andy’s Notes: I have driven this road a few times. I think different scenes call differently to us. 

With the exception of Route 108 through Smuggler’s Notch, and one spectacular view at the 

Appalachian Gap, I find it difficult to get too excited about these roads. The forests are generally 

fully grown and the “wide view” I have often associate with – and sought after – in Vermont is 

actually not very common. This is true of Hazen’s notch. Don’t get me wrong. These are 

spectacular drives through major mountain gaps. I think they are worth driving. And maybe even 

exploring. But I cannot really add any intel to the mix here, in terms of a great place to shoot. 
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Carol pretty clearly found a nice shot, though I think it was more toward the bottom of the road, 

as it comes back out of the mountain. 

 

Carols notes: 

This is a well maintained gravel road. In some places it is steep and winding. It is quite beautiful 

in the fall with the canopies of trees hanging over the road providing some pretty spectacular 

colors, as well as photography compositions. I've traveled this road on many occasions in the 

fall. 

 

 
Hazen’s Notch Road – Carol Smith 2015 

 
 
 

Barton 
 

Barton is most easily reached from its exit on I-91. It is a location you will want to spend some 

time in, and you will be rewarded with some wonderful photographs. Nearby are small, Vermont 

towns with idyllic names like “Island Pond,” and “Craftsbury Common.” Glover, Morgan, 

Seymour Lake, Lyndonville, Irasburg and Burke are all within easy striking distance from Barton, 

and all have photographic opportunities worth exploring. In Barton, Crystal Lake is dotted with 

vacation homes and is a clear, small lake with some great reflection and composition possibilities. 

While my village shot was made in the late afternoon, we think the best possibilities are in the 

morning, here. 
 

Barton Village Photo 
 

Directions: This view of Barton is from Kinsey Road, to the Northwest of the village. You can 

reach it one of two ways. You can turn west off of Route 5 just before you get into the village on 

Water Street, which immediately turns into Elm Street and take it almost to the I-91 overpass 
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(about ¾ mile), turning north onto Kinsey road. The view will open up across the field to the 

right almost immediately. Or, you can continue north on Route 5 through the village and about 1 

mile out of the village, you will have a sharp left turn up a hill onto Kinsey Road (very easy to 

miss). Whichever route you choose, do drive the whole loop as there are a couple of farm view 

possibilities and other possible shots and compositions of the village. 

 

Andy’s Notes: My shot of the Barton Village was made the evening I arrived in Vermont, in 

2010 for my first ever meet-up with a group of Scenes-of-Vermont Forum members, at Carol’s 

Barton home for dinner and then an early Sunday morning photo shoot with Carol as our guide. 

Before arriving at her home, I did some scouting, including a shot Carol had tipped me off to, of 

the Barton Village. By perhaps sheer luck, a shaft of sunlight broke through an otherwise rainy, 

gray and dreary day, just long enough to light the village and allow me to make this shot. 

 

 
Barton Village – Andy Richards 2010 

 

Carol’s Notes: I love this shot that Andy took of Barton Village in the fall, and although I 

provided him the information and location to take this shot, I prefer his shot over any that I have 

taken from this spot on Kinsey Road. This image of his has inspired me to get out there and 

shoot again this upcoming fall! 

 

NOTE: Those familiar with the second edition of the ebook will note that one of Carol’s shots in 

Barton is now missing. Sadly, both for the owner, and for us as photographers – it was a really, 

really good photo op, and Carol’s shot was really nice – but The Pines Farm burned to the 

ground a few years later, and is no longer there. 

 

 
  

http://www.scenesofvermont.com/phpbb2/viewforum.php?f=1
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Crystal Lake 
(Morning) 

 

Directions: Barton’s Main Street is on U.S. Route 5. From the center of Barton Village, follow 

Route 5, South to Vermont Highway 16, east (in town, “Eastern Avenue,” 16 becomes 

“Willoughby Lake Road,” and as we will see, it will be in your interest to follow it further, later). 

Just a short drive east on Route 16 is the entrance to Crystal Lake State Park. Alternatively, 

follow Route 5, south. This long, narrow lake is about 2.25 miles long and Route 5 borders its 

entire western shore. There is a public boat launch near the South end of the lake where there is 

access. There are some good photo-ops there. 

 

Andy’s Notes: Carol lives very close to Crystal Lake and has spent a lot of time there. Her 

insights will probably be more useful than mine. Because it is so prominent in Barton, one might 

conclude that it is the “main event” for photographers here. In my view, that would be a mistake.  

I didn’t even shoot here on my previous visit to Barton, but we spent a morning at the public boat 

launch area of on the south end of Crystal Lake in 2015, waiting for a very elusive sunrise. A 

nice stop, and worth it if you are spending some time in Barton. Carol’s excellent images below 

perhaps demonstrate that my judgment is wrong, but I think there are several better photo-ops in 

the area. 

 

Carol’s Notes: If you hit Crystal Lake at the right time with the right conditions, you will likely 

be able to come away with some beautiful images. It's unfortunate that the right conditions 

weren't there for Andy during his visit here. The boat ramp along Route 5 at the Southwest end 

of the lake can be a good spot to capture the sunrise, although unfortunately it didn't work out 

when we were shooting there in 2015. This image was taken in 2013. 

 

On a Saturday in October, 2016, I left my home in Barton before sunrise without a destination in 

mind. I figured I would follow my "gut feeling" as to where to stop for a sunrise or for some 

early morning light shots. As I was driving along Route 5 by Crystal Lake, I noticed a cloud 

cover over the southeast end of the lake with a pink hue forming.  My "gut" told me to pull over 

and set up the tripod. I found a small cut off along Route 5 near the north west end of the lake 

above the railroad tracks. As I waited, the clouds got more dramatic, changing colors to a deep 

pink, purple and orange. It was the most dramatic sunrise that I saw all week. 
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Crystal Lake Boat Launch – Carol Smith 2013 
 
 

 
Crystal Lake Sunrise – Carol Smith 2016 
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Crystal Lake is also a good spot for late day photography, again, if the conditions are ideal. On 

the same weekend in October, 2016 I was once again driving along Route 5 south. This time I 

was headed to photograph the late day light at Wheeler Pond. As I approached Crystal Lake, I 

could see that the water was perfectly still with perfect reflections. I had never seen the lake this 

still before and quickly changed my plans. I pulled into one of the small cut outs along Route 5 

near the northwest end of the lake and walked down to the railroad tracks which run parallel to 

the lake and made some of my favorite images that I've ever taken of Crystal Lake, including a 

multiple shot panoramic image. 

 

 
Crystal Lake Panoramic – Copyright Carol Smith 2016 

 

Pageant Park at Crystal Lake 
(Afternoon) 

 

To get to Pageant Park, turn right onto Pageant Park Road from Route 16 east (Lake Willoughby 

Road) from Route 5 in Barton. The beach is on the right just before the road takes a sharp uphill 

turn to the left. There is parking on the road along the fence.  

 

Carols Notes: Pageant Park is located on the northeast end of the lake.  It is a private summer 

beach for the residents of Barton, but during the autumn off-season, anyone is free to roam 

around here. This is best to be photographed in the late afternoon as you will be facing east. The 

sunlight behind you lights up the sugar maples and it's a beautiful sight. I have also photographed 

at this location on foggy or cloudy mornings and have made some beautiful photographs as well. 
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Pageant Park; Crystal Lake – Carol Smith 2013 
 

Bean Pond 
(Morning/Afternoon) 

 

 
Bean Pond – Andy Richards 2010 
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Directions: Follow U.S. Route 5 South from Barton about 6 miles. This pond is just South of 

Crystal Lake. 

 

Andy’s Notes: In my view, this diminutive little roadside pond is worth foregoing Crystal Lake 

(or at least going there first and perhaps backtracking to Crystal Lake). Perhaps my illustrative 

image tells you why I feel that way. Our Sunday morning broke with sunny skies on a freezing 

morning following a solid week of rain. We were hoping for some nice early morning fog and 

interesting cloud formations. We were rewarded beyond our expectations.  You might miss it if 

you become too enamored with Crystal Lake, but in my view, Bean Pond is the star of the sho!. 

You will want to shoot this if you are there in the pre-dawn twilight, especially if there is 

morning fog. In 2021, I returned to this pond with my friend, Rich Ennis and we spent the 

waning light of a very good day photographing the pond. With the setting sun behind us, 

reflections were possible on a relatively windless afternoon. I like it almost as much as the foggy 

morning shots. 

 

 
Bean Pond – Copyright Andy Richards 2021 

 

 

Carol’s Notes: I don't think I have ever been disappointed with an early morning shoot at Bean 

Pond. Morning fog is almost guaranteed here in the fall. This is one of my "go to" places for 

early morning shoots in the Barton area. Parking here is a challenge. There is a very small area 

you can pull into at the Bean Pond sign, or you can carefully park on the shoulder. But keep in 

mind that this is a well-traveled road and there is some high speed traffic, so exercise care here. 

With a little luck, you will be the only one(s) there. That has usually been the case for us. 
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Bean Pond – Carol Smith 2009 

May Pond 
 (Morning/afternoon) 

 

 
May Pond – Carol Smith 2015 

 

Directions: Another nice destination to the east of Barton between Crystal Lake and Lake 

Willoughby is May Pond. Take Route 16 east out of Barton Village about 1.3 miles and turn 

right on May Pond Road. Follow May Pond Road about 2.4 miles to the parking lot/boat access. 
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Andy’s Notes: Unfortunately, the light was uncooperative the morning I was there in 2010. In 

2015, it was slightly better, but color was not great. There are some nice reflection opportunities 

here, as well as potential for a sunrise shot. Carol says it is her favorite water location in the 

Barton area and I have seen images of a bank of colorful fall foliage across the pond, with very 

nice rocks in the foreground. It is a place worthy of a morning’s shooting. 

 

Carol’s Notes: Aaaaaah. May Pond. Just thinking of this beautiful little spot drops my blood 

pressure by ten points. To me, this is a little piece of “Heaven on Earth.” I couldn't possibly 

count the number of times I have photographed here, but I promise you, it has been many. Part of 

the appeal to me is the sense of peace and tranquility that is found at this location. Yes, there are 

probably more photogenic ponds in the area, but for me, the beauty of May Pond cannot be 

denied. As Andy wrote, May Pond is located near the end of May Pond Road. This is a pretty 

dirt road that increases in elevation with some beautiful views from the top of the road. The pond 

itself is located down a narrow driveway on the left. There is plenty of parking at the edge of the 

pond. This is a beautiful spot for early morning predawn photos, as well as sunrise photos. 

 

May Pond – Carol Smith 2013 

 

May Pond is also an ideal spot for late afternoon photography, especially on a windless day 

where you can capture some beautiful reflections. 

 

Having a home close by has some advantages. I am often here during the best lighting 

conditions; usually very early mornings and late afternoons. I also am close enough (just 

minutes) that I can come at night. When the weather cooperates, there are some very nice night 
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photography opportunities here.

 
May Pond – Copyright Carol Smith 2015 

Wheeler Pond 
(Afternoon) 

 

Directions: Take Route 5 south from Barton and you will turn left onto Wheeler Mountain Road 

approximately four miles after you pass Crystal Lake. You will approach the pond in 

approximately a mile or two along Wheeler Mountain Road. There is a pull-off to park your car 

on the left side of the road. The pond will be on your right. 

 

Andy’s Notes: I have never been to this pond. On the occasions when I have been with Carol in 

the area, we have always had other, higher priority spots to visit. What I see here (and have heard 

from her description) is that this is a fairly shallow, weedy body of water, akin to a swamp. As 

you can see from Carol’s photo, you would have to work at composition, and a reflection is 

probably going to be your best result. 

 

Carol’s Notes: Access here is from Wheeler Mountain Road on the west side of the pond, so this 

is definitely a late day shot, when the western sun is lighting the pond, and is not too “hot.” I like 

to shoot here in the late afternoon, especially right before sunset. 
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Wheeler Pond -  

 

Lake Willoughby 
(Morning / mid-Morning) 

 

Lake Willoughby is perhaps Vermont’s most famous lake, nestled between the twin mountain 

peaks of Mt. Hor and Mt. Pigsah, in the tiny village of Westmore. Most have seen photos of this 

iconic and picturesque lake, often during foliage season, and often with sailboats moored at the 

south end beach. There are also a couple very nice and very popular inns and bed and breakfast 

facilities in Westmore. 

 

Directions: Take Willoughby Lake Road (Vermont Route 16) east from US Route 5 out of 

Barton. Follow it about 7 miles to State Road 5A at the northern tip of the lake. Take Route 5A 

south through the little Village of Westmore, past the resorts and all the way to the south end of 

the lake (another 5 miles). You will see the lake on your right as you drive and perhaps find 

some nice images, depending on the time of day. But, from the south end, where you will find a 

small public boat access, park and beach, you will see the classic view of the 2 mountain 

"humps" bracketing the lake on the east and west. Alternatively, if you are coming from the 

south, take the Lyndon/Route 5 Exit from I-91, and follow 5, north until you reach Lake 

Willoughby. There is a nice trail around the lake at this end. 

 

Andy’s Notes: In 2010, I finally got to see Lake Willoughby, after hearing about it for many 

years. The classic – and probably best – view is from the south end/beach. The mountain peaks 

that bracket the lake are pretty spectacular. I was fiddling around with making some panoramics 

about that time, so I shot a series and when I got home, used Photoshop to stitch them together. 
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In fall of 2016, I was contacted by the art director who was procuring images to hang at the 

newly opened Vermont Welcome Center on I-89 in Berlin (just south of Montpelier). Look for 

my Lake Willoughby panoramic when you stop at the welcome center! 

 

Lake Willoughby – Andy Richards 2010 

 

It is possible to photograph the lake from the north. The vantage point is off of highway 5A, 

about ¼ mile north of the intersection of Route 16 and Route 5A. Take 5A up the hill past the 

lake and there will be a small commercial parking lot on the left (west side of the road). From 

there, you have a view down, though it is somewhat obscured. Again, you also need good 

lighting conditions – probably later afternoon with the sun coming from the west. They weren’t 

ideal when I was there, but I included the image to illustrate the potential. 

 

 
Lake Willoughby – Westmore – Copyright Andy Richards 2021 
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Carol’s Notes: I agree with Andy that the best view at Lake Willoughby is the view from the 

south end. This is a must see/must photograph location and it is one of the most spectacular 

sights in The Northeast Kingdom. The lake is flanked by two mountains; Mount Pigsah to the 

East and Mount Hor to the West. The cliffs of these two mountains give the lake the look of a 

Norwegian fjord. This is a glacial lake which is over 320 feet deep in some places. There is a 

parking lot across from the beach on the North end of the lake, and there is ample roadside 

parking along the South end beach of the lake (which is the more photogenic of the two 

beaches.) The light is best mid-morning, but it's also a good place to photograph when the 

weather isn't cooperative, as seen in this photograph. 

 

 
Lake Willoughby – Carol Smith 2016 

 

 

 

Lake Willoughby is also a good spot for night photography, but this time it is better toward the 

north end by the boat launch. Milky Way can be shot around 9 pm in the fall from either the 

North Beach of the lake or from the boat launch area on Rte 5A. 
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Lake Willoughby – Copyright Carol Smith 2015 
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Long Pond, Westmore 
(Morning) 

 

Directions: Follow Route 5A south along Lake Willoughby and turn onto Long Pond Road, 

about ¼-mile from the center of the village of Westmore. 

 

Carols Notes: Long Pond is also located in Westmore and in my opinion is another must 

see/must photograph location. Long Pond is located along Long Pond Road which is just off 

Route 5A by Lake Willoughby. This is a dirt road which increases in elevation. You will reach 

the pond in about 3 miles. Parking is available as well as an "outhouse" if needed. 

 

This area was ablaze with color during the fall of 2012 where I made some of my favorite 

images. From the edge of the pond, you will see the top of Bald Mountain to your left. 

 

 
Long Pond – Carol Smith 2012 
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Burton Hill Farm Scene 
(Morning / mid-Morning) 

 

Directions: In Barton find your way to Burton Hill Road. This is one of those places that we 

think is in danger of becoming subject to the kind of abuse we have seen at Cloudland and Jenne. 

So we will leave our directions at that. If you can find Burton Hill road, you can find this scene. 

 

Burton Hill Farm Scene – Andy Richards 2010 
 

Andy’s Notes: This image has become my single favorite Vermont image! Carol brought me 

here my first morning of my 2010 visit. I don’t know who owns this farm, but I have been 

calling it “Burton Hill Farm.” My friend and co-author to my e-book: “Photographing 

Michigan’s Upper Peninsula,” was there in 2016 and tells me that there is another farm that has 

a sign designating it as “Burton Hill Farm,” so I will call this “The Burton Hill Farm Scene,” in 

the manner Arnold Kaplan might have done. There is a mature Maple canopy on this road, as 

well as some nice views of Jay Peak, to the north, after the canopy opens up. You will have time 

to hit one of the ponds first at twilight and still get a nice image here in mid-morning, though. 

 

You can see from the second image, the potential for the long views Carol mentions in her notes. 

In the background on the right, you can also see the old Robillard round barn that was somewhat 

famous in years past. A few years back, it burned to the ground and its replacement is not round. 

https://lightcentric.wordpress.com/photo-destination-pdfs/
https://lightcentric.wordpress.com/photo-destination-pdfs/
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Burton Hill Road – Copyright Andy Richards 2010 

 

Carol’s Notes: Of all of the places that I have discovered to photograph in The NEK, this is the 

location that I am most proud of. I'm also happy to know that Andy made his favorite VT image 

(to date) at this location! This spot has it all: a hilltop view of a sugar house below on the right, 

and a barn below on the left, with sweeping views beyond North to Jay Peak. Typically you will 

find some morning fog hanging in the valley below which adds that extra special something to 

the scene. This scene is best shot in the morning, but if you are in the area late day, it also makes 

a good place to shoot at sunset and just after sunset. One of my best memories of this scene was 

when I took Al and Andy their for their first times in 2010. 

 

Irasburg Village Square 
(Morning/mid-morning) 
 

Directions: Located where Route 14 and Route 58 intersect in Irasburg. Take exit 26 (Orleans) 

from I-91 and follow Route 5 to Route 58 west. It is about 3.5 miles to the square. Or, if stopping 

here after you shoot the Burton Hill Farm scene, continue along Burton Hill Road which will 

turn into Creek Road. To get to Burton Hill Road, take exit 25 at Barton, and from the ramp, take 

Route 16, north (Glover Road) about ¾ of a mile to Elm Street. Turn west on Elm, which 

becomes Burton Hill Road, just after you go under I-91. It is about 6.5 miles to the common on 

Burton Road. You will merge onto Route 58, and the Village Square is just up ahead on your 

left. 
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Irasburg Common – Carol Smith 2015 

 

Carols notes: It might be worth your while to stop and photograph The Irasburg Village 

Common after you shoot The Burton Hill Farm Scene. This is also best shot in the early morning 

light. The Irasburg United Church sits along one end of the common. 

 

NOTE: For those familiar with the first edition of this book, you may note that the locally 

famous Round (Robillard) Barn is no longer covered here. We were both saddened to learn that, 

in 2016, this beautiful old barn burned down. The owners are wonderful people who allowed 

Carol and some of her camera club friends access to photograph both inside and outside of this 

historic barn in 2011. Unfortunately, the new barn is a rather conventional, modern structure that 

we don’t feel is noteworthy to photograph any more. 
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Craftsbury Common 
(Afternoon) 

 

Directions: Like many of our destinations, Craftsbury Common is “off the beaten path.” Route 

14 approaches it from the North and South. From the North, take North Craftsbury Road to the 

Common. From the South, take Black River Road to North Craftsbury Road and follow it north. 

But regardless, do it! The best light for the Craftsbury Common shot is mid to late afternoon. 

 

Craftsbury Common – Andy Richards 2010 
 

Andy’s Notes: Before you leave the Barton area (or maybe on the way south), this is a must see 

location.  Like Peacham (described below), Craftsbury Common is a walk into yesteryear! This 

was a location that had been on my bucket list for some time, and in 2010, Carol and her 

husband took me there. As you can see, it is very photogenic; enough so that I chose it as the 

cover for the first edition, and there seems to be no reason to change that. 

 

Carol’s Notes: I agree with Andy that this is a "must see" location. It's a quintessential New 

England scene with the white-steepled church, the white fence surrounding the common, and the 

beautiful maple trees. There is plenty of roadside parking at the far end of the common which 

would keep your vehicle out of any images you make. 
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West Burke United Methodist Church 
(Morning) 

 

Directions: Take Route 5 North out of Lyndonville or Route 5 South out of Barton. Turn onto 

Church Street (which is very close to where Route 5 and Route 5A connect in West Burke. 

 

 
West Burke United Methodist Church – Carol Smith 2016 

 

Carols Notes: This is a beautiful white-steepled church that sits on a hill. It's surrounded by 

maple trees and nice photographs can be made here. This is best to be shot in the morning light. 

Sometime since I made this image, the big, beautiful Maple on the left was taken down. It may 

be that you will conclude this shot is not viable anymore, but the foliage behind the church 

remains, and if your timing is right, the small, ornamental tree in the front will still have some 

reasonably colorful leaves on it. It is likely that you will be in the area, anyway, and I would still 

recommend stopping and giving it a look. 
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Sheffield Falls 
 

Directions: These falls are located along Route 122 in Sheffield.  From the South, take exit 24 

off I-91 and head north on Route 122. When you pass the Wheelock Village Store, you will 

continue about a mile. You will see a small cutout on the right side of the road.  There is no 

parking lot so you must park along the road here, and the falls are not easy to see from the road. 

The cut out along the side of the road (heading north) is really the only place you can park your 

car. You will hear the falls. There is an overgrown unmarked trail at that cut out but it's easy to 

see. It's a rather steep but extremely short walk down to the falls. 

 

Sheffield Falls – Carol Smith 2012 
 

Carols Notes: It's surprising to me that this waterfall is not more well-known. I have spent some 

time researching locations of Vermont waterfalls on the web, and this particular fall is not listed 

on the "well known" waterfall sites. I like shooting here because it's easily accessible and it has 

some nice compositional opportunities. 
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Flagg Pond; Stannard 
(Afternoon) 

 

Directions: Find your way to Route 16, either from the Barton exit off I-91, or from Vermont 

15, at just east of Hardwick (you can pick up Route 15 by taking the St. Johnsbury exit off I-91 

and getting U.S. 2. Follow U.S. 2 to the junction with Route 15 at Danville). From Route 16 at 

Greensboro, turn onto Sparhawk Road (approximately 11 miles south of the Barton I-91 exit/8.5 

miles north of the junction with Route 15). In about 1 ¾ miles, turn right onto West Wheelock 

Road. This road turns into Flagg Pond Road. You will see the pond on your left. 

 

Flagg Pond – Carol Smith 2012 
 

Carol's Notes: Flagg Pond is not one of the more "popular" ponds for photography in Vermont, 

but it's a favorite of mine. I found this pond by accident one day while l was looking at a map. I 

had never heard of it, so I took a drive one summer morning to scout the location. I decided this 

would be a great place to photograph during the late afternoon so I returned in the fall and made 

some images I was really happy with. There is opportunity for some nice reflections here, and it 

is best to shoot this scene on a calm day. 
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South Wheeler Mountain Road/Stannard Mountain Road 
 

Directions: From Route 16 in Greensboro, Main Street curves south and then back east and 

becomes Stannard Mountain Road. From the Lyndon Exit off I-91, take U.S. Route 5 south, and 

just a few hundred feet from the cloverleaf, turn onto South Wheelock Mountain Road. In about 

6 miles you will reach the “burg” of South Wheelock. Shortly after that, the road becomes 

Stannard Mountain Road. Stannard is another 6 miles. 

Stannard Methodist Episcopal Church 
(Afternoon) 

 

Stannard Methodist Episcopal Church – Carol Smith 2014 
 

Carols Notes: This is a mountain road loaded with maple trees that provide some beautiful color 

in the fall. There are no "long views" from this road, but rather, this road provides some beautiful 

forest road scenes. The Methodist Episcopal Church is located along this road as well. According 

to Wikipedia (and every other internet source we could find): “The Methodist-Episcopal Church, 

also known as the Stannard-Greensboro Bend Methodist Church, is an historic church built in on 

Stannard Mountain Road. Built in 1888, it is one of the small town's few 19th-century public 

buildings. The town center of Stannard, a small rural community, is little more than a crossroads 

at Stannard Mountain Road and Lazy Mill Road, with dispersed residences. The church, one of 

two municipal buildings in the town center, is located east of the junction, on the south side of 

Stannard Mountain Road.The church was built in 1888, and is, along with the nearby Stannard 

Schoolhouse (now the town hall), one of its only public buildings. It was built on land donated 
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by a citizen, on condition that it be used at least once per year for religious services. This annual 

event is now part of an "old home day" celebration.” 

 

Diamond Heart Farms 
(Afternoon) 

 

This is a wonderful example of how courtesy goes both ways! Two of my acquaintances, Carol 

and John Knox, have stopped at the main farmhouse to ask permission to photograph the farm. In 

a typical display of Vermont hospitality, in both cases, the owner not only consented, but gave 

them their own guided tour of the farm, and suggested some great viewing opportunities. I am 

not sure they would appreciate an onslaught of tourism, but they are friendly and accommodating 

to photographers. And this is really a photographers spot. Not so much four tourism. Also, while 

we make note of the owner’s welcoming and friendly attitude, it is important to underscore the 

permission factor! We are not saying you have carte blanche permission to go onto the farm 

grounds. We are saying ask permission. We did so again in 2021, letting the owner know the 

day we would be there. 

 

 
Diamond Heart Farm – Copyright Andy Richards 2021 

 

Andy’s Notes: As noted above, with the owner’s permission, we had a pretty wide range of this 

“compound.” The family has three separate farmsteads here. The one in the far distance is on the 

main road. This shot is from way up toward the back of the farms, facing east. We were able to 

drive up to the last farmstead (foreground), with the permission of the owner, and I hiked up to 
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this vantage point. There are numerous shots here. This is one of, in my view, the 

“quintessential” Vermont farms. It may be one of my best Vermont images, and certainly as 

good as I got that trip! There are opportunities for wide shots like mine, and some more 

compressed images, so bring a variety of lenses. Our friend, Rich Ennis was with us that 

afternoon, and he got a great image of a draft horse in the foreground here. Mine isn’t very good, 

but it gives you an idea of the potential. 

 

 
Diamond Heart Farm – Copyright Andy Richards 2021 

 

 

Carol’s Notes: We cannot emphasize strongly enough: Please do not trespass on this property. 

When I have photographed this farm, I have called ahead and asked Permission from the owner, 

who has been more than happy to accommodate. I know that our friend John Knox has also 

asked for permission (he may have stopped at the main farmhouse – the first house just as you 

turn off the main road). Courtesy is a winner every time! And, as you can see from Andy’s 

photos, this is a beautiful location. 
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Lyndon/Burke Area 
 

This area might be the heart of the NEK. This is Carol’s backyard. Yet in all his years in 

Vermont, with the exception of trips to Lake Willoughby and Island Pond, Andy had really never 

been east of Barton until 2021. In October, 2021, a group of us, including Carol, Andy, Al Utsig, 

spent a week in the Burke area in an Air B&B rental as our “headquarters.” While the weather 

was consistently cloudy and foggy, we may have seen some of the best colors either of us has 

ever experienced that week. Carol also introduced Andy to some new areas, including Bald Hill 

and Jobs ponds above, and some of the wonderful scenes we cover in this section. Lyndon, 

Vermont is probably the “commercial” center of the region (at least north of St. Johnsbury, a 

town of some decent size). And that is saying some. There are a couple small diners and a gas 

station there, but it is a natural and central point because of its proximity to I-91. The villages of 

East and West Burke are quintessential Vermont, NEK towns. But the surroundings can be 

magical, if you know where you are going. On the 2021 trip, We finally made physical 

acquaintance with two “online” friends (Andy with both of them; Carol already knew one of 

them) photographers we had been corresponding with for some years on various online 

presences: Tim Kirchoff and Rich Ennis. We spent a great day shooting with Rich, first at 

Peacham (covered below) and later, Andy and Rich in the Burke area. As a result, we have been 

able to add a significant number of great new spots. 

 

Jobs Pond 
(Morning) 

 

Directions: This pond is in Newark. Like so many places in Vermont, there is really no direct 

way to get to Jobs Pond. From Westmore, you can take Route 5A to Willoughby Lake Road, 

north from the north end of Lake Willoughy, to Route 105, and then turn south and essentially 

backtrack back down to the junction of Route 105 and Route 114, just west of Island Pond. Or, 

from Lyndon, you can follow Route 114 up nearly to the same junction, to Newark Road (just 

under 1 mile from the junction of Route 105 and Route 114). From Route 114 in Island Pond, 

turn onto Newark Road. In about 1 ¼ mile, there is a fork. Bear right to stay on Newark Road.  

In about ½-mile, Newark Road becomes Abbott Hill Road. In just over a mile, it then turns back 

into Newark Road (or Newark Street). You will turn left at the intersection and head south. You 

will see the Vermont Fisheries Jobs Pond sign on your right. There is plenty of parking at the 

access to Jobs Pond. 

 

Carols Notes: There's a very limited shoreline to shoot at this location, but it is very worth the 

visit. There are high granite cliffs on the opposite shoreline with colorful trees at the lower level 

of the cliffs. There are also some large rocks along the immediate shoreline which can be 

included in a variety of photographic compositions. The best time to shoot here is early morning 

at sunrise, especially if there is morning fog. However, in 2016, I visited here during the 

afternoon, and was still able to make some nice images. But I still would suggest you visit this 

location for an early morning shoot. There is a second vantage point for shooting. Go into the 

woods along the right side of the pond and you will come to a small clearing with a pretty 

vantage point. 
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Jobs Pond – Carol Smith 2016 
 

Andy’s Notes: I had not been to Job’s Pond and when I saw Carol’s images of it, I knew it was a 

must-visit destination. In October, 2021, Carol, Al and I and spent a week in a VRBO in the 

NEK. My first morning, which turned out to be very foggy and misty, was spent at two of these 

ponds in the area very close to our house. Colors were as good as I have ever seen them, and this 

is a spot you must not miss if you like this kind of photography. The very still, foggy conditions 

open the possibility for some nice closeup and abstract images at these locations. 

 

 
Jobs Pond – Copyright Andy Richards 2021 
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Jobs Pond – Copyright Andy Richards 2021 

 

 

The main mountain in this area is Burke Mountain. There are a number of roads on the mountain 

that are very worth exploring. In addition to several very picturesque (if perhaps fancy) mountain 

inns in the area, there are numerous spots to just pull off and explore with your camera. We spent 

parts of a couple days there in 2018, and Carol has wandered these roads on many prior 

occasions. 

Burke Mountain Toll Road 
(Morning) 

 

The historic toll road is open from 8 am until dusk weather permitting. You will pay cash (10 

dollars per vehicle) at the gate at the entrance to the toll road. There is a box you can just drop 

your money into. The road was built by the Civilian Conservation Corps from 1933-1935. This 

road is much like the Mt. Mansfield toll road we discussed in the nortwestern Vermont section of 

the book. It is an access road to the summit of the mountain. There are really no stops or views 

on the road itself, but the prize is the view from the summit. Like Mansfield, there is also a ski 

lift available. This is a morning location, as the view faces west and will be lit by the morning 

sun rising behind you. Our friend Tim Kirchoff, who lives in this immediate area, has been up on 

this road when there was low-lying fog (sometimes even prohibiting shooting in the lower 

elevations), and has gotten some splendid images from up above. 
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Directions: The toll road is located on Mountain Road in East Burke. Take route 114 out of East 

Burke Village to Mountain Road. Follow Mountain Road to the base of the toll road. 

 

 
View Near the Summit; Burke Mountain – Copyright 2015 
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Carol’s Notes: As we noted above, our good friend and talented photographer, Tim Kirchoff 

lives in Lyndon, which puts this in his “backyard.” Inspired by some of Tim’s photos from up on 

the Toll Road, (my Vermont home is in Barton which is also very close), and I hope to get a 

chance to get up there in low fog conditions and make some images up there. 
 

Darling Hill Road 
(All day) 

 

This picturesque mostly dirt road runs parallel between U.S. 5 and Vermont Route 114 for 

several miles up the hill, and back down again. At various points there are open views in both 

directions, and shaded tree canopies. Along Darling Hill Road, you will find The Wildflower Inn, 

The Inn at Burklyn and The Inn at Mountain View Farms. In addition to these iconic inns and 

open fields, you will also find cozy little tree canopies, bordered by huge Silver Maple Trees, as 

shown in Carol’s image below. 

 

Directions: Take Route 114 north out of Lyndon and turn left onto East Darling Hill Road. If 

coming from the North, turn right off Route 114 in East Burke onto White School Road. Turn 

left onto Burke Green Road and go straight to Darling Hill Road. 

 

Darling Hill Road – Carol Smith 2010 
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Carol’s Notes: Darling Hill Road is a beautiful road that runs from Lyndon to East Burke with 

sweeping views of Burke Mountain to the East and The Willoughby Gap to the West. It's a well 

maintained gravel road that features some beautiful Bed and Breakfast facilities, as well as the 

scenic Chapel of The Holy Family. It also hosts a few scenic farms as well. This is one of my 

favorite drives in the Northeast Kingdom. I like to photograph along this road both during the 

early morning and the late afternoon, as the light is equally as good at both of these times. There 

is a part of this road that is lined with beautiful old Silver Maple Trees. The Silver Maples don't 

turn a red or orange in the fall, but they do turn a pretty yellow color. 

 

Andy’s Notes: I think the weather (as it always does) had a significant effect on my take here. I 

had heard a lot about Darling Hill. With the extremely foggy conditions during our week 

obscuring much of the foliage – particularly the “long view” – I was disappointed. As the week 

wore on, I realized I needed to take on more of a “lemonade from lemons” approach and began 

to embrace the foggy conditions for what they were, making more moody images. From that 

standpoint, I did come away with a few that I liked from Darling Hill Road, like the one here. 

You can see just glimpses of fall color peeking through in spots. 

 

 
Darling Hill Road 

Pudding Hill Road and Vicinity 
 

Further west, between I-91 and U.S. 5, Pudding Hill Runs north from Lyndon Center. A mainly 

dirt road, this one bears some exploration. We have seen some great long-view shots toward 

Burke Mountain, with splendid colors and views of the valley, especially from the top of the hill. 

But this requires good skies and clear viewing lines – something we did not have during our 
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week in this area in 2021. In good weather conditions, we would not hesitate to drive this entire 

road and explore. There are a number of offshoot roads that will also reveal some nice scenes. 

 

Directions: Probably the best way to find Pudding Hill Road is from Lyndon (Exit 23; I-91). 

Take the exit and U.S. 5 toward town. But to avoid traffic and have a better drive, turn left 

almost immediately onto Back Center Road (it will almost look like you are turning into the 

parking lot of the Colonade Inn). Head north on Back Center Road. You will stay on this road for 

just under 1.5 miles. Just a few hundred feet past the Colonade, you will drive through a 

residential area. Just beyond that area, there are some clear views of the Passumpsic River, to the 

east. Just before the 1.5 mile mark, you will merge onto Center Street, and drive through the 

campus of The Lyndon Institute (a private high school). In ½ mile after the “merge,” you will 

cross the Passumpsic through Miller’s Run Covered Bridge. On the other side of the bridge you 

reach Vermont 122. Turn left onto 122 and then immediately right again onto Lower Pudding 

Hill Road. It shortly turns into Pudding Hill, and we recommend that you drive the entire 5.5 

mile length of the road all the way to Calendar Brook Road. But do not hesitate to take a couple 

side-road detours along the way. 

 

Andy’s Notes: This gravel road has some nice spots, including old farms and buildings, and 

mixed tree canopies creating color. There are also views down into the valley as you near the top 

of Pudding Hill, with the Burke Mountain Range, and hopefully foliage, in the background. The 

skies were terrible on the day we were there. But on a good sky, good light day, we may have 

spent a lot more time here. It is worth a drive, especially in good conditions and seems to me to 

be one of those places you can shoot during the day. The first “Pudding Hill” image here is 

actually on one of those detours, on a road called Old Coach Road. 

 

My second Pudding Hill Road image illustrates a point I have come to understand more clearly 

as the years go by. Sometimes a “pretty picture” needs something to give it that something that 

makes it more than just a pretty shot. In this case, I knew someone walking down (or up in this 

case) the road would give that interest. One of our group offered to be the “model.” The best we 

had was my bright yellow raincoat, so she put it on and headed up the road for us. When I got 

home I realized the yellow still wasn’t doing it. So I changed it to red. With Photoshop. Horrors!! 
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Pudding Hill – Old Coach Road – Copyright Andy Richards 2021 

 
Pudding Hill Road – Copyright Andy Richards 2021 
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Island Pond 
(Afternoon) 

 

Directions: The village of “Island Pond” is on Route 114, several miles out of East Burke. The 

Pond itself (appropriately called Island Pond) is in the center of the town of Brighton, at the 

north end of the pond. Brighton is also known as “Island Pond.” Who ever said Vermonters 

aren’t quirky?  The image here was shot from Lake Shore Drive (near Brighton State Park). To 

get to this location, take Pleasant Street off of Route 114 (just south of the village) for 

approximately 1 mile. The turn left onto Lake Shore Drive. 

 

 
Island Pond – Carol Smith 2017 

 

Carols Notes: There are three steepled churches all in close proximity to one another in Island 

Pond which can be photographed from across the pond. You will need a telephoto lens with long 

reach. I used an 18-300 mm lens and feel I still didn't have quite enough reach. This is best to be 

shot in the afternoon. I also recommend taking the pretty drive along Route 105 north from 

Island Pond. This is a beautiful afternoon drive, and it takes you up to the remote areas of Lewis 

and Brunswick where the Silvio O. Conte National Fish and Wildlife Refuge is located. There is 

a lot of wildlife in this area, and a chance you may stumble across a moose or two. 

 

Andy’s Notes: In October, 2021, I visited this site with Carol, Al and a group of friends (and 

talented shooters) we have made shooting in Vermont over the years. I really like this shot that 

Carol made here. Sadly the day we visited, was cloudy, windy and generally dreary. And Carol is 

absolutely right about needing a long lens here. Until I actually stood on the site, I 

underestimated just how much. The point of view is across Island Pond (really a lake of good 

size). The longest lens I carried on that trip was my 24-205 zoom. Most of my shooting is done 

in that range, though I have learned (partly from that trip and partly from some other shooting) 
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that even though I use them a low percentage of the time, there are still a couple lenses I really 

need for those few times when their focal length is necessary. Today I carry a 70-300 zoom and a 

single focal length ultra-wide angle lens. I hope to be back there some day to try my own hand at 

this shot. 

 

Brownington Church 
(Afternoon) 

 

Andy saw the New Hope Bible Church somewhere online and we made it a mission to find it. 

We set out one of the afternoons to find it and see if it was worth shooting. We did find it, and at 

least one of us thinks it is probably worth a side trip, time permitting. An added plus is that you 

will pass The Old Stone House Museum and Historic Site on the way. We did not stop (or return) 

as time just didn’t permit, but it looked like it might be fun to wander around the site with our 

cameras. We see that possibility in the future. 

 

Directions: Brownington is north of Lyndon/Burke/Barton area, and the easiest way to get there 

is to take I-91 north from that area. The exit (Orleans, I believe) is the next exit north of the 

Barton Exit. Take the exit and find your way to east Vermont Highway 58. Take it a short 

distance (just over 2 miles) to Churchill Road and turn left (north) onto Churchill Road. Take 

Churchill Road for about 2.4 miles and you will come to The Old Stone House Museum and 

Historic Site – and more importantly,  Old Stone House Road, which goes back to the southeast 

from Churchill. Turn right on Old Stone House Road and follow it for about a mile. The church 

is about 1.3 miles from the intersection of Churchill and Old Stone House, but your shot will be 

up the hill before you reach the church. We approached slowly, drove all the way to the church, 

and then back to a point we thought might make the best viewpoint. We started high, and worked 

our way down. 

 

Andy’s Notes: This is one of those times when I wish I had different equipment with me. On this 

trip (2021), my longest reach was my 24-105 (“full frame”) lens. I now have a 300mm and I 

think it might have produced a better perspective. I was able to get closer with my feet, of 

course, but because of changing elevation and foliage, the shot was more difficult as I got closer. 

This is also one of the few times I will make any technical recommendation. Consider a longer 

lens. As you can also see, sometimes the very foliage we seek can actually detract from an 

image. In this one, I would like to see that lone tree in front of the church be in a spot not to 

obscure the building – or at least be in flaming color. This tree will continue to grow and may 

make this shot not worth the effort in the future. But I would like to go back and give it another 

chance, another day. 
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New Hope Bible Church – Brownington, Vermont – Copyright Andy Richards 2021 
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Pinkham Road 
(Morning to Late Morning) 

 

Pinkham Road is another one of Vermont’s ubiquitous “back roads,” with old farmsteads and 

nice views. 

 

Directions: Out of the East Burke Village, follow 114 northeast to the Mountain Road. Turn 

right (east) onto the Mountain Road and follow it for approximately 2 miles to Pinkham Road. 

The Pinkham Road intersection will be on the left (northeast). Pinkham forms a loop around to 

the and back to the northwest for about 3 ½ miles back to 114. We haven’t got pinpoint spots for 

these barns, but if you drive through slowly, you won’t miss the 2 we show here. It is a nice 

“country” drive. 

First Pinkham Road Barn 
 

 
Pinkham Road Barn – Copyright Andy Richards 2021 

 

Andy’s Notes: Some years back on the old SOV forums, I started to notice some images being 

posted by Tim Kirchoff, a resident of Lyndon. Tim has the ability to spend a lot of time driving 

around the NEK, and his images and his vision were inspiring. In 2021, I finally got a chance to 

meet Tim in person. We had dinner one night and spent a morning shooting. The barns here on 

Pinkham Road were a couple of those images I had seen Tim post. He was kind enough to tell us 

where to find them. 
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Carol’s Notes: We photographed these two barns in2021. They both have several photographic 

opportunities and they are both easy to find as you travel along Pinkham Road. 

Second Pinkham Road Barn 
 

 
Pinkham Road Barn – Copyright Andy Richards 2021 

 

 
Pinkham Road Barn – Copyright Andy Richards 2021 
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Jack Brook Falls, East Haven 
 

Directions: Junction of Lost Nation and Jack Brook Roads. Take Route 114 north out of East 

Burke Village (114 from U.S. 5; Lyndon Exit; 114 to East Burke Village) for about 6 ½ miles 

through East Haven. You will pass Dirt Church Brew Pub (East Haven). If you haven’t, you 

need to keep going about another ½ mile. Turn right onto Lost Nation Road (about ½ mile from 

the center of East Haven), and follow it for about 2 ¾ miles, until you reach Jack Brook Road 

where you will turn left. Jack Brook flows along the side of this dead end road, on the south side, 

and there are several drops, with numerous photographic opportunities. Parking is not a problem. 

You have ample opportunity to park along the road 

 

Jack Brook Falls – Carol Smith 2017 

 

Carol's Notes: You could easily spend several hours shooting at this location. Although it is best 

to shoot on a cloudy day, you could still shoot at this location on a sunny day, as the tree canopy 

that surrounds this brook provides some decent shade. 

 

Andy’s Notes: I visited this spot with Carol, Al and my friend Rich in 2021. Like all waterfalls, 

time of day is not really the primary concern here. Overcast conditions, without bright sunlight 

will be the best time to shoot here. We had no problem with that, on an afternoon, as we had 

cloudy, foggy conditions pretty much consistently during that week. It is also basically a truism 

that these scenes are best after good rainfall. We had that the prior week, and the brook was full 

and flowing. The brook is down in a ditch and may not be readily visible when you first turn 

onto the road. Park anywhere along the road, grab your gear, and explore. But beware that you 

will have to scramble down a steep and slippery bank to reach the brook itself. Proper footwear 

is advised (I like to have wading boots when possible, but it isn’t always when you are traveling. 

If you like waterfalls, and you have overcast conditions, this one is definitely worth the trip. 
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Jack Brook Falls – Copyright Andy Richards 2021 

 

 
Jack Brook Falls – Copyright Andy Richards 2021 
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Lewis Pond Overlook 
(Morning) 

 

Directions: If you are like us, you will be scratching your head when reading the map and these 

instructions! You eventually want to end up on Lewis Pond Road. The observant reader will note 

that Lewis Pond Road starts on Route 5 and goes directly to the pond. So why don’t we just send 

you that way? It turns out (this is where our local knowledge from friends like PWT on the 

Scenes of Vermont website is invaluable) that parts of this road is actually on private property 

and is gated. So, like so many places in Vermont, you can’t get “there” without going “here.” 

There are many miles of driving through some unmarked roads to get to this overlook, and on 

your map you will see that you appear to be backtracking a couple times. These remote roads 

change names several times for no apparent reason. It's best if you have a map with you to go 

along with these directions. It's a very long remote drive but worth it when you finally arrive at 

your destination. Take Route 105 east out of Island Pond Village, just under 1 mile to Henshaw 

Road, which goes northeast from Route 105. Henshaw eventually turns into Gore Road (at about 

the 4 mile mark). In about 3/4 mile, look for a signpost on your left that says Nulhegan Basin. 

Turn right across from this sign post onto Four Mile Road. Four Mile Road becomes North 

Branch Road (there is probably no sign stating the road has changed names). North Branch ends 

(but appears to continue on) at Lewis Pond Road. Turn left onto Lewis Pond Road here (don't 

continue straight; it is a sharp left). In about 4 miles, you will come to an intersection. Turn right 

here, to continue on Lewis Pond Road (continuing straight would take you onto Tim Carroll 

Brook – f/k/a Del Green Road, which dead-ends in the middle of nowhere). The access to the 

pond on is about ¾ mile northeast from this turn.  But this is not “the prize.” Stop and look at the 

pond if you like, or wait until you return from the overlook. But in any event, continue on Lewis 

Pond Road (about 2 miles from where you turned right at Tim Carroll Brook, to Lewis Pond 

Overlook Road (it may not be marked) on your left.  Turn left uphill and take it to the top (about 

1 ½ miles). 

 

Alternatively, use the Stone Dam Road. The Stone Dam Road goes north off route 105 in 

Bloomfield (Town of Guildhall). Take Stone Dam Road (after just under 2.5 miles, there is a 

fork; bear left here and note that the road name changes here to “Canal Road”). Continue about 4 

miles to the Eagle's Nest Road and make a hard left turn onto Eagle’s Nest Road (if you plan to 

go back the way you came, look for the Canal Road signpost and not Stone Dam Road.) Drive 

south on Eagles Nest Road about a mile where it ends at Lewis Pond Road and turn right. In 

about 4 miles, you will reach the intersection of Tim Carroll Brook – f/k/a Del Green Road.  

From there, follow the directions above. 
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Lewis Pond Overlook – Carol Smith 2009 
 

Carol's Notes: This drive into the Lewis Pond Overlook is about as remote as you will ever find 

in Northern Vermont, but it is well worth the time and effort to get to your destination, in my 

opinion. I have traveled to this overlook using both the Henshaw Road as well as the Stone Dam 

Road directions, and I recommend that you follow the Henshaw Road directions, as this is the 

more scenic of the two. You can stop at the pond once you arrive at it, but keep following the 

road for a few more miles and it will bring you up to the scenic overlook which has spectacular 

views of the Nulhegan Basin, as well as The White Mountains of New Hampshire beyond. 

 

Andy’s Notes: I have heard about this place for years, mainly from a couple of very old-timers 

from the old SOV board, though I do know that Carol has been there. The stories I have heard 

lead me to believe that unless you have pretty much exhausted your other NEK shooting, there 

are other, easier, and perhaps equally good or better “overlook” options in Vermont. The drive is 

very long, over a very poorly maintained (maybe even Class 4) road which requires slow going 

and high ground clearance to be on the safe side. Given that it is best shot just after and before 

the twilight hours, I would probably forego this opportunity myself. As noted from Carol’s 

comments, many disagree with me here. 
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East Albany Church of God 
 

This is the church you can see in the far distance in the Diamond Heart Farm images. It sits just 

off Creek Road, next to the intersection of Creek and Barton Roads, just across from Daniels 

Road (the private road owned by the Daniels family; owners of Diamond Heart Farms). 

 

Directions: The spot we shot this church from is on Centerbar Road, which is about ¼ mile up 

Barton Road from the Diamond Heart Farm entrance. Rather than repeat them here, we refer you 

to the directions to Diamon Heart Farm. Once you have found that, Barton Road right there. Go 

up the road about ¼ mile and turn on to Centerbar Road. The little green space where we found 

the opening is a few hundred feet up Centerbar on the right. 

 

 
East Albany Church of God – Copyright Andy Richards 2021 
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Andy’s Notes: The afternoon we photographed the Daniels farm, I had spent the afternoon with 

my friend, Rich Ennis, driving back roads in and around this area. We met up with Carol and Al 

at the farm later that afternoon, and as we came down out of the mountains, we ended up on 

Centerbar Road, which ends at Barton Road, just above the East Albany Church. I spotted the 

church from above, and we found a small, open patch of ground that appeared to be some kind of 

private park or open space. We decided that, time permitting, we would come back after the 

Diamond Heart shoot, and look more closely. the trees, and try our luck. As you can see from the 

image, this shot may be a bit dicey. There is plenty of foliage in front to block things. But I was 

able to shoot through and get what I thought was a reasonably nice image. 

 

Foster Bridge/Cabot Plains Road 
(Afternoon) 

 

Directions: Foster Bridge is on Cabot Plains Road, a few miles north of Cabot. Cabot Plains 

Road goes east up a hill from Vermont 215. Route 215 runs through Cabot between Vermont 15 

at Walden Station, and U.S. 2 at Marshfield. The turnoff onto Cabot Plains Road is about 3 miles 

south of the intersection of 15 and 215, or 1.5 miles north of the village of Cabot, which is, in 

turn just under 4.5 miles from the intersection of Routes 2 and 215 at Marshfield. Follow Cabot 

Plains Road 1.5 miles east, where it takes a 90 degree right turn and merges briefly with Bayley-

Hazen Road. You will see the bridge to your right off in a field (in about ¼ mile, Cabot Plains 

again takes a 90 degree turn to the left and continues east towards Joe’s Pond). There is parking 

on the side of the road. 

 

Foster Covered Bridge – Andy Richards 2015 
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Andy’s Notes: Cabot is the home of the relatively famous Cabot Creamery cooperative (you can 

find their cheeses all over the U.S.). Whether on the way to this shot, or on the way back, do plan 

a stop at the creamery, if you have time. They have tours (I have not done one, but I have 

browsed in their store). 

 

The Foster covered bridge is not a “working” bridge. The scene (which is very nice) is staged. 

The bridge is an authentic reproduction of a working bridge (The Orton – or Martin Bridge in 

Marshfield). However, it is – as Carol suggests – a worthy destination for the photographer. The 

bridge is out in the middle of a field, up on a knoll. It is private property, but from everything I 

could see, the day I was there, viewers are welcome to walk out to and around it.  It does 

“bridge” a very small pond and the photographer can put water in front of the bridge, as our 

friend Al Utzig and I did when we visited it together in 2015. Unfortunately, the distant 

mountains in the background – which are to the north and west – were not yet in full color and 

our shots look more like summer scenes. As you can see from Carol’s image, when color is 

present in the foliage, it makes for a pretty spectacular backdrop. I understand that there are some 

wonderful sunrise, sunset, and night sky opportunities here, as well. The scene is clear of power 

poles and telephone wires, and is very much out in the country away from light pollution. I have 

seen some splendid Milky Way shots set over this bridge. 

 

Foster Covered Bridge – Carol Smith 2013 

 

Carols Notes: This is a beautiful spot set high up on a hill with excellent views to the East. I've 

shot at this location on several occasions and there are numerous compositional opportunities at 

this site. I have also been here at night, and this bridge scene makes a superb item of foreground 

interest for milky way and other night time shots. My milky way shot was taken in the summer 
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of 2017. 

 

 
Foster Covered Bridge – Copyright Carol Smith 2015 
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Peacham 
 

Peacham is a very special place. There is no place like it in the world. If you didn’t see the cars 

and sometimes large groups of people, you would think you traveled back in time. The village is 

very pretty with old style, New England architecture everywhere. The town itself is a fairly large 

area and includes the village of East Peacham, which you will want to explore and where we will 

take you to a couple special places, below. 

 

Directions: The main route into and through the Peacham Village is Peacham / Danville Road 

from the North and Peacham Groton Road from the South. From the north, take Peacham 

Danville Road from U.S. 2 in Danville.  From the south, take Peacham Groton Road from the 

Village of Groton on U.S. 302. But there are, in Andy’s opinion, even better ways to approach 

Peacham. While there are several ways to approach the village, Andy recommends taking 

Mack’s Mountain Road from U.S. 2, just east of Marshfield. This (mostly gravel) road is easily 

car accessible, and gives some great mountain views as you approach Peacham. The road ends 

on Church Street in Peacham. Here there is a fork in the road. Church Street goes northeast (left), 

past the Church and Peacham Town Hall, down to the main street. To the southwest, the road is 

Academy Hill Road, which can be taken to Maple Tree Lane, and used to loop back to Mack’s 

Mountain Road. 

 

Note: Make sure you have visited bathroom facilities before you arrive in Peacham. There are 

no public bathrooms, and they won’t accommodate you in the store. 

Iconic Peacham Village Shot 
(Afternoon) 

 

 
Peacham – Andy Richards 2005 
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The iconic image is of the Peacham Village with the classic New England white church and a 

farm in the foreground, but with a twist. 99.99 percent of the images you see are just the scene. 

Andy was fortunate enough to catch cows grazing in the foreground in 2006, and we thought this 

was maybe a more entertaining shot. Most of the time, the field is empty and you can see the 

potential for a “straight” landscape image. We are happy to report that this Kaplan scenic is still 

very much viable and affords numerous perspectives from which to photograph it. The location 

for the shot is just off Church Street. 

 

How to get this shot. Just after you turn onto Church Street, the Peacham Cemetery will be on 

your right and the Peacham Fire Department on your left. You may park off to the right of the 

Fire Station (just heed the signs that say no parking in front of the fire station). There is also 

parking along the road and near the Peacham Cemetery, which is on the south side of the road 

right near the Fire Station. 

 

To the north of the parking lot is a large, farm field which goes up a hill behind the church. Walk 

out onto the field and you will see the views of the shot develop. One point to keep in mind is 

that these locations often involve private property. This is a farm field and it appears that over 

the years the farmer has patiently permitted photographers to traipse through this meadow to get 

this shot. However, in 2005, when Andy took this illustration image, the field was a hayfield (in 

2006, the land was pastured and walking on it was less of a concern, though you definitely had 

to watch your step). It is just good manners not to tramp down uncut hay or other crops. When 

entering on such property, we ask permission when possible, and even when not, we try to stay 

close to fence lines, in pasture land and take other precautions not to damage growing crops.  

Remember, while we are excited about getting a beautiful shot, this is the livelihood of these 

farmers. 

The ”other” Peacham Village Shots 
(Morning) 

 

There are two other spots where you can photograph the village. They are a view of Peacham 

Andy completely missed in 2005 and 2006. Carol found one of them in 2007, but we were still 

unsure it was “the” spot we were looking for. The shot is from East Peacham, which is reached 

by taking the road directly across from the Peacham General Store (Old Cemetery Road) to the 

east. We finally got there in 2021. Continuing foliage growth has somewhat obscured the views 

– like many locations – but there are still viable shots, especially from the second spot. As you 

can see the two are similar in perspective, but it looks like the second is the clearer view, and 

will probably continue to be so. 

 

Directions to Carol’s shot: From the center of Peacham Village, take Old Cemetery Road down 

the hill (yeah, that’s the one I mentioned above and it does eventually go back uphill     ) all the 

way to East Peacham (about 0.8 mile) where you will come to a multi-intersection. Take 

Thaddeus Stevens Road up the hill to the intersection of Thaddeus Stevens and Way Road (about 

another 0.8 mile). There is just a little triangle intersection there. If you park somewhere out of 

the way and walk back west across Thaddeus Stevens, there is a field there from which you can 

see the Peacham Village if it is clear. The first day we were there, the fog was so thick that we 

couldn’t see the village. It is a distance of over 1 mile and you will need a longer telephoto lens 
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here. The continuing viability of this shot is probably less than the next spot, as there is a 

windbreak tree line below the field that is very much grown up. But it is worth a look, and on the 

way to what is probably a better shot. 

 

Directions to Andy’s shot: This shot is from Old County Road, which, with Way and Thaddeus 

Stevens, forms a triangle out and back from East Peacham. If you went to the Way Road shot, 

follow Way Road just another 0,8 mile to the northeast and you will come to the intersection of 

Old County Road. Turn left onto Old County Road. Follow it back down toward East Peacham. 

It is just over a mile from the intersection to where Old County Road reaches East Peacham 

Road (and East Peacham again). We can’t give you exact mileage or coordinates to the spot 

where this photo can be made, but it is perhaps about ¾ of the way. You will come to a nice 

Maple canopy and the road will bend to the right, and then curve back downhill to the left again. 

There is an open field on the left, and there is a small area of barbed wire at the end of the 

canopy. The shot is from there. 

 

Peacham Village from East – Carol Smith 2007 

 

Andy’s Notes:  The classic Peacham shot of the church and barn from the farm field is one 

which is best taken in the late afternoon. The afternoon light here remains later than other spots 

because it is not so soon blocked out by the mountains. While you are there for the afternoon, do 

explore the town square and the cemetery. There are terrific long views from the cemetery which 

rolls gently downhill from the road. As we noted, we have had good success being allowed to go 

out into the field to make this shot. However, please make note of the crops currently in the field. 

If it has been pastured (watch your step), or corn has been taken off, you should be able to walk 
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out without any issue. If there is unmown hay or unharvested crop of any kind, please stay off 

the field! I visited this scene in both 2005 and 2006 and spent several hours there both times. 

Later during my 2006 visit, I was browsing a bookstore in Burlington and saw the scene I 

photographed years later, in 2021. I could not, for the life of me, figure out where that image was 

made from. I learned later, after some inquiries, that a road directly across from the Peacham 

General Store, heading to the east, was how to get there. In town, it goes sharply downhill. Being 

a “flatlander,” I just didn’t occur to me that what goes down, can also go back up. In 2010, after 

some insight from a couple other photographers, I did finally find the “shot” I had seen. It is 

different from the shot Carol made back in 2007, as you can see here. You will need a telephoto 

lens for this shot (mine is the equivalent of 300mm). The East Peacham countryside shot was 

also made from this same vantage point. Once again, the foliage here is a bit of a contradiction. It 

is what we come to Vermont seeking. But sometimes it makes it difficult to get a clear shot. 

 

 
Peacham Village – Copyright Andy Richards 2021 
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East Peacham Countryside – Copyright Andy Richards 2021 

 

Other Peacham Opportunities 
 

There is so much to photograph here. If we were staying in the area, we would have a hard time 

going anywhere else. Take Church Street on to the Main Street (Bayley-Hazen Road), and turn 

right. Follow it south and at South Peacham, it turns into Peacham Groton Road. There are 

several views off toward the East of distant mountains and fields. You can also take Stone House 

Road west off of the Peacham - Groton Road and go up the hill past the house and there are open 

views from those fields, again to the east (Afternoon). 
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Peacham Cemetery – Andy Richards 2005 

 
 

 
Stone House Road – Andy Richards 2006 

 

 

In the Peacham Village there are some very charming, very old residences. While curating 

images for this book, Andy ran across the Peacham Village image below, mad in 2005, which he 

had never processed. It gives the viewer a great “feel” for living in Peacham. 
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Peacham Village – Copyright Andy Richards 2005 
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Peacham Village Church and Barn – Copyright Carol Smith 2008 

 

In the other direction, toward the west, is the road Andy recommended coming to Peacham on; 

Mack’s Mountain Road. Whether or not you came to Peacham that way, it is worth taking the 

drive from Peacham back to Route 2. Just before you reach the fire department, Church Street 

ends, “v-splitting” into Acadamy Hill and Mack’s Mountain Road. Mack’s continues on past the 

fire department and curves around behind it, with the cemetery on your left and the fire 

department on the right. Stay right at the “v” on Mack’s Mountain Road. You can stop and walk 

out into the cemetery. There are nice views to the south below the cemetery. But eventually, 

continue on up Mack’s. It is similar to a “gap” road and as you reach the top, there are a few old 

farms and it turns from improved surface to gravel. There are a few meandering tree canopies. A 

nice drive. 

 

Andy’s Notes: There is one spot we found in 2021 that is worth a stop, in my opinion. It is 

probably best shot in the morning sun. It is a sugarhouse that sits out in back of a field with a 

stand of trees behind it. It can be easily photographed from the road, and there is no need to go 

onto the property. Again, we cannot give you exact mileage, by you will see it soon on your left 

as you come out of Peacham, past the fire station. 
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Carol’s Notes: It’s a pretty little sugar house sitting on a hillside that I feel is worth stopping to 

photograph while in Peacham. 

 

 
Sugarhouse – Mack’s Mountain Road – Peacham – Copyright Andy Richards 2021 

 
 
 
 

Martins Pond (a/k/a Mud Pond) 
(Afternoon) 
 

Directions: Church Street in Peacham Village, to the southwest, becomes Academy Hill Road, 

which becomes The Green Bay Loop. Follow this road from the middle of the Peacham Village  

about three miles to Martin's Pond Lane. The locals may refer to it as either. There is a parking 

lot a few hundred feet down the lane, with plenty of room. It is a northwest view so best to shoot 

it in the morning. 
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Martin’s Pond – Copyright Carol Smith 2015 

Stevenson Road 
 

After you have had your fill of the Peacham – Groton Road, at South Peacham, turn left and take 

Peacham Road east, to West Main Street in West Barnet. Turn left on West Main Street and just 

past West Barnet about 1/4 mile, is Stevenson Road, to the North. Turn onto Stevenson, and take 

the first road to the right (Somerhill). Just up the road is a small cemetery on the right. From the 

cemetery, you have some pretty spectacular views of distant farms on the hillside. Both 

illustrative shots are afternoon shots as they are looking east. 

 

 
Stevenson Road – Andy Richards 2006 
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Hillside Acres Farm 
(Afternoon) 

 

 
Hillside Acres – Andy Richards 2006 
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Directions: This is another Arnold Kaplan iconic scenic image. To find the farm, go back to the 

main road in West Barnet and continue east on West Barnet Road (there is a rather confusing 

intersection 1 1/2 miles outside of West Barnet). Take the "Y" to the right and stay on West 

Barnet Road. Continue 1 mile to Barnet Center Road. You will come to a left turn (North) over a 

small bridge onto Barnet Center Road. Go up the hill and through what appears to be a very 

small village (a church, etc.), and on to the top of the hill (less than 1/2 mile). To your right, you 

will see Hillside Acres Farm. This is still a very viable Vermont scenic. You can photograph it 

from a variety of perspectives along Barnet Center Road. 

 

One problem, here is finding a place to park that is off the road. The road is very narrow and 

visibility is severely limited. We were able to find a spot to park in a sugar lot just off the road to 

the left (West), and walk along the shoulder to photograph the farm. 

 

To the southwest are some pretty impressive views of Harvey’s Mountain. You can pick up this 

road in West Barnet or off the West Barnet Rd using the Gilfillan Rd and Cloud Brook Rd. You 

can also get there by taking Roy Mountain Road. Hillside Acres is a mid to late afternoon shot as 

you need the afternoon sun to light the mountainside behind the barns. 

 

Andy’s Notes: I read (I think in Arnold Kaplan’s Book, or perhaps on the Seven Hills website), 

that the owner of Hillside Acres may be protective of their intellectual property rights. I have to 

say that I spent nearly an hour there one beautiful October afternoon camped along the steep road 

shoulder with my tripod. There was lots of activity down in the farmyard, and nobody so much 

as even looked in our direction. Under copyright law, I believe it is “fair game” as long as shot 

from the public road/road right of way. I doubt that the “Hillside Farms” logo has been 

copyrighted. 

 

I felt extra fortunate that afternoon, as I timed a green John Deere tractor pulling an implement 

and just as it hit the spot I wanted to capture, a huge plume of black diesel smoke erupted from 

the exhaust stack. 

 

Bogie Mountain Farm 
(Morning) 

 

Having read and heard about this scene, it was on our list to explore when we went to Peacham 

in 2021. The day we were there was (like almost every morning that week) very foggy, making 

photography of “long view” landscape images kind of a bust. We found the Peacham shots, but 

couldn’t see the village. We found the Bogie Mountain Farm (we actually drove past it on our 

way up the hill where the shot is). Too foggy. We waited around for over an hour, but eventually 

gave up. Andy went back the next morning and waited out the fog. He thinks it was worth the 

wait. 

 

Directions: Take I-91 to the 94/Garland Hill Road Exit south of Barnet. Follow Garland Hill 

Road west 2 – 3 miles to Whitehill Road (you can also get on Garland Hill from the Peacham 

area off of Barnet Road). Turn left onto Whitehill Road and follow it up the hill, past the Bogie 

Mountain farmstead, to Bogie Lane, a small, dead-end lane to another farm which can be seen 
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from Bogie Lane. You can set up at various spots along Bogie Lane for the shot of Bogie 

Mountain Farm. 

 

Andy’s Notes: It was my final day at the Burke house. I was heading south the next morning. 

My plan was to hit Strafford in the morning. But both Peacham and Bogie Hill nagged at me. I 

changed my plan and went back to Bogie Hill Farm. I stood in the morning fog, drinking coffee 

for well over an hour. Finally, there was a break in the socked in fog. It was brief, but long 

enough for me to take advantage of it. My shots were not the classic farm view I like to make, 

but the fog made for maybe some of my better images. 

 

 
Bogie Mountain Farm – Copyright Andy Richards 2021 

 
 

 
Cattle in the Fog – Bogie Mountain Farm – Copyright Andy Richards 2021 
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Greenbanks Hollow 

 

Technically in Danville, this is still in the Peacham/Groton area, to the northeast of East 

Peacham. The bridge is a typical New England Style covered bridge that carries Greenbanks 

Hollow Road, running between Peacham and Danville, over Joe’s Brook. In the mid 1800’s, 

Greenbanks Hollow was an actual town that housed a significant woolen mill, owned by Joseph 

Greenbank. Joe’s Brook, which has a lively rapid run beneath the bridge, powered the mill. The 

mill burned in 1815, and shortly thereafter, Greenbank moved his operations to New Hampshire, 

and the town was eventually abandoned. The bridge is described as a single span, Queenpost 

truss bridge. Interestingly, it appears that it was originally uncovered. 

 

Directions: From U.S. 2 in Danville turn south onto Brainerd Street (just 150 feet east of the 

Peacham Road intersection), and follow it south for about 1.3 miles to the intersection of 

Greenbanks Hollow Road and Joe’s Brook Road. The bridge is just under 2 miles from the 

intersection, where you will cross Joe’s Brook. As you come through the bridge, you will come 

to a 3-road intersection of Brook Road, Covered Bridge Road, and Thaddeus Stevens Road. 

Thaddeus Stevens takes you to East Peacham. Coming from Peacham (which we did, follow Old 

Cemetery Road from the center of Peacham Village, to East Peacham, where you pick up 

Thaddeus Stevens. Follow Thaddeus Stevens to Greenbanks Hollow. It is less than a mile to East 

Peacham from Peacham Village, and then you will meander along Thaddeus Stevens for about 4 

miles before you reach Greenbanks Hollow. If you have already spent some time on the Peacham 

photos, you will recognize some of this drive. It is a very nice drive. 

 

 
Greenbanks Hollow Covered Bridge on a foggy morning – Copyright Carol Smith 2021 
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Carol’s notes: It was another very foggy morning that we visited the Greenbanks Hollow Bridge 

in 2021. Andy and Al went down the bank to the rivers edge to take some shots while I stayed 

above at road level. I found this red sumac bush that I intentionally included in my composition 

which adds a nice Autumn feel to the photo, and the fog adds a nice moody feel to the shot as 

well. 

 

 
Joe’s Brook – Greenbanks Hollow – Copyright Andy Richards 2021 

 

Andy’s Notes: Carol, Al Utzig and I travelled to Peacham with our friend, Rich Ennis this 

particular morning, hoping to find the so-far elusive long-view shots of the Peacham Village 

from East Peacham. What we found instead was what had been the “story” for the entire trip: 

heavy, dense fog which grudgingly burned off only very late in the morning (usually around 

11:30). If those views were there, we certainly couldn’t tell. The happy ending to the story was 

my trip back the next day, which I cover early in the Peacham section. I didn’t think the bridge 

here was worth trying to shoot, particularly given the heavy fog and lack of truly colorful foliage. 

But there was a footpath down to the brook and Al, Rich and I took it down to see what we could 

find. We did make some images from there, but mine weren’t memorable, and I ended up back 

on the bridge, shooting down into the brook to the east for this image. 

 

Fisher Covered Railroad Bridge 
 

This no longer used bridge is right off Route 15 near Wolcott, Vermont. It is unique in that is a 

railroad bridge. There is a parking lot and a sign with some history it straddles the Lamoille 
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River, but except directly on and on either side of the bridge, the rails and railbed is long gone. It 

is a quick stop and under the right conditions, may make a nice photo – particularly for a covered 

bridge afficionado. There really isn’t any foliage around for backdrop. 

 

 
Fisher Covered Railroad Bridge – Copyright Andy Richards 2006 
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CENTRAL VERMONT 
 

Central Vermont, for purposes of this book, covers the middle of the state from Burlington 

across to St. Johnsbury and South to Rutland and White River Junction. It is a very large part of 

the state and you could spend 2 weeks there and not begin to scratch the surface. The best we can 

do is to point out some of the really great photographic locations we have found. 

 

Montpelier, the state capital, is a great place to stay and a great place to “stage” from. It is within 

reasonably easy reach of Peacham, Groton, the Groton State Forest, and Route 100, including 

Stowe, Waterbury, Waitsfield and Warren. Andy has spent a number of overnight stays in 

Montpelier. 

 

In 2015, Andy, Carol, and their friend, Al, all stayed in a B&B in Waitsfield; The White Horse 

Inn. We were pleasantly surprised with its reasonable cost, availability and proximity to the areas 

in Central Vermont and would recommend it. 

Groton State Forest 

The Groton State Forest and New Discovery State Park is accessed from State Forest Route 232, 

off U.S. Route 2. From Montpelier from the west, you can take U.S. Route 2 east through 

Marshfield (some may say that these area, including Marshfield, are in the NEK, but our 

“borders” are arbitrary and we find it organizationally useful to do things the way we have). Just 

under 1.5 miles from Marshfield, you will come to the intersection of Route 2 and the northern 

end of Vermont State Highway 232 (New Discovery Road). Route 232 cuts through the middle of 

Groton State Forest and there are a myriad of photographic opportunities here. You can also 

reach Route 232 from the south. A mile or so after you leave Montpelier, you will reach the 

intersection of U.S. 302, which goes first south and then east all the way into New Hampshire. 

At first this may seem like a slightly longer route, but it may also be more picturesque, as parts 

of it skirt the southern reaches of the Groton State Forest. On the way, you will pass Seyon Lodge 

State Park. You will want to stop, either on this trip, on the way back, or on a special trip 

(covered in detail below). 

If you are coming from the Peacham-Barnett area, you can return to the Peacham/Groton Road 

and turn south at the 4 corners where Peacham Road and the road to West Barnett intersect, 

down to Groton and U.S. 302. Or, from Power Springs Road to the South (from East Corinth) 

you can turn west at the intersection of Powder Springs and Route 302 and follow it west until 

you reach the Groton State Forest Road (232). Either way, this road is a treasure. There is a nice, 

small stream with a little waterfall just at the south end of the Forest Road, on a little stream 

called Wells River (which empties out of Ricker Pond just north on 232). 

We will start from the intersection of Routes 302 and 232 from the south. In addition to the 

feature spots here, there are a number of other areas worth exploration, including a couple of 

brooks that link to the ponds and lakes in the forest, and the largest pond in the forest, Lake 

Groton. There are also Peacham Pond and Molly’s Falls Pond.  Andy has driven around Lake 

Groton and it is primarily private cottages, and state park campgrounds. He did not find anything 

personally noteworthy, though future exploration may change this. This is most definitely an 

area worth doing some exploring. 

https://www.whitehorseinn-vermont.com/
https://www.whitehorseinn-vermont.com/
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Ricker Pond – Andy Richards 2006 

Ricker Pond 
(Late Afternoon) 

 

Directions: Ricker Pond in the Groton State Forest is a stage for some spectacular reflection 

shots. This is a late afternoon shot. The wind dies down and the sun lights it from the west, as the 

parking lot and the shooting location faces east. The entrance to the parking area for this pond is 

on the east side of Route 232, about 1 1/2 miles north of Route 302 at the south end of the State 

Forest Road. 

 

Andy’s Notes: My first “discovery” (pun intended, of course) of this area was almost by 

accident. I was with my sister and brother in law in 2006 and we were returning from a day in 

Peacham. We were looking for Owl’s Head Overlook, with the intent to scout it for another time. 

Based on the map, we knew it was at the north end of Route 232, and it seemed like a good bet 

that we might find some foliage opportunities on a state road through the middle of the park. 

Knowing were going to run out of light, soon, we charged full speed ahead once we turned onto 

Route 232. As we passed Ricker Pond (I hadn’t paid any attention to it during my planning), I 

saw the light on the pond and surrounding foliage in the rear view mirror. We did a u-turn and 

went back. I have been back several times since and have directed many others to this location. 

 

In 2007, I “met” our great friend and kindred photographer, Al Utzig, because of a photograph I 

spotted somewhere that he had made that same year, I believe. He was on a working trip to 

Montpelier and had gone out in the early morning. His image of steamy fog rising off a bubbling 
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brook is spectacular in the early morning light. We touched base and began a life-long 

friendship. 

 

Carol’s Notes: This is a great area for photography, especially in the fall. My last visit to this 

location was in the fall of 2016. It had been a cloudy afternoon, but there was a possibility that 

we could have gotten some color in the sky at sunset. This never really happened, but I still 

managed to capture some nice images. 

Owl’s Head Overlook 
(Daytime) 

 

About 3 miles further up Route 232 is the entrance to Owl’s Head Overlook. The drive up a 

steep, but easily navigable (fine for passenger cars) gravel drive is about a mile. There is a small 

parking lot and parking can be a challenge, depending on when you are there. There are 

spectacular views after a short, but steep hike up to the summit. Views include a couple of large 

ponds, some wetlands, and mountains in the background. We believe the main pond in the image 

is the Peacham Reservoir. This is a gated road, and is not open early in the morning, or later in 

the evening. If you are up to the 1 mile uphill walk, you could possibly park on the road and hike 

up to the trailhead for a sunrise or sunset shot. 

 

 
Owl’s Head Overlook – Copyright Andy Richards 2006 
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Owl’s Head Overlook – Andy Richards 2006 
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Andy’s Notes: The challenge for me here has been light. I have been here 3 times, always in 

mid-afternoon with more or less full sun. As my images illustrate, these are harsh lighting 

conditions. It appears that a shot in good light might be possible, but would require a willingness 

to hike and carry up the mile long, steep mountain road. I haven’t found the challenge worth the 

effort – yet. 

 

Carol’s Notes: I hiked up the short trail with Andy and Al Utzig in 2015. As Andy mentioned, 

this is a short but rather steep hike and the views are fantastic from the top. For those who are not 

capable to make the climb up, or who would just prefer a leisurely stroll, there is another vantage 

point from the parking area which also has a beautiful view, but doesn't require a hike. There is a 

short flat trail on the opposite side of the parking area from the main trail to the top. 

 

Peacham Pond 
(Afternoon) 

 

 
Peacham Pond – Carol Smith 2016 
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Directions: Peacham Pond is also located off Route 232 in The Groton State Forest, about 3 

miles south of U.S. Route 2. Turn east onto Peacham Pond Road from Route 232. In a few 

hundred feet, the road has a fork. Stay right (maps are confusing but it appears that Peacham 

Pond Road is the short, right fork, and the straight - or possibly left - fork is George Jewett Road, 

which later, again turns into Peacham Pond Road). 

 

Carol's Notes: Peacham Pond is a pleasant little pond that is easy to get to. It's not one of the 

more photographic ponds in the area, but it's worth a quick stop due to its ease of accessibility. 

The boat launch area has a small shoreline where you can take your pictures from. I visited this 

location one time, and it was a cloudy afternoon. It is an east facing location so it is best to shoot 

here in the afternoon. There are a few sets of rocks on each side of the boat ramp which you can 

include in your composition. 

Osmore Pond 
(Morning) 

 

Osmore Pond – Carol Smith 2016 
 

Directions: About 4 miles south on Route 232, you will come across The New Discovery State 

Park Osmore Pond Picnic area wooden sign. Turn down this road and you will approach a Park 

Ranger booth where you have to pay a small fee for admission. Travel the dirt road for several 

miles until you reach the access to the pond. 
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Carol's notes: I have been here twice and enjoyed both visits. It's a beautiful remote spot with a 

small shoreline from which you take your photos. There's also a nice hiking loop that goes 

around the pond as well. 

 

Noyes Pond / Seyon Lodge State Park 
(Morning) 

 

This wonderful place is a little known gem. A non-motorized, fly-fishing only facility, it offers 

rental rowboats and a small lodge. The lodge has 8 rooms and is said to accommodate up to 16 

people. In addition to the recreational facility, it may be rented for small conferences and 

meetings. 

 

A mutual friend who may also be distantly related to the Noyes family recently provided us with 

some insight on the facility, which was apparently originally privately owned and subsequently 

donated. I never paid much attention until her comments, but do you notice that Seyon is 

“Noyes” spelled backward? 

 

We have only been there during October and foliage season and have never seen a boat on the 

pond. But we can say that it is spectacular, tranquil and soul-warming spot to go to. And the 

photographic opportunities are truly wonderful. This is an area probably best visited in the 

morning. As you can see, the morning sun lights the foliage across the pond.  

 

 
Noyes Pond – Seyon Lodge State Park – Andy Richards 2016 
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Directions: The entrance to Seyon Lodge State Park is just 1.3 miles west of the junction of 

Routes 232 and 302. It is marked (but not prominently) and if you know you are looking for it, it 

is easy to find from this direction. If you are coming from Montpelier and points west, if you get 

to Route 232, you missed it. Turn around. It’s worth it! Turn onto Seyon Pond Road, a narrow, 

but well-tended gravel road. The drive in is almost 3 miles, with several offshoot roads. Stay on 

Seyon Pond Road. It will eventually dead end in the parking lot right next to the pond. 

 

 
Noyes Pond – Andy Richards 2016 

 

Andy’s Notes: Over the years I have driven throughVermont, I have to have passed this area 50 

times! And I had no clue what was there for the photographer. This should be on your “must see” 

list.  In 2015, I was with a group of participants from the Scenes of Vermont boards. We were 

commemorating the death of our friend, and photographer, George Camp, who died after a 

valiant fight with cancer. While admittedly contrived, the bubbles, we think, represent George in 

his “happy place.” George was too young, and during the short time I spent with him traveling 

and shooting in Vermont, he was a “life” inspiration. There was no “glass is half full” for 

George. It was always full! He always had a smile and a joke, and always saw something good in 

everything he looked at. And he was generous to a fault. We all miss you George. Facing west, it 

is best lit in the morning. But even at mid-morning when we arrived, the light was nice and the 

backdrop of the mountains behind the pond made for nice reflections. The best chance for low 

wind would also be in the early morning. There are probably some fog/steam opportunities here, 

too. There are some rowboats and a couple Adirondack chairs that can be used for foreground 

interest if you are so inclined. There are numerous perspectives. We were back again in 2021, 

and I will certainly return again. 
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Noyes Pond – Seyon Lodge State Park – Copyright Andy Richards 2021 

 

Carol’s Notes: My first time to this location was in the morning. My husband and I left our 

home in Barton around 7:30 a.m., and the sky was socked in with fog during the entire drive. Just 

before we reached the pond, the fog lifted and we were greeted with deep blue skies and a few 

puffy white clouds. We were the only people there, and my husband went to walk the hike 

around the pond which left me all alone. All I can say about this morning was that it was a 

deeply spiritual moment for me. The foliage was peak, the reflections were spectacular, and the 

clouds were perfect for photography. I felt at peace and I felt a connection to God. I know it 

sounds corny, but that is truly how I felt and I will never forget that morning. 

 

My second visit here was with Andy for our tribute to our dear friend George whose life was 

ended much too soon. Again, this was another spiritual experience for me. Needless to say, this 

is one of my favorite places in Vermont. 

 

 
Noyes Pond – Seyon Lodge State Park – Copyright Carol Smith 2016 
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Thurman Dix Reservior East Barre 
(Morning) 

 

Directions: From Route 2, turn onto Route 302 west and take it about 10 miles (you will go 

through the town of Barre, and past East Barre. After approximately 10 miles, turn north onto 

Reservior Road. The Reservoir is about 2 miles up the road. If you are coming from the Groton 

State Forest, or Seyon Ranch State Park (Noyes Pond), continue west on Route 302 for about 14 

miles. Reservoir Road will be on the right just south of East Barre. 

 

Thurman Dix Reservoir – Carol Smith 2012 

 

Carols Notes: After my husband and I left Seyon State Park/Noyes Pond, we were headed to 

Groton State Forest. I mistakenly told him to take a right onto Route 302 instead of a left (oops). 

After several miles I finally realized my error and we stopped at a gas station. The clerk 

recommended that I stop to photograph the Thurman Dix Reservior on our way back which we 

did. I love when a mistake turns into a positive. It was a very pretty spot that was worth the stop. 
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Thurman Dix Reservoir – Copyright Carol Smith 2016 

 

Marshfield Pond (a/k/a Turtlehead Pond) 
(Morning) 

 

Marshfield Pond is a surprisingly popular spot for serious photographers and artists. We are not 

sure how word about this one got around, but, especially for as remote a location as it is, it is 

frequently visited and frequently crowded in the early morning hours. The shot here, is from the 

west end of the pond. There is a small footpath and a bridge, which crosses Marshfield Brook. 

You can set up along that path on either side of the bridge, although we found that the south side 

was the best shot. There is a small parking area here, and just across the road, the entrance to 

what appears to be some kind of agricultural, industrial, or municipal facility. The facility is 

gated, be we did see people parking in that area, away from the gate. The morning we were there 

in 2021, both these areas were chock-full, and we had to drive a way down the very narrow road 

and find a spot as much off the road as we could. 

 

Directions: From U.S. Route 2 in Marshfield, turn onto School Street. About ½ mile south of the 

intersection of Route 2, there is a fork, and the road splits into “Lower” and “Upper” Depot 

Roads. It doesn’t matter which fork you take (sounds like a Yogi Berra conundrum), as they 

merge in less than a mile and turn into Bailey Pond Road. Follow Bailey Pond Road (it intersects 

with Bean Road in another few hundred feet – Bailey Pond turns south). Continue on Bailey 

Pond Road, past Bailey Pond and you will quickly arrive at Marshfield Pond (a/k/a “Turtlehead 

Pond”) which will be on your left. It is less than 2 miles from where the Upper and Lower Depot 
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Roads merge. These are largely unimproved dirt roads and you may think you aren’t in the right 

place. But you are. You are now on the northwest edge of the Groton State Forest. 

 

Marshfield Pond – Carol Smith 2016 

 

Carols Notes: A "must visit/must photograph location," Marshfield Pond is located in the 

Northwestern part of Groton State Forest. This pond had been on my "to do" list for several 

years, and I finally made it here in 2016. It was worth the wait and I only wish I had gotten here 

sooner! Parking is alongside the road. Access to the shoreline is very limited. I would encourage 

you to get on location very early, before sunrise, to get a spot to shoot from. I wanted to arrive 

before sunrise but got a little lost on my way, which delayed my arrival time. I arrived a few 

minutes after sunrise. There was already one photographer set up on site, and I was with two of 

my friends. There was barely enough room for all of us to set up our tripods. A foggy morning 

will reward you with some spectacular images here. 

 

Andy’s Notes: I have heard other photographers use the term, a “magical place.” When you 

arrive here, at first glance, that might not be the description you use. It is perhaps more of a 

swamp than a pond, with some very scrubby parts to it. But the magic happens when all the right 

elements come together. Since her first visit there 5 years before, Carol has been excited for me 

to see Marshfield Pond. Had I driven by it during the day, I might not have given it a second 

look. As she will tell you, I wasn’t tingling with excitement. My first image here, showing the 

other photographers might help you see my lukewarm attitude (lots of color, but not exactly a 

nice, clean scene). 
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Photographers at Marshfield Pond – Copyright Andy Richards 2021 

 

But it turns out Carol was right! And clearly she isn’t the only one who thinks so. The morning 

we arrived, in the early morning light, there were two groups, and several other photographers all 

lined up along the bank. I don’t know how we all fit, but somehow we did. Like all foggy 

mornings, there was a lot of waiting. But it was worth the wait. It is a place that is all about the 

light and weather conditions. And when it all came together, I was pretty happy with my “pick” 

shot. Our foggy week was made to order. 

 

 
Marshfield Pond – Copyright Andy Richards 2021 
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Marshfield Falls 
(Morning) 

 

Directions: From U.S. Route 2 in Marshfield turn onto School Street. Less than ½ mile south, 

after the fork in the road which turns into Upper and Lower Depot Roads, Marshfield Brook 

crosses both forks of the road. 

 

 
Marshfield Falls – Carol Smith 2016 

 

Carols Notes: I wouldn't go out of my way to shoot these falls, but if you are going to shoot 

Marshfield Pond, it might be worth your while to stop at the falls since they are in the same 

vicinity. Marshfield Falls can be shot from two different locations. You can shoot it from either 

Lower Depot Road or Upper Depot Road. From Route 2 in Marshfield, turn onto Lower Depot 

Road. You can shoot the falls from this road and then from there turn onto Upper Depot Road to 

shoot the falls from there. I prefer the view from the Upper Depot Road. 

 

Andy’s Notes: We drove by these on our way and and out of Marshfield Pond. To me, this is 

one of those “babbling brook” type images. There is just barely enough drop to create “falls.” It 

is also in an area that is highly shaded. If I lived nearby, or was at Marshfield and didn’t have 

other places I wanted to get to, I might spend some time fooling with it. But it isn’t a destination 

in my view. 

 

Robinson Hill Road, Calais  
 

Directions: (This is an afternoon shot) while you can reach this from almost any direction, 

perhaps the easiest is to take Route 14 to East Calais, and then turn west onto Moscow Woods 

Road. Follow Moscow Woods Road for about 2 miles to the intersection with North Calais 

Road, and turn left onto North Calais. You will go through Kents Corner, where the road now 
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becomes Kent Hill Road, to Maple Corner at about the 3 mile mark. At Maple Corner, take a 

very short jog to the right on County Road, and then turn left again, onto Worchester Road. 

Continue on about ½ mile to the north end of Robinson Hill Road. Robinson Hill is a gravel 

road, only 2 miles long. It ends at Long Meadow Road. If you drive Robinson Road, you will 

come to the top of a hill and see this scene. 

 

An alternative route is to take Route 12 from Montpelier (or the Montpelier exit off of I-89), to 

Worcester, and follow Calais Road for about 1 ¾ miles to Town Highway 41 (a/k/a Collar Hill 

Road) where it turns into Worchester Road. You can either stay on Worchester to Robinson, or 

take the “shortcut” Collar Hill across to Worchester. 

 

Carols notes: In 2011 I was exploring the Calais/Montpelier area with some of my camera club 

friends. We stopped at The Maple Corner Store on County Road in Calais. While there, I asked 

the clerk if he could recommend any scenic area for photography, and he directed us to Robinson 

Hill Road. We parked alongside the road (very narrow road so be careful) and walked around 

shooting up in that area for over an hour. There are wonderful views from the top of the hill, as 

well as a lovely farm with some beautiful horses. 

 

 
Robinson Hill Road – Carol Smith 2014 

 

Andy's Notes: In 2015, on our way back from Groton State Forest and Noyes Pond, Carol took 

me and our friend, Al Utzig home via this road. I made a couple “o.k.” images here. 2015 was a 

“so-so” foliage year and I think that color would have made them great images. But I will let 

Carol’s 2014 shot here illustrate the potential of this area. Foliage is elusive. I missed 2014 and 

2017, both of which appear to have been spectacular foliage years. I was there in 2015, which 

wasn’t. 
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Stowe 
 

Stowe is central Vermont’s tourist showcase. It is also one of the nation’s oldest ski areas, a 

nationally famous tennis center replete with tournament, and the setting for some famous 

movies. It is also home to Vermont’s tallest mountain peak (Mt. Mansfield) and the start of a 

pretty spectacular drive through Smuggler’s Notch. Famous venues include the Trapp Family 

Lodge and the Top Notch Resort, where the national women’s tennis tournament is held. The 

village center, where Route 100 and 108 meet is quaint, with churches, shops and general stores, 

as well as a couple of New England’s ubiquitous Inns. And there is the Mansfield Toll Road 

which goes almost to the top (it is a short and easy scramble from the top parking area). There 

are certainly some photo-ops on these streets.  

 

For photographers, Stowe is a bit of a “mixed bag.” It rivals Woodstock for being Vermont’s 

busiest tourist attraction. As noted above, probably for good reason. But what it also means is 

that it is probably one of the two most congested areas in the state. On a day during foliage 

season, traffic can be backed up in all directions for miles. If you are trying to get to one of the 

photo destinations within the Stowe area, it will probably be unavoidable. If I were going in, I 

would try to go very early, before the tourists are out and about. But some of the shots are, 

unfortunately best made in the afternoon. So you just need to plan for some aggravation. 

 

On the other hand, especially during mid-day when shooting conditions are not at their best, the 

center section of the town, where Vermont Routes 100 and 108 join, is a very nice commercial 

area with quaint New England style buildings and small retail businesses. And there are some 

nice residential areas right nearby. In the middle of all this is a big green space, with a recreation 

path in the middle of it, and the Little River serpentining through it. There are some photo ops 

from there, including one that is often made, of the Stowe Community Church. If you are food 

person, there are some pretty nice retaurants in the area, too. As long as you are there, it isn’t a 

bad place to take a little break from hardcore shooting. We think it is worth exploring the Stowe 

area. Below, we will give you some examples of more “pure photography” scenes in the area. 

 

Directions: You can reach Stowe 3 different ways. Probably the most common for new visitors 

is to take the Stowe/Waterbury (Route 100) exit from I-89, east from Burlington. Take 100 north 

through Waterbury Center, and you will be hard pressed not to stop at World Famous Ben & 

Jerry’s Ice Cream Headquarters on the left and The Cold Hollow Cider Mill (which had its 

beginnings near Bakersfield, further north on Route 108). Tourist attractions? Yes, but worth the 

stop. But during “leaf peeping” season, these places will be a huge mess of congestion. And it is 

nearly 10 miles from the exit to the center of the Stowe Village. So if you are intent on 

photographing, this way in may the one to avoid. 

 

From the north there are 2 other ways into Stowe. If you are coming from Burlington, or from 

the South on I-89 (e.g., Montpelier or points south), the only real way to get to these places is to 

go around the mountain (Mansfield). But if you plan right, there are some of the other photo ops 

we give you here that you could use to make it worth your while (e.g., the Old Red Mill, and the 

Red Barn on Pleasant Valley Road). The main route in from the north is Vermont 100, from the 

intersection of Vermont 15 and 100 in Morrisville. From Burlington, the drive to Morrisville will 

take most of an hour, but is a very nice drive through the Vermont countryside, with some nice, 
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traditional farms and views (behind you) of Mt. Mansfield. You go through Cambridge, 

Jeffersonville, and Johnson (home of Johnson Woolen Mills) with is another quaint little 

traditional Vermont town, though if you remain on 15, you probably won’t think so. It might be 

worth a quick turn onto 100 and take the sharp curve onto Main Street. It’s a very short street and 

will soon wind you back onto 15, headed east again. When you reach Morrisville, turn south on  

Route 100 and follow it south to the center of Stowe, where it intersects with the southern 

terminus of Vermont 108. 

 

The first 2 ways in can be done any time of the year. This last one – Vermont 108 – is by far our 

favorite way to go to, or through, Stowe. We said our “favorite.” We didn’t say the easiest. In all 

seasons except winter, you can start in Jeffersonville at the base of Smuggler’s Notch on 

Vermont 108, and drive through (over) the notch. Instead of taking that curve onto Main Street in 

Jeffersonville (“Jeff,” as the locals call it), continue south up the mountain on 108. One caveat is 

important here, though. If you are driving a large motor home, in our view trying this route 

would be a very bad idea. There are stories every year of truckers getting stuck in one of the 

hairpin turns between huge, house-size, boulders. But otherwise, (unless you are there in the 

dead of winter when the notch road is closed and not plowed), you really must take this route at 

least one time. You will not regret it. It is arguably the most dramatic notch drive in Vermont 

(perhaps in New England)! 

 

Stowe Village – Andy Richards 2005 
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Stowe Village Shot 
(Morning - approximate shooting location) 

 

We hesitate to include this scene, but because there may still be a shot due to changing 

conditions around it, we are leaving it in. If you want to attempt this photo of Stowe Village, 

Andy reached the overlook by taking School Street (about 1/8 mile north of the junction of Route 

108 and Route 100). Turn right from Route 100 onto School Street and take School Street. Keep 

right onto Taber Hill Road. A few hundred feet up the Hill there is a parking area on the left for 

Sunset Rock. Don’t bother hiking up to Sunset Hill/Sunset Rock. There is no view from there 

anymore. But there is a rugged, downhill trail (maybe better described as a deer path) to an 

overlook that is not really well marked, but is there if you observe carefully (you will feel like 

you are “bushwhacking”). 

 

Andy’s Notes: Depending on foliage conditions, you might get a shot. You can see from mine 

that we struggled with some large evergreen trees in the immediate foreground. The ultimate 

irony is that the very foliage we seek is obscuring many of our sought-after views. This shot was 

made almost 20 years ago, now and I have not been back to try to find this spot. You do so at the 

risk that you have wasted time. But if it is still there, it is a one-of-a-kind shot. We were having 

breakfast in a local Stowe restaurant one morning and I saw a shot similar to this on one of the 

walls. After some inquiry, we learned that it was probably taken from somewhere on Tabor Hill 

Road. We thought maybe it would be “Sunset Rock,” but that turned out to be a bust for 

photographers, with no view down. We spent a good amount of time searching for this spot, 

which we think is the only one close to a viable shot. The only other way you might get this shot 

is by drone. I don’t know what the rules are for flying them in Stowe, so I am not advocating 

anything here. This is an early morning shot (though the morning we shot it, we waited for 2 

hours for a heavy morning fog to lift). 

 

Trapp Hill Road 
(Afternoon) 

 

If you are not interested in the old Village and Main Street, you can turn off Route 100 south of 

Route 108, onto Moscow Road. Take Moscow Road to Trapp Hill Road and follow it to the 

Trapp Family Lodge. There are some great views up there. This road eventually winds around 

and back down onto 108, north of Stowe, at the base of the Notch Road. The views face east, so 

afternoon shooting will be the rule here. It is also a pretty good way to bypass the very congested 

Stowe Village traffic. 
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Trapp Hill  Road – Andy Richards 2006 

 

 

Trapp Hill Road – Copyright Carol Smith 2021 
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Trapp Hill Road continues south to Moscow Road. Part way down the road, there is a herd of 

Scotch Highlander Cattle, that make a nice change in subject matter, but if you get lucky, can be 

framed in nice foliage. 

 
Trapp Hill Road – Copyright Carol Smith 2021 

 

Carol's notes: I've visited the grounds at the Trapp Family Lodge on several occasions. The first 

time I went I think my jaw dropped at the amazing views from up there. It's a great spot to visit 

and photograph when in the Stowe area. 
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Mt. Mansfield Toll Road 
 

 

Gondola – Stowe – Andy Richards 2010 

 

The Mt. Mansfield Toll Road. is north of Stowe on 108, heading back up over Smuggler’s Notch. 

This road is actually in the back of the parking lot of a resort/hotel, but is fairly well marked. The 

toll road is steep with a number of switchbacks and some washouts, but it is passable even with a 

normal passenger car if driven carefully. It is the easy way up to the top. You cannot drive all the 

way to the summit, but you can park and make the short hike to the top. It is difficult to be up 

there during the good light without making arrangements to overnight up there in one of the 

rustic shelters, because the road opens around 10:00 a.m. and closes before dusk. The Long 

Trail goes right through this area. It is also possible to take a gondola ride up the Mountain from 

the nearby Stowe Mountain Resort. 

 

Andy’s Notes: Stowe is probably Vermont’s most famous, and premiere destination. Originally 

known for skiing, it has really become a year-round tourist attraction, with horses, tennis and 

hiking being additional attractions. It is at the base of Mt. Mansfield, Vermont’s tallest peak. One 

of the ways into Stowe from the north takes you through the dramatic Smuggler’s Notch. I spent 

summers in Bakersfield, Vermont, which is only about 12 miles from Smuggler’s Notch, and we 

would frequently picnic in the Notch, and climb the foot trail to the summit of Mt. Mansfield. 

The toll road is the easiest way to get to the summit. It is gravel, steep, and winding and can be 

hard on vehicle brakes coming back down, however. I have done it a couple times and for an old 

guy, it beats hiking up. If you are a hiker, it’s a pretty good hike up. There is also a gondola. I 
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haven’t take it in years, and don’t recall how close it is to the summit. But some pretty 

spectacular views from there, too. From the summit, on a clear day, you can see all the way over 

to the New York State Mountain ranges. At elevation, though, there can be fog and haze. Still 

great views and though it won’t be your most memorable images, it will be a memorable 

experience. 

 

Mt. Mansfield – View from the Top – Andy Richards 2005 

 

Bingham Falls 
(Early Morning) 

 

A little further up Route 108 just before you reach the Notch, you can hike down the 

Mountainside to Bingham Falls. A part of Smuggler’s Notch State Park, this waterfall is on the 

Stowe side of the Notch and the trail head is across the road. It is a tricky spot to find. The trail 

head is a very small parking pullout on the west (opposite from the trailhead) side of the road 

that is unmarked. We have missed it a couple times. But don’t be afraid to turn back if you do. 

Be persistent and you will find eventually. Once you park and cross the road, you will see the 

trail, but it still won’t be completely obvious that you are in the right place. You probably are. 

 

Andy’s Notes: The falls are a classic “horsetail” and it is a steep hike down into the valley where 

the falls are. The hike back out is strenuous (because it is up a series of stone steps, but is very 

steep). Do not attempt this if you are not in good physical condition. You will begin to hear the 

falls and will actually see some rapids and falls before you get to the main event. There are a 
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couple drops you will hear and possibly see on the way down, but they don’t photograph well or 

easily in my view. I photographed this waterfall very early one Sunday morning and had the 

place all to myself. What a special place! 

 

 
Bingham Falls – Andy Richards 2008 

 

Grand View Farm 
(Late afternoon) 

 

There are two farms we think are worth visiting and photographing just east of Stowe. Grand 

View Farm is an iconic barn, set in an iconic Vermont setting. The farm is owned and managed 

by the Stowe Land Trust and we encourage you to consider making a contribution (it is worth 

noting, here, that they also support Bingham Falls). They have preserved a wonderful photo 

opportunity for us! Located in the little village of Stowe Hollow, this one is worth finding. We 

have been there several times over the years. 

 

Directions: The most direct route to this scene is from Route 100 just north of the Moscow Road 

turn discussed above (Trapp Family Lodge). Turn east on  Gold Brook Road, and follow it for 

about ¼ mile, to the intersection of Gold Brook Road and Dewey Hill Road (these roads and 

“intersections” can be a bit confusing on some of these back roads and may not be as clear as 

they seem on your Google Maps). It really won’t matter in the end, because both Dewey Hill and 

Gold Brook will eventually take you to Stowe Hollow. But if you are a covered bridge 

afficionado, stay on Gold Brook Road, and in just under a mile, you will come to Stowe Hollow 

https://www.stowelandtrust.org/work/land-protection/conserved/grandview-farm
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Road (this is a confusing intersection). The Gold Brook Covered Bridge, a/k/a “Emily’s Bridge” 

(follow the link for the interesting back story) crosses the actual Gold Brook here (this bridge is 

not a very good photo in our opinion, but you can check it off your list, if you have one). If you 

were up in the Stowe Village first, and found School Street, you can skip 100 by taking School 

Street and bearing to the right (instead of turning up Tabor Hill Road). At this point, you will be 

on Stowe Hollow Road. confusingly, Stowe Hollow turns into “Covered Bridge Road,” at the 

intersection of Upper Hollow Road. Not to worry. Just stay on Covered Bridge until you reach 

the Gold Brook Bridge and it will turn back to Stowe Hollow (at another confusing intersection). 

From that point, Grand View Farm is just south on Stowe Hollow Road, just under a mile. It 

would also be possible to onto Upper Hollow Road, which would also work fine. You would just 

approach the barn from a different direction. This is a confusing area, but if you study a map you 

will see it is kind of a loop. 

 

If you ended up on Dewey Hill Road coming from Gold Brook Road just follow it (just under ½ 

mile) until you reach Stowe Hollow Road and turn right (south) and follow Stowe Hollow Road 

south on Stowe Hollow Road and look for the Upper Hollow Road on the left (about 1/3 mile 

from the Dewey Hill intersection. Grand View Farm is right on this intersection. 

 

Andy’s Notes: This is another “must do” destination for the serious photographer. These barns 

and the mountains in the background are lit in the late afternoon. There are a few possible 

perspectives here. On a sunny day in October, there is no need to arrive here before 4:00. 

 

Grand View Farm – Andy Richards 2010 

https://vermonthistory.org/emilys-bridge#:~:text=The%20Gold%20Brook%20Bridge%20in,that%20supposedly%20takes%20place%20there.
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Carol’s Notes: I agree with Andy. This is a "must shoot" scene. The character and color of the 

red barn on the hill, opposite the foliage filled distant mountains is a beautiful scene that just 

begs to be photographed. 

 

Grand View Farm – Carol Smith 2008 

Stowe Hollow Barn Scene 
(Afternoon) 

 

The other barn in this area that we think is worth photographing is about 2 miles further south of 

Grand View. It is undoubtedly a current working farm with a nice red barn, an nice entrance and 

approach, and colorful backdrop 

 

Directions: From the Grand View Farm scene travel further south on Stowe Hollow Road for 

about 1 mile. Stowe Hollow veers westerly (right) at this intersection with Waterworks Road. 

Stay (right) on Stowe Hollow. It eventually changes to Barnes Hill Road (as it becomes 

Waterbury Center). The barn is on the east side of (left), on Barnes Hill, after a gentle curve, just 

under a mile from the previous intersection. Alternatively, you can reach this scene from I-89, 

taking the Waterbury/Stowe/100 exit north toward Stowe for just under 4 miles to Guild Hill 

Road to the east (right). Turn onto Guild Hall Road (a very short road just over ½ mile long) and 

follow it to the intersection of Barnes Hill Road. Turn left (north) on Barnes Hill and the barn 

will be just over 1 ½ miles up on the right (east side of the road). 

 

Andy’s Notes: Carol is the ultimate optimist. She enthusiastically points her camera at things 

and expects the best from them. Usually, she gets them. I, on the other hand, can be a 

curmudgeon. I can think of a few scenes Carol enthusiastically told me about, only to have me 

toss cold water on them. One of them was Marshfield Pond, covered in the NEK section above. 

Another was this one. She found it in 2018 and sent me her shot of it in email. She was there in 

in the wrong light conditions, but could see the potential of a good photo anyway. I lukewarmly 
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agreed to go there when we were at Grand View, since it was close. I remained noncommittal 

until we stopped in front of the farm, and I started looking around at compositions. It snuck up 

on me. I suddenly saw the elements: a nice tree, stone wall, and fence line to lead in. An 

offsetting tree and that red barn (I will always be a sucker for a red barn). A colorful low 

mountain backdrop. But cloudy, foggy conditions prevailed. Even so, I thought it made a 

pleasing enough image. I can see some great potential for a nicer image, with the low, setting 

sun. We had 5 seasoned photographers there that day and I think we universally agreed it was a 

good spot. 

 

I would consider reversing the order and coming to this scene first, and then on up to Grand 

View. The Grand View scene is very open and the light lasts there late into the afternoon. This 

scene could probably benefit from a bit more light and probably loses its light sooner. 

 

I told Carol she could get this in writing: “You were right, Carol. I was wrong.”      

 

 

 
Barnes Hill Road Red Barn, Waterbury Center – Copyright Andy Richards 2021 

 

 

Carol’s Notes: I found this farm in 2018. I arrived minutes before sunrise. It was a beautiful 

scene, but once the sun rose I was shooting directly into the sunlight (you can see the sun just 

peeking over the mountains in my image, here). In 2021 with Andy and friends, we had timed it 

perfectly to get there for the late day light on what was forecasted to be a mostly sunny day. 

However, the clouds took over so we were stuck with cloudy conditions. It’s a beautiful scene 

and I highly recommend you stop to photograph here in the late day light. The warm low late 

afternoon light would light up the mountains behind the barn beautifully. 
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Barnes Hill Road Barn – Waterbury Center – Copyright Carol Smith 2018 
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Waitsfield/Warren Area 
 

Waitsfield is on Route 100 south of Waterbury (Exit 10 off I-89 – the same exit as Stowe). It is 

another one of those really cool little Vermont towns. In 2015, Carol, Al and I stayed there for a 

few days at the Whitehorse Inn. It was Carol’s second stay in Waitsfield, and she put Andy onto 

some really wonderful photo opportunities right in and around the village. 

 

Most commentators will tell you that the scenic drive in Vermont is Route 100, which runs 

almost the length of the state from north to south. It is a picturesque drive, though we still prefer 

to get off the main roads and see some of the back roads. But one of the prettiest sections of 

Route 100 is right in the mid-section of the state, from Waterbury south to Route 4. Most of this 

drive borders the Green Mountain National Forest to the west. Numerous brooks and streams 

flow down out of the mountains toward this road and around every bend, there seems to be 

another foliage photo. One of these streams, The Mad River, flows down and crosses Route 100 

several times, eventually through Waitsfield (former home of Mad River Canoe). 

Moss Glen Falls (Granville) 
(Morning) 

 

 
Moss Glen Falls – Carol Smith 2010 
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Directions: The parking area for this waterfall is right on 100, just about 14 ½ miles south of 

Waitsfield, and just north of the little town of Granville. It is of the popular icons to see and 

photograph along Route 100 is Moss Glen Falls (there are two Moss Glen Falls in Vermont. The 

other is in Stowe). 

 

Andy’s Notes: This is a tourist spot and there is a parking area on the west side of the road just 

north of the Village of Granville, 27 miles South of Waterbury. It is an interesting waterfall with 

an observation deck, but not my personal cup of tea. It is one of the places you hear and read 

about fairly often. I have been disappointed in it as a photographic opportunity. I have been there 

a couple of times and attempted to photograph it – never to my own satisfaction. I blame it on the 

scene. But maybe it’s really the shooter.      

 

There are 2 “Moss Glen Falls” in Vermont. The other one is deep in a ravine in Stowe. We have 

never been there, but have heard some have. It is a strenuous hike and may not yield great 

photographs anyway. 

 

Carol’s Notes: I agree with Andy that this is a tourist spot due to the fact that it is literally along 

the side of the road on the well-traveled Route 100. However, I definitely think it's worth the 

stop here to make some images. 

Mad River 
(Morning) 

 

 
Mad River – Andy Richards 2010 
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Directions: This location is very short, local secondary road about 10 miles South of Waitsfield, 

on 100. This is a roadside picnic area/turnoff on the west side of the road, is with a couple of 

picnic tables. But it is worth the stop. 

 

Andy’s Notes: I discovered this personal favorite spot on the Mad River by happenstance, on my 

way to see and photograph Moss Glen Falls one overcast morning in 2006. It was a drizzly day 

and color was especially sparse at the time I was there that year. I saw a splash of color off in the 

trees and turned off onto the roadside stop to “chase” it. Being close to the river, it actually 

wasn’t Maple, and it actually wasn’t that good color. But what I did discover was a wonderful 

little section of the Mad River, with a series of lively drops, pools and even a tributary emptying 

into the main stream. It is perhaps a stretch to call this a river. It is really more of one of 

Vermont’s hundred of brooks. But it always seems to have water and always seems to be 

running. I have been back there on two additional occasions since. Plan to set aside several hours 

to explore this little stream. And bring wading boots. There is level after level of falls, little pools 

and eddys everywhere. I have had my best luck here on overcast mornings. It is a good rainy day 

destination. 

 

Carol’s Notes: I was excited to visit this location with Andy in 2105, as I have always admired 

the images he has taken at this spot. We arrived on a mostly overcast morning, but the sun started 

poking out as we were photographing at this location. I'm so glad that Andy discovered this spot 

and has shared it with the rest of us! 

 

Waitsfield 
 

Closer to town, there are some really nice photographic opportunities. A couple of them are on 

Bragg Hill Road, just south of the village and immediately north of the intersection of Route 100 

and Route 17 (which crosses the Appalachian Gap and comes back down on the other side near 

Bristol). It forms a nice loop up, around, and back down to the south onto Route 17. While it 

could easily be driven the other direction from 17, we recommend starting in Waitsfield off of 

100. 

 

The other area that is a not-to-miss drive is the Waitsfield Common Road (locals simply refer to 

it as “The Common Road”). There are a couple nice farmsteads on this very narrow, dirt road 

that runs along a ridge above the village. Because it is on a ridge, the elevation gives some nice 

shots down toward Route 100. Colors are generally great here, and it is common to find livestock 

that can be placed in your images. If you are blessed with a foggy morning, the fogbanks can 

hang in the low areas, and particularly around the highway below. 

 

There is a nice little covered bridge right in the center of the village (aptly, on Bridge Street). We 

have driven over it several times, but never really found a good vantage point to photograph it. 

You may have more success. 
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Bragg Hill Road 
(Morning/mid-morning) 

 

Directions: To get to Bragg Hill Road, take Route 100 South out of Waitsfield just under a mile, 

to a steeply uphill drive to the right just before the intersection of 100 and Route 17 toward 

Bristol. It will seem like you are going into a parking lot for a commercial business. Bragg Hill 

Road begins just past a Chinese Food Restaurant (“China Fun” at this writing). It is easy to miss. 

Take sharp right up Bragg Hill Road. There are nice views to the southeast. Partway up, on the 

right, there is a farm with sheep grazing. Then, at the top of the hill there is a farm with a big, 

red, traditional barn. Beyond the farm, the road turns back south toward Route 17 (and turns into 

“Number 9 Road”). At the turn, there is another barn, now owed by a conservancy, and thus, a 

scene that will hopefully be well preserved. There are a couple nice old homes on this drive, also, 

in addition to nice foliage and views of the mountains. You will likely find other shots and spots 

you will want to spend time with. Just drive the entire loop and you will find all of these shots 

easily. 

 

 
Bragg Hill Road – Copyright Andy Richards 2010 
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First Bragg Hill Road Farm 
 

 
Barn – Bragg Hill Road – Andy Richards 2010 

 

Second Bragg Hill Road Farm 
 

 
Barn – Bragg Hill Road – Andy Richards 
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Andy’s Notes: The Waitsfield area is worth spending a couple days. In 2010, I did just that. 

There are two short, scenic roads in Waitsfield that are in the “it just doesn’t get any better than 

this,” category. They are Bragg Hill Road and The Common Road. Both these locations are best 

lit in the morning. I would probably hit Bragg Hill Road first, as it is higher up and lights up 

earlier, while the Common Road seems to be “patient” for later morning shots. 

 

Carol’s Notes: I stayed a few nights at a Waitsfield  B&B in the Fall of 2012. Each morning I 

would head out before sunrise up to the Bragg Hill barn. I did this for two reasons. Number one 

reason was because this location was the only spot that I could get cell service so I would call 

home to Massachusetts and check up on the family from there. Number two reason is because it 

is the perfect spot for shooting the early morning light with the barn in the foreground and 

Sugarbush Resort's Mount Helen beyond. I really love this view! 

The Common Road 
(Morning) 

 

A view of Route 100 from Waitsfield Common Road – Andy Richards 2010 

 

Directions: The Common Road is, aptly, connected to the Waitsfield Common, which is an 

oddly out-of-the-way spot nowhere near the main activity center of the village of Waitsfield on 

100. To reach the Common and the beginning of The Common Road, go south on 100 into the 

center of Waitsfield Village, to Bridge Street, which goes east from 100. Take Bridge Street over 

(through?) the covered bridge, and follow it to the “y” where Joslin Hill Road bears left and 

Brook Road bears right (it is less than ½ mile from 100). Stay left onto Joslin Hill Road and 
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continue up the hill for just over 1 mile, to the Common. You will see that the Common forms a 

small triangle, and you can take either leg, but turn right (south), and you will be on The 

Common Road. 

 

Andy’s Notes: The Waitsfield Common, perhaps the most “uncommon” Common I have ever 

seen in Vermont (though it may be more historically accurate than most are these days), is a little 

triangle with an empty field in the middle. The real “find,” here, is the Common Road, which 

begins there and goes south, on a ridge parallel to Route 100, for just over 2.5 miles. There are 

numerous views to the west down into the valley, of farm fields, with a couple of traditional 

working livestock farms along the way. The views are quintessential rural Vermont. 

 

Carol’s Notes: The Common Road has a treasure trove of beautiful places to photograph. It's not 

only scenic but it has a true "country" feel to it. I also spent each morning during my stay in 

Waitsfield photographing along this road, including this image of The Skinner Barn. 

 

 

Skinner Barn – Carol Smith 2010 
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Common Road – Copyright Andy Richards 2010 
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The Common Road – Copyright Andy Richards 2010 

Blueberry Lake 
(Morning/afternoon) 

 

Blueberry Lake is on Plunkton Road, in the town of Warren, just south of village. There are 

some very nice perspectives here, with nice foliage backdrops. But this venue places a premium 

on being there in the right light. There are access points from both the north and south side of the 

pond of of Plunkton Road, which means that theoretically, you have morning and afternoon 

opportunities here. We think the view to the east is best, which calls for a later afternoon arrival. 

 

 
Blueberry Lake – Copyright Carol Smith 2015 
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Central Vermont West of the Green Mountains 

The Appalachian Gap 
(Morning) 

 

We will now move west of the Green Mountain Range. Waitsfield was nestled nicely along the 

eastern base of the mountain range. But there are some sights worth exploring on the western 

slopes. Perhaps the most scenic of the “Gap Roads” crossing the Green Mountains over the 

length of Route 100, Route 17 begins in Waitsfield and ends at Route 116, approximately mid-

way between Starksboro and Bristol. We cover a few nice scenes in the Bristol/Starksboro area 

later on. But at the summit of the gap on Route 17, there is a small, scenic turnout. It is marked, 

but you could miss it if you go by too fast. It is on the north side of the highway and gives a 

panoramic view to the west. Unfortunately, the several times either of us has been there the 

lighting conditions have not been very good. 

 

Carol's Notes: The Appalachian Gap (known as the “App-Gap” by the locals) is a mountain 

pass that runs from Waitsfield to Starksboro. It's a paved road full of windy bends and steep 

climbs and descents. At one point there is a cut out where you can park and take in the beautiful 

views which are worth stopping for in my opinion. 

 

Andy’s Notes: I have yet to see a really spectacular shot from here. It seems like a sunrise on a 

relatively clear, sunny morning might be what the “doctor ordered.” This would need to be 

planned and luck would play a big part. It is possible there could be some fog on the pond below. 

The biggest challenge, and you can see that in the record shot here, is getting a clear shot through 

the brush that has grown up in front of the scene in the near foreground. 

 

 
Appalachian Gap – Copyright Andy Richards 2015 
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Bartlett Falls 
(Afternoon) 

 

After you come down off the Appalachian Gap on 17, turn south on Route 116 toward Bristol. In 

just under 2 miles, you will come to the intersection of Briggs Hill Road. Route 116 continues 

into Bristol. Turn east onto Briggs Hill Road. The New Haven River comes down out of the 

Lincoln Gap and just before it crosses Routes 116/Vermont 17, falls dramatically in a series of 

waterfalls known as Bartlett Falls (Google Maps actually identifies the upper drop as Bartlett, 

and the lower one, near the base as Bristol Falls). These falls are just to the northeast of the town 

of Bristol. 

 

Directions: Take either 116 out of Bristol, north and just out of town, you will come to Briggs 

Hill Road on the right. Or follow 17 down out of the Appalachian Gap, and turn south, as noted 

above. Either way, there is a parking area for these falls. In appropriate conditions, it is a very 

nice area with good photo- making opportunities. 

 

Andy’s Notes: My friend, Rich and I spent a couple hours here one afternoon in 2010. Like most 

waterfalls, light is an issue. There is a lot of gorge and therefore shadows along with high 

reflective contrast with the water. There was not a lot of foliage to use as background, so I made 

an intimate shot here, which continues to be one of my personal favorite water shots. 

 

 
Bartlett Falls – Bristol,Vermont – Copyright Andy Richards 2010 
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Briggs Hill Road 
(Afternoon) 

 

Directions: About 1.5 miles northeast out of Bristol, Briggs Hill Road goes sharply uphill, 

veering left just after you turn onto the Lincoln Gap Road. There are a number of nice farm 

views on Briggs Hill Road. Afternoon seems to be the best time to shoot here. 

 

Andy’s Notes: I made the farm image here in 2010 in the afternoon. One of the challenges of 

travel photography, especially seasonal travel, is there just isn’t enough time to do everything 

during ideal photographic conditions. So I try to plan shots for morning and late afternoon, and 

use the rest of the day to explore (or in overcast conditions, shoot waterfalls when I can find 

them). This is one of those Vermont Farm scenes I seek on back roads. Unfortunately, it is 

compromised by harsh lighting conditions. It might be worth coming back later in the day when 

the western sun is lower and warmer. The shot is from the west. There is some other potential 

here, particularly at the base of the hill where Briggs Hill Road meets Lincoln Road. 

 

Briggs Hill Road – Andy Richards 2010 

 

Browns Road Barn 
(Afternoon) 

 

This is a spot our good friend, Betsy Brown (no relation that we know of) showed us. 

 

Directions: From Route 17, west of the Appalachian Gap, take Quaker Street in Starksboro, 

south about 4 miles to the village of Lincoln (about 2 miles east of the junction of Route 17 and 

116 out of Bristol). Alternatively, take Lincoln Road which turns into River Road, from 116 just 

north of Bristol, for an arguably more scenic drive. From the village of Lincoln on the Lincoln 

Gap Road, take Gove Hill Road south about ½ mile to Browns Road. Turn left onto Browns 
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Road and follow it just over 1 mile for its entire length. You will see the barn on your right near 

the intersection of Browns Road and West Hill Road. 

 

Andy’s Notes: This is a “long view” destination, as you can see the mountains in the 

background. The plain, red barn makes a nice foreground element. The color in 2015 just wasn’t 

developed, but you can see the potential for a wash of fall foliage on that mountain backdrop. 

My own images here isolated the barn as a large element, without the “context” in Carol’s image. 

Again, color in the trees would have made it a nice photo. We chose Carol’s image here because 

it really does show the potential of the scene. Just ignore the guy in the “dorky” vest.      

 

Carol's Notes: The views from the spot can't be beat! I visited this area once in 2011 with my 

friend BM from the scenes of Vermont Forum, and again in 2015 with Andy. A must see 

location in my opinion! 

 

Browns Road Barn – Carol Smith 2015 
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Monkton Ridge 
(All Day) 

 

Hardscrabble Road – Monkton – Andy Richards 2006 

 

From Bristol, another great drive with opportunities for photographs is the Monkton/Bristol 

Road. Named “North Street” in Bristol, this road goes north from Bristol toward Monkton. In 

about 2 miles, it turns into Monkton Road. 9 miles from Bristol, you reach its highest point, 

known as Monkton Ridge. There are nice farm views from all directions. About 3 miles south of 

Monkton Ridge, back south on Monkton/Bristol Road, in East Monkton, make a left turn on 

Hardscrabble Road. Follow Hardscrabble to the west for about 3/4 mile and then turn south 

(continue on Hardscrabble). Hardscrabble parallels Monkton Road back to the south for about 3 

1/2 miles before turning east, again, back to Monkton Road. 

 

Andy’s Notes: This is a nice loop and a nice drive and should produce some photographs. I got a 

couple of nice agriculture shots of machinery in the fields. 

 

Silver Street 
Continue north on Monkton Road after the Hardscrabble detour (or alternatively, take the 

Hardscrabble route instead of Monkton road for that distance (you probably won’t miss much) to 

Monkton Ridge, about 3 1/4 miles north of East Monkton. If you continue north on Bristol Road, 

in about ¼ mile, it splits, and Silver Street veers east, eventually ending in Hinesburg. 

   

Andy’s Notes: Again, there are some very nice views and shots along this route. These are best 

shot in the afternoon. The image here was shot somewhere along Silver Street, between Monkton 

Ridge and Hinesburg. 
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Silver Street – Copyright Andy Richards 2006 
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Killington 
 

Killington is internationally known as perhaps Vermont’s second most famous (after Stowe) ski 

area. The reason, of course, is mountains. And where there are mountains, there is fodder for 

scenic foliage images. Neither of us has spent a lot of time there, but we both believe it is worth 

mention and that a lot of photographic opportunity exists. While Andy hasn’t spent any 

meaningful time in this area, Carol has been there a couple of times, and her images here 

illustrate the potential of the Killington area. It certainly deserves some exploration and both of 

us hope to do more there in the future. For our purposes here, we are considering the images and 

destinations here all part of the Killington area. In reality, some of them are in nearby 

Chittendon. 

 

Killington Mountain – Carol Smith 2012 
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Leffert’s Pond 
 

This small pond is adjacent to the much larger Chittenden Reservoir (the reservoir drains into it), 

both in the town of Chittenden. But is well worth the visit to both these places, and once you 

have arrived, they are essentially side-by-side. National Forest Road 412 actually ends at 

Chittenden Reservoir. From the small parking area there, you can walk back and forth from 

Leffert’s Pond to the south end of the reservoir. 

 

 
Leffert’s Pond – Copyright Carol Smith 2019 

 

Directions: Best access is from Mendon on Route 4. Head west on US-4 W toward Meadow 

Lake Drive. Turn north onto Meadow Lake Drive and follow it for 1.7 miles to Chittenden Road. 

Turn right onto Chittenden Road and follow it for another 2.7 miles to Dam Road. Continue onto 

Dam Rd and follow it for another 1.3 miles to Wildcat Road. Turn east (right) on Wildcat and 

follow it for just over 1 mile to National Forest Road 412 on your left. Turn north (left) onto NF 

412 and the parking area for Leffert’s Pond is just ½ mile up where the NF road ends. It might 

appear that there is access from the east on Wildcat Road. We don’t recommend it. It turns into 

basically a class 4 road that may no longer even be accessible by vehicle. 
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Leffert’s Pond – Copyright Carol Smith 2019 

 

Chittenden Reservoir 
 

This reservoir is a very large pond and there are a few nice shots here, and when you hit it right, 

some pretty good foliage. 

 

Directions: Again, best access is from Mendon on Route 4. Head west on US-4 W toward 

Meadow Lake Drive. Turn north onto Meadow Lake Drive and follow it for 1.7 miles to 

Chittenden Road. Turn right onto Chittenden Road and follow it for another 2.7 miles to Dam 

Road. Continue onto Dam Road and follow it for another 2 miles to the Chittenden Dam Access 

Road (the road to the boat launch). The launch is just ½ mile ahead. If you stay on Dam Road, 

there are a couple of spots on the south end of the reservoir, and then on the southwest side 

where you can see the reservoir. It appears that there is also a nice, private beach, that is part of 

Mountaintop Resort, up on the west side of the reservoir. If you are a Mountaintop Resort guest, 

there may be some good afternoon shooting from on and around the beach. 
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Chittenden Reservoir – Carol Smith 2012 
 

Carol’s Notes: I made the image above from the end of National Forest Road 412, and then 

walked over to Leffert’s Pond from there. 

 

Colton Pond 

(Morning) 

 

Colton and Kent Ponds are two very nice ponds in the Killington area. Colton pond is adjacent 

to, the Green Mountain National Golf Course, on Route 100. There are mature Maple stands 

ringing the course, and there is a small, separate, public access area to the pond. From the access 

you will be shooting toward the west, so this one will be a morning destination. 

 

 
Colton Pond – Copyright Carol Smith 2015 
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Kent Pond 

(Afternoon) 

 

Just a short way down Route 100, this is another pretty little pond with foliage surrounding it. It 

is a popular photo spot for shooters familiar with Killington and vicinity. The boat ramp for this 

pond is the area you shoot from, and it is on the west side of the pond, making this one more 

likely an afternoon/sunset shot. 

 

Directions: Take 100 north from Route 4 for less than ½ mile and the boat ramp entrance will be 

on your right. 

 

 
Kent Pond 
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Northfield Covered Bridges 
 

Northfield is on Vermont Route 12 which runs parallel with, and to the east of Vermont 100 and 

to the west of I-89. You can pick up 12 in Montpelier. Or you can take one of the roads from 100 

east, like Moretown Mountain Road from Route 100B just north of Waitsfield, which will be 

more picturesque (Moretown Mountain Road turns into Cox Brook Road as it nears 12). 

“Bridge in a Bridge” 
(Morning) 

 

Just over a mile north of Northfield, Cox Brook Road crosses the Dog River. There are 3 covered 

bridges here, the first – Station Bridge (a/k/a Northfield Falls Covered Bridge), crosses the Dog 

River and the second – Lower Cox Brook Covered Bridge, and third – Upper Cox Covered 

Bridge – both crossing Cox Brook. It is possible to shoot the Lower Cox Brook bridge thorough 

the opening of the Station Bridge. All three of these bridges are of similar color and construction. 

 

 
Station Bridge (Northfield Falls) and Lower Cox Bridge – Andy Richards 2010 
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Andy’s Notes: The bridge-in-bridge image is unique. It presents a number of technical and 

compositional challenges, and you will have to carefully think through your lens, exposure, and 

point of view. 

 

Carol’s Notes: There are three covered bridges located on Cox Brook Road. If coming from 

Route 12, the first bridge you will approach is the Station Bridge a/k/a The Northfield Falls 

Bridge. You will soon come upon the second, Lower Cox Brook Bridge a/k/a The Newell Bridge. 

This is the only place in Vermont where two historic bridges are visible from each other, and it's 

a great place to photograph "a covered bridge from within a covered bridge." A little further up 

the road you will reach The Upper Cox Brook Bridge, which is the Westernmost of the three 

covered bridges on Cox Brook Road. 

 

Upper Cox Brook Covered Bridge – Carol Smith 2015 

 

There was a drought when I was photographing this location in 2015 which left the river fairly 

shallow. This allowed me to climb down the riverbank and take a shot of the bridge while 

standing in the water, and gave me the perhaps unique opportunity to catch the reflection shown. 
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Slaughterhouse Bridge 
(Morning/afternoon) 

 

Directions: About ½ mile further south, the Slaughter House covered bridge crosses the Dog 

River on Slaughterhouse Road.  It is possible to climb down below the bridge and shoot it from 

the water level, too. 

 

Andy’s Notes: This bridge was more difficult to photograph, being surrounded by more brush. 

 

Carol’s Notes: I agree with Andy that this bridge is not as photogenic as the other three bridges, 

but since it is location is so close to the three bridges on Cox Brook Road, I think it's worth a 

stop. 

 

Slaughter House Covered Bridge – Andy Richards 2010 
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Turkey Hill Road 
(Morning) 

 

Directions: Right in the Village of Northfield, Turkey Hill Road climbs up to the east and after 

the first section, becomes immediately more rural, and scenic. Near the top, there is an old farm 

that would be very photogenic in the right conditions. As it will be lit from the east, it is really a 

morning shot. 

 

 
Turkey Hill Road – Copyright Andy Richards 2010 

 

Andy’s Notes: I was in Northfield on a rainy day, and decided to “scout” Turkey Hill Road one 

late afternoon before calling it a day and returning to my Montpelier motel. The image here 

could be nice in either full foliage, in spring or summer conditions, or possibly after a fresh 

snowfall. My earliest mentor, Professor John Knox, from Vermont Technical College, lives in 

Northville and is very familiar with this road. He has a Spring shot of this farm from just further 

up the road where there is a Lilac Bush that was in full bloom. When I was there, it was ugly 

sticks. Timing is everything (the GPS coordinates are near where I took the shot, up the road). 

 

Carol’s Notes: I visited this road on a cloudy overcast fall morning. As Andy stated, the farm 

view (illustrated in his photograph) is best lit from the east, so it is a morning shot. This location 

also has some pretty amazing views with an opening to the West which is also perfect for a 

morning shoot. There was a nice view of the mountains in the distance which were shrouded in 

fog.  I also shot here this past spring late day as a thunderstorm was rolling into the area and 

captured one of my favorite spring images as the sun's "godfingers" were streaking through the 

clouds. I really like this location. 
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Turkey Hill Road – Copyright Carol Smith - 2010  
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SOUTHEAST VERMONT 
 

Waits River – East Corinth Area 

 
This area encompasses 4 of the Kaplan iconic scenes, and can be covered in a good day. Access 

to this area can be from U.S. 302 (southeast out of Montpelier off I-89, or West from I-91). It can 

also be accessed from the Peacham/Groton area. From Route 302 in Groton, take Powder Spring 

Road South to the Village of East Topsham. From Barre, take VT 25 (Waits River Road) 

Southeast toward the Village of Waits River. If you are coming from the South on I-91, take the 

Vermont 25 exit to the northwest and follow 25 (Waits River Road). 

 

Waits River and East Orange are best photographed in the afternoon. East Corinth is best 

photographed in the morning, as is East Topsham. Ideally, you should plan to be in East Corinth 

at sunrise (East Topsham is a marginal location because of the growth of foliage obstructing 

views, so we would concentrate first on East Corinth, which presents a number of nice shooting 

perspectives). You could then head to East Topsham. From there it is a relatively short drive up 

to Peacham in the NEK, or other destinations, if you care to check them out. 

East Corinth 
(Morning) 

 

Directions: East Corinth is about a mile north on the Corinth Topsham Road which goes (at a 45 

degree turn, coming from Waits River), north from Waits River Road. The East Corinth General 

Store is right there at the intersection. The Corinth Topsham Road is about 7 miles north on 25 

from the I-91 exit, and about 9 miles south on 25 from 302. Turn onto Corinth Topsham road and 

drive north about 1/4 mile, through the village, to the north end and turn into the circular drive for 

the Masonic Temple on the east side of the road. You can park there, but observe the signs about 

not blocking things. The field is up the hill behind the Masonic Temple and over to the right. 

 

 
East Corinth – Andy Richards 2006 
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Andy’s Notes: East Corinth is a shot which should be taken at sunrise and you should plan to be 

in place before then. I scouted the area a day before, just to know I could get there, and to look at 

different perspectives. This is a shot (like Peacham Village) which is taken from a large open 

farm field which is to the east of and slightly above the village. You can walk up along a ditch 

and get to the upper edge near the tree line and move around to obtain different perspectives of 

the church, barns and village, without trampling grass or crops. Unfortunately, when I got there 

in 2006, most of the foliage on the hillside behind the village was gone, and the morning, foggy. 

 

This is certainly a very viable Kaplan Scenic and should continue to be for the foreseeable 

future. In my view, it is much better than the East Topsham shot, so should be attempted first. 

There will still be time to continue the mile or two up the road to the E. Topsham morning 

location. 

 

On one of my trips to this area, I spoke to a couple local residents. To a person, they told me fall 

colors come earlier here that I would have expected. If I were in the state early, I would probably 

hit this area and then follow my way up to Peacham. 

East Topsham 
(afternoon) 

 

East Topsham – Carol Smith 2008 
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Directions: To get to East Topsham, continue up Corinth Topsham Road about 4 miles. This is 

one of the few locations Kaplan described as having both morning and afternoon vantage points. 

There are roads uphill from the village to both the east and the west. However, the afternoon 

view is no longer viable, at least at the times I have been there. It may be worth driving through 

to see if any clearing has been done to restore the views. Welchs Road (formerly, Richardson 

Road) is a North-South dirt road that goes steeply up a hill to the south from the Powder Springs 

Road, just after the curve to the west through the center of the village. But the former views 

down to the village (probably once much better views and shots of this particular village than the 

shots from behind and to the east) are now completely obscured by new forest. You can shoot the 

village from the Powder Springs Road, but not with the effect that you once got from up on 

Richardson Road. 

 

The morning shot, we fear, is also fast also becoming obscured, but when last we visited, was 

still possible. In the village center, turn right onto Harts Road and go up beyond the junction with 

Galush Hill Road (just a few hundred feet). The last time we visited, the road quickly becomes 

nothing more than a logging in road and it may be difficult to turn around if you venture too far 

up it. 

 

Andy’s Notes: I don’t have an image of East Tophsham I think is worth publishing, and consider 

it the lowest priority of the 4 Villages in this “loop.” The morning view is up Harts Road 

immediately to the right of the church in the village. Go up the hill past the house at the top and 

turn around. The road continues up, but is a narrow dirt road, so it will pay to find a place to turn 

around. I parked up the hill past the house at the top, to avoid being a nuisance to the owners of 

the house, and walked down to photograph the village. I don’t think this side provides the best 

views. I think the best views of the village were from up on Richardson Road (I believe this road 

has been re-named Welchs Road, but the sign still said Richardson Road in 2005), up the hill to 

the West of, and above the village (unfortunately, now totally obscured). The main buildings are 

now some type of bed and breakfast or shop, rather than a church or municipal building. They 

have been recently re-roofed with standing seam metal that is a commercial red (ugh!). The 

morning view which is still marginally viable, from the hill up behind the village, offers a more 

cluttered shot, and more of a challenge, photographically. Like East Orange, I believe that, 

paradoxically, the more foliage present, the less open views to the important subject areas of the 

photo scenic. 
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Waits River Village 
(Afternoon) 

 

Waits River Village – Andy Richards 2005 
 

Directions: The village is on The Waits River Road (Vermont State Road 25) just 4 miles north 

of the I-91 exit, or 6.25 miles south of 302. If you just drive through, you will not even know this 

scene exists. When you come into the village, turn southwest on a small road directly across 

from the church (right turn if coming from the north; left if from the south). Go the very short 

distance down the road and across the little bridge (see photo) and back up the hill a short way. 

Turn around and you’ll see the shot. 

 

Andy’s Notes: This shot of Waits River was made in 2005. My illustration does not show the 

power lines and utility stubs (a nice, bright orange) which now unfortunately appear in the 

foreground. This is an image that will require either tolerance of “the hand of man” (power lines, 

utilities and a stop sign), or very patient retouching in a post-processing application. There are a 

number of shot perspectives that work here, using the bridge as a leading line into the photo. 

This remains an imminently viable photo scenic, and is very easy to find and get to. This would 

also be a nice night time photo, especially in winter (Arnold Kaplan notes that he was able to get 

someone to light the church for him on one of his trips). This is an afternoon shot and can be shot 

in the later afternoon as the sun behind comes from a fairly open area. 
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Carol’s Notes: There was more color on the trees when I shot at this location in 2008 than when 

Andy was there in 2005. I agree about the obtrusive power lines and stop sign. I spent a lot of 

time cloning out these objects. 

East Orange Village 
(Late afternoon) 

 

The unique church makes this a pretty prized image. However, this is again, one of the Kaplan 

scenics that is becoming marginal. Like the former view from Richardson Road in E. Topsham, 

there is a lot of new growth foliage which has obscured the former clear view. But it is one that 

we judge worth trying to capture. If you can find a spot to shoot through on Maplewood Road, it 

is worth the trip. It is only a short side-trip, once you have been – or are going to Waits River, so 

we think it is worth a look. And it is a pretty cool place, photo or not.  

 

Directions: East Orange Road goes west from Waits River Road, just to the north of the Village 

of Waits River. From 302, it is 3.5 miles from the intersection of Waits River Road. From I-91, it 

is about 13 miles to East Orange Road. The road is a small road, partly paved, partly dirt, and is a 

bit difficult to find. It actually has a “Y” with approaches from State Route 25 from the north and 

from the south, which can be confusing. Follow the East Orange Road about 1.5 miles, to the 

village. You will pass the church on your right. Just at the church, turn left and take the first dirt 

road (Maplewood Road) to the left up the hill which will give you a view (though perhaps 

questionable today) high above the village. 

 

Andy’s Notes: Ironically, I found a better shot of East Orange in 2006, than the prior year, due 

to the leaf drop. This is another Village that seems quintessential Vermont to me. It is a very 

small village with nothing but a church, some farms and some homes. The church, however, is 

rather unique in that it is a multi-colored structure and a little more complex looking than the 

traditional New England white-steepled church. There is time during the same day to scout and 

photograph both East Orange and Waits River, though you may have to make a choice of which 

is more important to wait for the magic light. 

 

 
East Orange – Andy Richards 2006 
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To the west, there is a nice little loop with some great country drives and several more inviting 

photographic scenes. Towns of note include Chelsea, Tunbridge, Sharon, Strafford, and 

Thetford. We will start by heading back up Route 25 from the Waits River/East Orange area, to 

302 and back toward Barre/Montpelier.  

Chelsea 
 

We know two noteworthy spots in Chelsea. It is an interesting little town, with at least 3 classic 

New England style churches clustered relatively close together. It is possible to get shots of one, 

two, or all three churches from a vantage point up above the village. 

Directions: From Route 302 east of Barre, pick up Route 110 and take it south almost 14 miles, 

to Chelsea. Routes 110 and 113 intersect in the center of the village. About 150 feet north of the 

intersection, on 110, turn west onto Maple Avenue. After a brief drive through a residential area, 

Maple turns from pavement to a narrow, gravel road, eventually becoming nothing more than a 

2-track. The spot is about ½ mile from the beginning of Maple, and you will see a gate on the left 

and a very small snowmobile/cross-country ski trail sign on the right. The road continues up into 

a residence, but we recommend you turn around where you can, as it sure seems like a private 

drive from that point forward to us. Hike out the very short trail to the north. If you can get 

around or over the gate on the other side of Maple, there may be a shot from the other direction. 

We know our friend, John Knox has shot from that side. 

 
Chelsea Village from Above – Copyright Andy Richards 2021 
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Andy’s Notes: This is one of the very few sites we give you that requires a short hike. 

Thankfully, very short, on the trail, and very pleasant. After about 650 feet, it opens into a small 

field and from there, you can see down to the village, though really all you see are the church 

steeples. This is a shot where a telephoto lens will be an advantage. It is another one of those 

spots that once had a great view down and is rapidly becoming blocked with new forest growth. 

The shot of the pond is from the other side of Maple Avenue, very close to where the trailhead 

for the churches shot is. It gives a partial view down into the village, but as you can see, weather 

conditions were challenging. 

 
Chelsea – Copyright Andy Richards 2021 

The other area in Chelsea is Beacon Hill Road. Beacon Hill starts off of Route 110, about ¼ mile 

south of the Route 110 – 113 intersection in the village. It winds up into the hills and presents 2 

or three nice photographic scenes that we know about, and many more that you can probably 

discover with a little exploration. 

Andy’s Notes: The drive up Beacon Hill road is beautiful, and it is back-country. But up near the 

top, I discovered Windswept Acres Farm. They had a good-sized, stocked pond, and a 

campground, and even at this late date in October, there were several campers. The “sugarhouse” 

had apparently been re-purposed into a rental cottage, but I thought it was a nice picture, 

nonetheless. This farm is just over 1.5 miles up Beacon Hill Road from Route 110, on 

Windswept Lane. 
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Farm – Windswept Road – Copyright Andy Richards 2021 

 
Sugar House – Windswept Road – Copyright Andy Richards 2021 
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Carol’s Notes: As Andy mentioned, Beacon Hill Road is a very narrow winding hilly road. 

Caution must be taken driving along this road. Our friend Betsy took me and our friend Margy 

here in 2018,( Betsy was the lead car,) Once I saw this barn I knew that it was begging to be 

photographed. I stopped my car and Margy had the same idea and stopped her car. (Betsy 

eventually realized we were no longer behind her and made her way back to us.) Luckily around 

the bend just past the barn there was a spot where we could safely pull over and park our cars. 

We then walked back to the barn to make our photos, The home owner was raking his yard and 

invited us to come up his driveway to shoot  It's a beautiful spot for sure. 

 
Barn – Beacon Hill Road – Copyright Carol Smith 2018 

 

Tunbridge 
 

There are three interesting shots in the town of Tunbridge (a church, a barn and the 

Village/Fairgrounds), which is just down the road, a ways from Chelsea. The first shot is a 

church in North Tunbridge. The north branch of the White River runs parallel to, and east of 

Route 110 between Chelsea and Tunbridge, and there are three covered bridges along the east 

side; all crossing the White River (Moxley, Flint and Larkin). We have only photographed  the 

Larking, but the all look like they have good potential. All go east/west, though, which creates 

challenges to getting mountain/foliage scenery in the background. We think they are worth a stop 

and look. 
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North Tunbridge Church 
(Afternoon) 

 

Directions: North Tunbridge is about 6 miles south of Chelsea Village. As you come into North 

Tunbridge from the north on Route 110, you will pass the Tunbridge Central School on your 

right. About ¼ mile past the school, you will see a private road in a clear field on the right. It 

belongs to a construction company and there is often some trailers and equipment in a parking 

area. Turn up that drive. A few hundred feet up the drive there is a pond on the left. Just 

opposite, or slightly past the pond, you will see the shot, which is a church behind the pond. In 

good lighting conditions and low wind, it is possible to get a steeple reflection in the pond. 

 

Andy’s Notes: You can see a hint of the reflection  which is possible in my image below, but 

you can also see the continuing challenging lighting conditions. By the way, I parked near the 

road, as out of the way as I could and walked the short distance up the drive. Seemed like the 

courteous thing to do. 

 

 
North Tunbridge Church – Copyright Andy Richards 2021 
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Red Octagon Barn 
(Morning/Afternoon) 

 

Directions: This picturesque scene is on Whitney Hill Road, to the west, above the village of 

North Tunbridge. Whitney Road begins off of Route 110 about ¼ mile south of the North 

Tunbridge General Store, just down the road from the last photo site (the North Tunbridge 

Church). Turn right onto Whitney Hill and go up the hill and eventually around a curve. The 

barn and farmstead is just a little over 2 miles, and will be on your right. It is also possible to 

approach this barn from the north. Just under 1.5 miles from the North Tunbridge Village (before 

you get to the church scene from the north), Dickerman Road goes up the hill to the west. Take 

Dickerman up the hill and in less than 1 mile, you will reach a fork. Whitney Hill is the left fork, 

so bear left onto Whitney Hill and follow it. The barn will appear on your left in less than a mile. 

It is actually easier to see it from this direction and you might actually go a bit past it coming 

from the south. The shot her is from the northwest and should be nicely lit by the rising sun. But 

afternoon sun will light it from the right side and may still yield a nice image. 

 

Andy’s Notes: A rarity these days, there is a red octagon barn on Whitney Hill Road. There is 

also a sign for “The Little Red Barn Farm Sanctuary” (a non-profit organization whose mission 

appears to be to “rescue” older farm animals and provide education regarding farm animals). The 

best I can tell, the red octagon barn is unrelated, but you will drive past the sanctuary on Whitney 

Road. I actually approached it from the north, and that is probably the best place to photograph it 

from. There is also a rail fence that can be used in the foreground. I was on a mission that day to 

complete a loop. Had the light been nicer, I might have spent more time here. I think I would 

prefer this as a morning shot, but I was there in the afternoon – and in pretty awful light to boot. 

Not knowing when/if I would return, I made the best I could of it. 

 

 
Red Octagon Barn – Whitney Hill Road – Tunbridge – Copyright Andy Richards 2021 
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Larkin Covered Bridge 
(Afternoon) 

 

Just south of the Dickerman Road intersection described above, Larkin Road feeds off of 110 to 

the southeast. The intersection of 110 and Larkin is just under 1 mile from the center of the 

village (General Store). Turn east onto Larkin Road and you will see the bridge entrance about 

500 feet ahead of you. 

 
Larkin Covered Bridge – Copyright Andy Richards 2021 

 

Andy’s Notes: In 2021, I spent a week in Vermont. Most of my time was spent with Carol and 

our friend, Al up in the NEK and around that area. We rented a house in East Burke. Our rental 

went for only 5 of the 7 nights, and my plan was to go south for the 6th and 7th days. I stayed in a 

motel in White River Junction the first, and in Burlington the second of these last nights. I had a 

plan to go to Strafford and Pomfret the first day, and then to see what I could find the second, 

ending up at the Capitol in Montpelier. Well. The best laid plans . . . you know the rest. The 

night before I left, I changed things up. I ended up going to Bogie Hill farm and then back to 

Peacham that morning. I had been to, and photographed Strafford. It turns out that was really the 

right choice, as Strafford was mostly barren of foliage and the weather not the best. I did make it 

to Pomfret and found a barn photo I have sought after for many years. I cover that story in the 

section on Pomfret, above. 

 

So, my challenge was what would I do to make my next day productive. I wanted to start my 

morning at the renowned Jenne Farm in Reading (that story above also). But where to go from 

there. So I reached out to my friend and mentor, John Knox and he responded with a really nice 

driving loop, which included the Chelsea and Tunbridge locations above (I had found and 

photographed the Tunbridge Village scene back in 2006), as well as the Windsor-Cornish and 
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Taftsville bridges. So, here I was in North Tunbridge, and there was a covered bridge nearby 

(actually 4 of them, but this is the only one I shot). This bridge is very well maintained by the 

town (note the hanging flower baskets – which are at both ends of the bridge). I drove on through 

the bridge and turned around and found a spot to park on that side. It is possible to scramble 

down the bank on either the east or west end, on the north side of the bridge. The south side 

looked like more of a challenge. I can only guess the lighting here in the morning, but it looks to 

me like sunrise would also light this scene nicely. From the side I shot it from, the river widens a 

bit and there are some nice rock formations to use for foreground interest. My front-on shot was 

from the west, but a morning shot would probably also work on the east end (this year the mums 

on the east end were purple, as opposed to the yellow ones on the west). 

 

 
Larkin Covered Bridge – Copyright Andy Richards 2021 
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Tunbridge Village/Tunbridge Fairgrounds 
 

Tunbridge – Andy Richards 2006 
 

Directions: Tunbridge is another shot described by Kaplan as one of the classic Vermont photo 

scenics. Tunbridge is the home of the Tunbridge Fair, which has run continuously, since 1867. 

The Village of Tunbridge is on Vermont 110, in the central part of the state between Chelsea to 

the north and South Royalton to the south, near Interstate 89. The Shot of Tunbridge 

Fairgrounds, is from Potash Hill Road, which starts at the cemetery, just across from the Town 

Hall, to the east. Go up the hill past the cemetery, and look back. From the farm field to the right, 

you can get shots of the village, and the farms and foliage on the hills up behind the village to the 

west, and the fairgrounds. 

 

There are also some opportunities to photograph the fairgrounds. It looks like it might be a good 

site to visit during the fair. To the south, from the fairgrounds, is another shot of a farm, and 

there is a covered bridge just south of the village. 

 

From Tunbridge, you can either head to Sharon, or Strafford. Strafford is not easy to get to, but 

you really should make the trip! You can get to Strafford taking back roads, but they will be 

unimproved. The easiest (though roundabout) route is to go to Sharon first, and take 132 East to 

Justin Morrill Memorial Highway. But do stop in Sharon for a few minutes. 

 

Andy’s Notes: This is another one of those places where the foliage is growing up and the shot 

may become more obscured over time by the two large evergreens in the foreground. Another 

disappointment for me is the new, bright green standing seam metal roofing that is so prevalent 
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(both green and red) on buildings in the state these days. All the village buildings and the 

fairgrounds buildings are now roofed that way. 

Sharon Church 
(Afternoon/Morning) 

 

Directions: Sharon is a quiet little Vermont Town on the White River. It is Exit 2 on I-89. Near 

the exit is a beautiful church with huge mature Maples on a large front lawn. If you are on our 

“loop” and in Tunbridge, just follow Route 110 down to Route 14, turn east (left) onto 14 and it 

will take you into Sharon. 

 

Andy’s Notes: Unfortunately, my timing was bad and there was significant leaf drop. The 

maples but they would make very nice bookends to a photo of this church. It is a good spot for a 

stop and worth a few minutes of photography. 

 

 
Sharon Church – Andy Richards 2006 
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Strafford 
(Morning/afternoon) 

 

Directions: Strafford is in a very out-of-the-way spot in south central Vermont. The only way to 

get there is by secondary roads. It is about midway between I-91 and I-89. The most “main” road 

near it is probably State Road 132, between Sharon and I-91 at the Hanover, New Hampshire 

exit (Exit 13). We have approached it from there, and also from the North, on back roads. The 

easiest way to get there will be to take 132 from either Sharon or Hanover, and at South 

Strafford, pick up Justin Morrill Memorial Highway, north, into Strafford. Either way, you 

should make this trip. 

 

Strafford Meeting House – Andy Richards 2015 
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Andy’s Notes: I have been to Strafford twice now. It is very reminiscent of Peacham, as it feels 

like a step back in time. My first trip there was passing through on a gloomy gray day. In 2015, 

Carol and I stopped there together, and as the images demonstrate, we were there early. But it is 

a place I would judge to be a must do photo location. With the triangular Common nicely framed 

by white clapboard buildings and the historical Strafford Meeting House framed by mature, 

stately Maples, there are abundant images to be made here. There were nice views on both sides 

of the Justin Morrill Memorial Highway, leading south, out of town. It looks like a good morning 

or late afternoon shot of the Meeting House, with shots on the western side of the highway in the 

morning and on the eastern side possible in the late afternoon. I have also been told that there is a 

shot of the village from up high. Here are the directions I was given: Go up Odell Road (about 

1/4 mile east of the building), 200 yards and follow the road to the power lines. With the power 

lines overhead you have a beautiful shot of the village of Strafford. This shot is facing east so 

afternoon is best. I was back again in 2021 – this time too late. Wind and leaf drop had stripped 

most of the foliage. This is an area much like Waitsfield, East Orange and Corinth in climate and 

geography, and I would expect timing to be similar to there. The shot from Odell Road is 

basically no longer tenable. Too much forest growth has obscured the former long view. 

 

This is definitely a place I want to return to. I think it might also make a nice winter shot, 

particularly if the building was lit at night. Strafford and surrounds looks to me like a full day 

location. 

 

Carol’s Notes: I also photographed the meeting house on two different occasions. It was raining 

on my first visit here and the dull grey sky wasn't flattering to the images I made. I returned here 

in 2015 with Andy on a beautiful blue sky day. Although the foliage wasn't yet at peak, I was 

able to pull some color out of the leaves in post processing. This historic meetinghouse should be 

on your "must shoot" list. It is a beautiful historic building. 

 

 
Strafford Meeting House – Carol Smith 2015 
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Pomfret/Woodstock 
 

This is a rather large area, accessed either from Sharon on smaller highways, or Woodstock on 

Route 4. Three of the nicest farm/barn shots in all of New England are in this area. Sadly, for 

reasons stated below, we no longer include them in this work. 

 

Directions: From the North (Sharon): From I-89, take the Sharon exit. Take Route 132 (Quation 

Brook Road) south to Route 14. Take Route 14 west to River Road and turn south on River Road. 

Continue across the bridge just west of Sharon and take the River Road to the southwest to Howe 

Hill Road. Turn left on Howe Hill and follow it to the "T" at "Hewitts Corner. Turn Right to go 

to Woodstock (left goes to Barnard). We believe the road becomes the Stage Road at Hewitts 

Corner, but DeLorme still shows Howe Hill as the road going to Woodstock. From Woodstock, 

it is called Pomfret Road. This road is beautiful, with vistas and side roads everywhere. It is well 

worth the drive. Take some of the side roads, too. One side road worth taking is Galaxy Hill 

Road, which is a loop off of Howe Hill/Stage/Pomfret Road just north of Pomfret, which loops 

back to Howe Hill in the south end of Pomfret. But the best part of Galaxy Hill Road is that, 

before you get all the way back to Pomfret, it also intersects with the northern end of Cloudland 

Road. I hope there will still be an opportunity for photographers to see and photograph this 

beautiful road. 

 

NOTE: The Town of Pomfret is seriously talking about restricting access to Cloudland Road 

during foliage season. This is a shame for everyone who hasn’t visited this beautiful road though 

the heart of Pomfret. But we have brought it on ourselves. There are two or three farmsteads on 

this road which could be good photographic subjects. There are also some nice views down into 

the valley. Unfortunately, one of the farms has become the center of controversy. The farm was 

one of the iconic scenes from Arnold Kaplan’s famous pamphlet. Andy first saw it in a 

photograph in David Middleton’s book on photographing Vermont. We have both been there on 

multiple occasions and have immensely enjoyed being there, photographing the farm, and 

photographing along Cloudland Road. We would occasionally meet other photographers there, 

but usually not more than a couple at any given time. It was peaceful and beautiful. We on 

occasion, met local residents out walking. Like most Vermonters they were friendly and 

knowledgeable about their beautiful area. 

 

The internet – Facebook, Instagram and the like – has changed all that. In the past couple years, 

this peaceful little Vermont road has transformed into a nightmare for the residents. The farm 

became known as a great photographic opportunity and suddenly it seems – every tourist wants 

to see it and photograph it. And all at once, it seems. I visited the farm in October, 2021 and 

witnesses a spectacle that shocked and saddened me. There were of cars parked on both sides of 

the road as far as I could see in both directions. People were milling about, almost as if they were 

at a party. And to add insult to injury, many of them were ignoring the landowners’ polite 

request to stay off the property and off the gate. 

 

In a show of solidarity with the residents of Pomfret, we have decided to remove photographs, 

directions and the name of this farm. If you really want to see it, I am sure you can find other 

references to it. 
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There are two more iconic farm/barn shots in this area that have suffered similar problems. One 

was known as the most photographed farm in the world. The other, surprisingly, was not in 

Arnold Kaplan’s book, but is – nonetheless – and iconic scene. In 2021, Andy had the good 

fortune to photograph both. The story is not good for either of these farms. The “most famous” 

one has been experiencing problems for a few years now. Once again, in earlier days, these shots 

traveled more by word of mouth and not on the internet. Once they became “known,” people 

began abusing the privilege granted by friendly Vermonters to photograph their private 

properties. All three of these farms are on quiet back roads. The “famous” farm has had people 

drive on their fields, set up picnic blankets out in the middle of their field, and tramp all over, 

destroying hay crops. This, in spite of their politely asking viewers not to come onto the farm 

grounds. The shots - in all three cases – can easily enough be made from the public roads. The 

third farm, a lesser known scene, is a place Andy has been trying to find for a few years. In 2021 

he found it and he had the very good fortune to meet the 3rd generation owner of the farm. 

Circumstances created an opportunity for him to meet her when she invited him down the drive 

and onto the premises. Over the next couple hours, she showed him the farmstead, and told him 

stories of what really cannot be described as anything other than harassment. Tour buses full of 

tourists pouring out of the buses and walking all over the private farm. Other’s in cars doing the 

same. Her property is marked at the driveway at the top of the hill. It asks that people do not 

come onto the farm. Because of these things, we have again made the conscious decision not to 

illustrate these farms or to proved names and directions. It is sad, because we have made some 

very nice photos of these three places over the years. The enterprising photographer can find 

them. But please, use courtesy if you do visit. 

 

Woodstock Area 
 

Woodstock is probably second only to Stowe as Vermont’s most famous tourist attraction. It is a 

quaint little town right on the main east/west highway (Route 4) running through central 

Vermont between Rutland and Lebanon, NH. The town is situated on the banks of the 

Ottauquechee River. The village has shops and pretty little buildings and houses along Maple-

bordered streets. But like Stowe, during the prime of the season, especially after early morning, 

the place is a mess, and unless it is our destination, a good place to avoid. But there are two spots 

perhaps worthy of a photographer’s visit. The first is Billings Farm and Museum. We have 

always been "passing through” ourselves and haven’t ever photographed there. But we would 

think there would be some opportunities. The second is another covered bridge. 

 

Taftsville Covered Bridge 
 

This bridge crosses the Ottauquechee River just east of town, off of Route 4. The bridge can be 

photographed head on from either side. From the long view, it can be photographed from the 

lower river road. Cross the bridge and turn left on that road and a short way down the road, there 

is an opening near a canoe portaging area (just above the bridge is a hydroelectric dam). We have 

recently seen a photograph which appears to have been made from the other side of the bridge 

(east). We are not sure where that is, but the final image there was much more pleasing, so if you 

are intent on making a great image of this bridge, it may be worth spending some time exploring 

vantage points. 
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Taftsville Covered Bridge – Copyright Andy Richards 2021 

 

 

Andy’s Notes: My previous notes may have given you an inkling that I am not a huge 

connoisseur of covered bridges and covered bridge photography. Although my Vermont Gallery 

does have a gallery of covered bridges, they are mostly images I have made in passing. This one 

is no exception (I was on my way to Cloudland Road, and from the east, crossing this bridge and 

taking the River Road is the way to get there). I think doing covered bridges justice would 

require more frequent access than I have, as well as – perhaps – some different lenses. Getting to 

the right places to photograph these bridges, in the right light, and at the right time of day is 

problematic for someone not residing in the state. So my shots are mostly representational of 

what might be. The two challenges for me for this bridge were finding a clear spot to shoot 

through the riverside foliage; and that the powerlines from the power dam are just awfully busy. 

I do like Carol’s shot from the other side, and given time to explore, might try my hand at that. 

Though I agree with her that conventional lighting would be in the afternoon, the “backlit” 

quality gives her image a really nice, artistic look. 

 

Carol’s Notes: This bridge can also be shot from the other side of the river, from Route 4. But 

finding an opening may be a challenge. Our friend Margy took me here at night in 2020. This is 

one of the few covered bridges that is lit up from within so it makes an easy night shot. The next 

morning, I was heading home with my husband and I stopped to photograph the bridge from 

route 4. There was a small cut out on the side of the road where I pulled in and made a few shots 

through the trees this shot was backlit as it was morning and I was shooting into the sun, but it 

didn't come out too badly in my opinion. 
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Taftsville Bridge – Copyright Carol Smith 2020 

 
 
 
 

 
Taftsville Covered Bridge – Copyright Carol Smith 2020 
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Arnold Kaplan Sugar Shack 
(Morning) 

 

This is another one of the iconic Arnold Kaplan scenes. Like so many of these scenes, it has 

changed. The sugarhouse is now owned and maintained by the Springbock Foundation. They 

have re-sided and roofed it. Though they have maintained the classic New England red look, it is 

still more modern than the original image portrayed. We think it is still worth traveling to and 

photographing, but wanted readers to be fully informed. 

 

Directions: Out of Woodstock on Route 4, take Route 106 south down through South 

Woodstock, a distance of about 5 miles. Continue south on 106 just over 3.5 more miles to 

Caper Hill Road, which will be on the right. You will see the Springbock Foundation sign at the 

beginning of the road. Turn (left) onto Caper Hill and follow the road up and around a curve. As 

you go back up the hill, you should see the sugarhouse on the left, but it may not occur to you 

that you have the right one. Keep going up the hill a ways and then pull over and look back. You 

will see the scene. It is less than ½ mile from the beginning of Caper Hill Road. Do drive up the 

road, as there are other sights that can capture a photographer’s attention, including the farm and 

often livestock out grazing, along with the nice foliage. 

 

Andy’s Notes: The morning in 2021 when I finally got down to this area, I was actually in 

search of another famous Kaplan scene. This was another dull, foggy, drizzly morning, and 

together with the dismay I experienced at the first scene (it was one of those scenes we will no 

longer feature here), I made a few shots and headed for this one. After making some shots, I tried 

to take the advice above and drive the rest of Caper Hill. I think there might be some nice things 

to shoot up there, but the weather was so uncooperative, that I moved along. Of note: in addition 

to the “modernizing” of the shack, there is now a large, blue, main sap pipeline suspended across 

the road in front of the sugarhouse. Unless you want it in the image, it was nothing a little 

retouching in Photoshop couldn’t handle. But it is a bit of a shock when you first see it. New 

methods of sugaring have changed the look of the sugarwoods in many cases. In spite of the new 

siding/roof, I like the final image. 
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Sugar Shack (unretouched) – Copyright Andy Richards 2021 
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Sugar Shack – Reading – Copyright Andy Richards 2021 
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North and East of Woodstock 

Brownsville 
(Morning/Afternoon) 

 

There is a nice shot from the cemetery in Brownsville down onto the village, with Mt. Ascutney 

in the background. The shot  

 

Directions: Take the Windsor exit on I-91 and get on 44 west. Take 44 west to Brownsville 

(about 3.5 miles) to the center of the village and the intersection of Brownsville-Hartland Road. 

Turn north on Brownsville-Hartland Road and go up the hill (the town clerk office will be on 

your right and the library just up a ways on the left). You will come to the cemetery. The shot is 

from the back of the cemetery. 

 

Andy’s Notes: The cemetery goes up hill, alongside the road, so the further toward the back you 

get, the higher your elevation above the village. The cemetery will be in the foreground of your 

image. On a good light/sky day, this would make a nice image. You are shooting southward here, 

so either morning or afternoon sun should sidelight nicely, but with the angle of the Mountain, I 

would probably work more for an afternoon shot. 

 

 
Brownsville Village – Copyright Andy Richards 2021 
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Windsor-Cornish Covered Bridge 
(Morning/Afternoon) 

 

This is the longest covered bridge span in New England. The shot is actually from the New 

Hampshire side of the river, just north of the bridge. This is a very popular spot for 

photographers, and there is actually a post that was put there by some photographer to rest his 

camera on. 

 

Directions: Get off I-91 at the Windsor exit and take 44 to the northeast, into town. 44 makes a 

right turn in town and goes all the way to the New Hampshire border, which is also the Vermont 

side of the bridge. Take the bridge over the Connecticut River and when you exit the bridge turn 

left (north) on New Hampshire 12A. Just a few hundred feet up the road, there is a turnoff with 

room to park a couple cars on the right. The shooting spot is across the road on the river bank. Be 

careful crossing. If you get to the boat launch or to Slade Hill Drive (on the right), you have gone 

too far. 

 

Andy’s Notes: The day I was there in 2021, I met a guy from New Hamshire who shoots from 

there frequently and he told me about the camera rest – it was his. Again, it was a light-

challenged day and this was getting close to my last shot of the day. I had plans to hit Montpelier 

for a very late afternoon sun to light the golden dome of the capital, but alas, that light never 

happened. So this one did turn out to be my last shot of the day. On the right day, there are 

kayakers and canoeists on the river, and there can be very pretty cloud formations at sunset. 

Mine? The best I could do under the conditions. 

 

 
Windsor-Cornish Covered Bridge – Copyright Andy Richards 2021 
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Brattleboro Area 
 

Just north of the Massachusetts border, Brattleboro is just about as far southeast in the state as 

you can go. It is kind of an engigmatic little town, the setting for Archer Mayor’s “Joe Gunther” 

police detective series (if you are a Vermont lover and a mystery reader, they are highly 

recommended). Lying along the western bank of the Connecticut River, some of the old 

manufacturing buildings have been re-purposed to shops, offices, upstairs apartments and 

restaurants. It is an interesting little community. It is also a good place to stay and use as a 

central location for some very good photographic sites in the area. From here you can drive the 

spiderweb of Vermont Highways and visit little towns like Jamaica, Athens, Weston, Peru, 

Londonderry, Grafton, Chester and many more. We just haven’t had the time to explore all of 

these little bergs, and choices had to be made.      

Old Jelly Mill Falls, a/k/a Stickney Brook Falls 

 

Directions: Approximately five miles north of Brattleboro on Route 30, turn left onto Stickney 

Brook Road. The falls will be visible on your right. Park on the side of the road. 

 

Jelly Mill Falls – Copyright Carol Smith 2015 

 

Andy’s Notes: Rich and I were joined for most of one of our days by our good friend, the late 

George Camp. George was known by most only as “GIC” on the Scenes of Vermont forums.  

But the group of us, including Carol, me, Al, Rich, and a few others had the extreme pleasure of 

knowing George personally. He was truly a “gentle giant,” with the biggest pair of rose tinted 

glasses in the world. He was optimistic, fun-loving and generous. We had so much fun the 
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couple days he spent with us, laughing and talking and shooting. We spent much of the time 

seeking waterfalls, because it was a passion for George. I found and photographed a cracked tile 

drain at one of our stops, and we laughed about it until our sides ached. It became “George’s 

Falls.” Sadly, after a valiant fight, George succumbed to cancer in 2013. We miss him greatly. 

 

Eventually, we did find this waterfall, but never knew its name until Carol pointed it out years 

later. 

 

Carols notes: These falls are fun to photograph and explore. They are located just steps off the 

road. There are many stairstep drops in the river as it flows over the granite slabs. The falls face 

Northeast, so an overcast day or late in the afternoon would be the best time to shoot at this 

location. 

Dummerston Covered Bridge 
(Morning/Afternoon) 

 

Directions: Just north of Brattleboro on West River Road (Vermont 30) is the village of 

Dummerston. In 2010, Andy and his friend, Rich spent 3 days in this area, staging out of 

Brattleboro. About 7 miles out of downtown Brattleboro, on 30, the Dummerston Covered 

Bridge on the West River caught their interest one afternoon and they stopped for a look and 

some shooting. The vantage point was a few hundred feet south of the bridge. 

 

 
Dummerston Covered Bridge – Andy Richards 2010 
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Andy’s Notes: This is a long span bridge and we worked a bit to find a good spot to shoot it 

from in order to get some foreground interest. But the afternoon light worked well and it set up 

for a nice landscape orientation shot. With some color the mountainside in the background 

makes a nice element in the image. 

Newfane 
(Morning) 

 

Directions: West River Road continues on into Newfane and ultimately on to Townshend. These 

are two popular and typical “Vermont” villages which should not be missed. Our best 

opportunities here were in the early morning sunlight. 

 

 
Windham County Courthouse – Andy Richards 2010 
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Newfane is also the Windham County seat, so the Newfane Common houses not only usual 

church or two, but also the Windham County Courthouse. We spent an early morning there, as 

well as the previous afternoon, scouting. We found some nice, “iconic” images. 

 

We were also able to photograph The Common in Newfane the day before the Newfane Fall 

Foliage Festival. 

 

 
Newfane Fall Festival – Andy Richards 2010 

 

We also found an unusual view of the Methodist Church on the Newfane Common while 

exploring the little neighborhood behind the common, with a nice reflecting pond (last page of 

the book). 

 

Andy’s Notes: These two villages are surely quintessential Vermont. Everyone we talked to 

assured us we had missed “peak” by at least a week. I think there are different views of exactly 

what “peak foliage” consists of. We still saw a fair amount of green, along with significant bare 

branches. The Maple Trees, which produce perhaps the most brilliant color, seem to peak, and 

drop early. Other species appear to hang on longer.  One of the things I have learned over the 

years is not to just stop and take the “record” shot. Get the images you know about and want, and 

then explore, and really work the area. In Newfane, the common is a kind of irregular setup, with 

a “U-shaped” road going behind the Courthouse, where other governmental buildings line the 

street. Well behind is a bed and breakfast, with a small pond and some nice potential scenes. I 

found and shot one of my favorite reflection images here, behind the Church which is behind the 

Courthouse. 
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Carol’s Notes: I took a day trip to this area with my good friends Diane and Wayne in 2015. The 

Newfane Common area is a treasure trove for photographers There are several buildings 

designed in Greek Revival Style Architecture to photograph and many different compositions 

can be made. 

Townshend 
(Morning) 

 

 
Townshend Common – Andy Richards 2010 
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Directions: If you continue north on the main highway a few miles, you will come into the 

center of Townshend, with its Common on your right. 

Townshend Lake 
(Morning) 

 

Directions: In Townshend, Route 30 joins Route 35, and Route 30 veers west, before turning 

north again. About 1 ¼ mile west of Townshend, Townshend lake is a local reservoir formed by 

a dam on the West River between Townshend and West Townshend. It is a morning location. 

 

 
Townsend Lake – Andy Richards 2010 

 
Andy’s Notes: The Common in Townshend is more traditional, with lots of activity the evening 

we scouted there, including a farmers market and craft show. The Townshend Elementary 

School, and the Methodist Church, among other buildings, surround the common, which has a 

nice gazebo and serves as a park-like facility for families to gather and enjoy. In addition to the 

“iconic” Vermont Village architecture, the landscape around these two magical villages was also 

fruitful. We watched the sun rise on our last morning in Vermont at Townshend Lake in 2010. 

Athens Pond 
(Morning) 

Directions: The first morning we photographed the Newfane and Townshend Commons, we 

continued north, toward Grafton. We took Vermont Route 35 out of Townshend, which, though 

the map doesn’t indicate, is partly a gravel road. On the way, we happened upon Athens Pond, 
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just about 6 miles up Route 35, at the “blink and you will miss it,” intersection of Route 35 and 

Walker Road to the left and McKusker Road to the right. Turn left onto Walker Road and find a 

place to park. 

 

 
Athens Pond – Andy Richards 2010 

 

Andy’s Notes: This is a very nice, quiet pond tucked back into the country. It has some very nice 

reflection opportunities and is protected enough that you have a good chance of having a flat 

surface on the water. As you can see from the shot here, contrast is going to be an issue, and 

though the light was already relatively harsh there were also already some deep shadow in the 

vegetation. The best time here would be in the morning, but late enough for the sun to get above 

the trees. 

Weston 
(Morning/afternoon) 

 

Directions: From Grafton, we took Vermont Route 121 to Vermont 11 to Route 100, where we 

headed north, to Weston. Windy, bright conditions kept us from stopping along the way, but we 

did see a lot of nice scenery. This is probably the second prettiest section of Route 100. 
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Weston – Andy Richards 2010 

 

Andy’s Notes: In Weston, we found a nice church scene with a dammed up stream creating a 

reflecting pond and a waterfall in front of the church. From Route 100 in Weston, turn west onto 

Lawrence Hill Road and the Church is on the right just a short way up the road. We 

photographed it, but it is challenging to get a point of view that will include the waterfall and 

water along with the church. There are also utility lines in much of the image. I preferred the 

result I got when I turned my camera away from the church and down the reflecting mill pond 

off into the distance, capturing the orange reflection off the Maple and the green reflection of the 

adjacent tree. 

 

Carol’s Notes: Weston is a beautiful area with a pretty town green and gazebo. It's also the 

home to the iconic Vermont Country Store. The store is a fun place to shop and browse, and it 

also has a nice set of restrooms outside behind the store. I mention this because finding a 

restroom in Vermont is not always easy! My favorite spot in Weston is the Grist Mill. The mill 

was originally built in 1780. It provides many photographic opportunities. There is also a 

museum there, which was closed on the two times I have visited here. The Mill is located at 682 

Main Street in Weston (Route 100) across the street from the Village Green on Park Street. 
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Weston Mill – Copyright Carol Smith 2021 

 

 
Weston Mill – Copyright Carol Smith 2021 
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Buttermilk Falls – Ludlow 
 

Directions: From Weston, continue up Route 100, to Ludlow. In Ludlow, there is a confusing 

intersection of roads, but you want to get on Route 103 west (100 and 103 continue as the same 

road for a short distance up into the Okemo Mountain Ski Resort area). Stay on 103 when 100 

branches off again. From that intersection go on just over ¼ mile to Buttermilk Falls Road. Turn 

right onto Buttermilk Falls Road and follow it for about 1.25 miles to the Buttermilk Falls 

Trailhead. The small trailhead sign will be on your right. 

 

Carol’s Notes: This is a pretty little waterfall with easy access. The short  trail is rocky with 

many tree roots sticking up but otherwise an easy mostly flat hike. The main fall is over on the 

left but you can also follow  the trail towards the right for more falls and opportunities for 

composition. (This part of the trail is a bit steep.) The stream follows along the road leading to 

the falls, and you can stop to shoot along the road if you choose to do so. These falls are on 

Branch Brook, and Buttermilk Falls Road follows along a fairly long section of the brook. Drive 

along the road and there will be other drops and undoubtedly other photo opportunities for the 

adventurous. 

 

 
Buttermilk Falls – Copyright Carol Smith 2021 
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Plymouth/Calvin Coolidge State Park 
(Daytime) 

 

This historic site in Plymouth Notch is the birthplace and childhood home of Calvin Coolidge, 

30th President of the United States. Coolidge took the presidential oath of office in his family 

home here in 1923. The village is preserved much as it was during Coolidge’s lifetime. The 

homes of the Coolidge family, relatives, and friends edge the small village green, alongside an 

1840 church, 1890 school house and cheese factory. There is also a circa 1835 store and post 

office. There are also period agricultural structures, barns and livestock on the grounds. 

 

On your way there, you will pass three small lakes (Lake Rescue, Echo Lake, and Amherst Lake) 

north on 100 out of Ludlow, all on the east side of the road. Depending on the time of day, they 

may be worth a stop to explore. Carol has a nice image of Echo Lake in her portfolio. 

 

Directions: Meanwhile, back on Route 100 . . .       Backtrack to Route 100 and continue north 

to Plymouth. Between Route 103 and Route 4, Route 100A splits off of Route 100, to the 

northeast and goes over Plymouth Notch. For a modest admission, it is worth a walk around the 

grounds with the camera and tripod. 

 

 
Calvin Coolidge Homestead Village – Plymouth – Andy Richards 2010 
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Coolidge Homestead – Plymouth – Andy Richards 2010 

 

Andy’s Notes: This is a historic village with some vintage gasoline pumps, a country store and a 

1920’s vintage farm. The store, a cheese factory, and the post office were all at one time run by 

members of the Coolidge family. The day we were there was mid-afternoon, and was also very 

windy. We walked around and made some images for an hour or so and I would recommend a 

stop if you are in the area, though I would probably not make it a prime shooting destination. 

 

 
Calvin Coolidge Homestead – Copyright Carol Smith 2021 
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Carol’s Notes: If you're an American History buff, be sure to visit the Calvin Coolidge 

Homestead. Visits should begin at the Visitors Center where a fee is charged for admission. It's a 

beautiful village, and walking through is like a step back in time. 

River Road Farm (Bridgewater Corners) 
(Afternoon) 

 

On our way back to Route 4, we found a very nice farmstead shot from a bridge over the 

Ottaquechee River near Bridgewater Corners. Bridgewater Corners is at the intersection of Route 

100A and Route 4, north from Plymouth. This shot is taken in late afternoon facing East from the 

bridge as you cross the Ottauquechee River. 

 

 
Bridgewater Corners – River Road Farm – Andy Richards 2010 

 

Green River Covered Bridge 
(Afternoon) 

 

Directions: This bridge is located on Green River Road where it intersects with Jacksonville 

Stage Road. From Exit 1 off I-91, take Route 5 South about 1 ½ miles to Guilford Center Road. 

Take Guilford Center Road about 4 miles (it winds) to Jacksonville Stage Road. Take 

Jacksonville Stage Road, another 2 ½ miles to Green River Road. The bridge is just beyond 

Green River Road, as Jacksonville Stage Road crosses the Green River. 
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Green River Covered Bridge – Carol Smith 2012 

 

Carols notes: I really enjoyed this area. There is a lot to photograph in this one spot. There is a 

red barn beyond the bridge which makes a lovely image if you incorporate it into your 

composition. There is also The Green River Crib Dam (immediately to the right in my image).  

The river flows alongside and under the bridge. 

 

Andy’s Notes: There are many other opportunities in this area. We stopped on the way North on 

I-91 one morning and walked out into a field at the Hartland exit, where we photographed a barn, 

with mountain backdrops and fog and cloud formations. There are numerous waterfalls we never 

even got to see. 
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Barn and Meadow – I-91 – Andy Richards 2010 
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SOUTHWEST VERMONT 
 

The big attraction in this part of the state is probably Manchester Village. Comparable to Stowe 

and Woodstock in terms of its high-end tourist draw, Manchester Village is the location of the 

famed Equinox Resort, and the beginning of the toll road up to the top of Equinox Mountain, one 

of the higher peaks in the Green Mountains. For better or worse, There is the now ubiquitous 

outlet mall complex. Manchester is also the home headquarters of the famed outdoor outfitter, 

Orvis. If you drive through, stop at Orvis headquarters and go up to the second floor where there 

is a large glassed window area where you can observe the fly casting lessons given on the banks 

of the Battenkill River. Recently, on the Vermont Fall Foliage Fanatics group page on Facebook, 

in response to a question about late-season foliage viewing, Manchester was one of a handful of 

suggestions. A local resident tossed cold water on that suggestion, lamenting the area’s turn from 

a beautiful Vermont village to a tourist attraction, “designed to entice tourists to buy ‘Vermont’ 

themed commercial items and generally to spend money.” Well. Like Stowe and Woodstock, 

Manchester Village is probably a good place to avoid any time after early morning, unless it is 

your specific destination. But in the area, we might disagree with the above characterization. We 

have both vowed to spend more time in this area of Vermont. 

 

We think there are some photo-worthy scenes right at the Equinox Resort, for starters. But there 

are numerous places, other than Manchester Village, to see and photograph. Both of us have 

typically “staged” further north for photography trips, and this part of Vermont is admittedly our 

weakest point. But we felt that we had enough places and suggestions to merit some coverage 

here. The photographic “trail” for this part of Vermont really starts in the southwesternmost town 

in the state, Pownal. From Pownal, we will travel north on Route 7 to Bennington (perhaps the 

geographical equivalent to Brattleboro on the east side – the first substantial village you come to 

north of the Massachusetts border). From there onward north to Arlington and West Arlington, 

through Manchester, and points north of there. 

 

 

South of Rutland 

Pownal 
(Afternoon) 

 

Directions: Pownal is a far south as either of us has ventured in the southwestern part of the 

state. Carpenter Hill Road forms a ½ loop from about 4.25 miles north of the Village of Pownal 

on Route 7, all the way back down to  North Pownal Road, which takes you back to the center of 

the village. So, you can start in the Village and take North Pownal Road west for about 1 mile to 

Carpenter Hill Road, or if coming from the north, look for Carpenter Hill Road 4.25 miles north 

of the village (and 2 miles south of Bennington). The ½ loop is about 5 miles long. 

 

Carols notes: I also have not spent much time exploring Southwest Vermont. But the little time 

that I have spent here made me realize just how beautiful this area is, and I want to return. One 

place that I did explore in 2010, was Carpenter Hill Road which is located off Route 7 in Pownal 
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Center. This is a very scenic country road with numerous apple orchards, farms, and lovely 

views. 

 

 
Carpenter Hill Road, Pownal, Vermont – Carol Smith 2011 

 

Bennington 
 

There is a lot to see right in the town of Bennington, which has many “quintessential New 

England,” features. In addition to being the site of the Bennington Battle Monument (a 306 feet 

tall obelisk commemorating the Battle of Bennington, which is said to be a turning point in the 

Revolutionary War), it is also the home of Bennington College, a prestigious private liberal arts 

college. One of the more well-known photographs is of the steeple and grounds of the First 

Congregational Church, in the village. There are many other nice village shots, with large 

Maples lining the streets and typical New England architecture. 

 

Directions: Bennington is 11 miles north of the Vermont/Massachusetts border, 15 miles south 

of Arlington on Route 7, which is a main highway. There is a rather congested cloverleaf just 

north of Bennington where 7 intersects with a spur road – 279 – which connects to Route 9, 

Vermont’s southernmost east/west main highway). Just west of the cloverleaf, Route 7A begins 

and roughly parallels Route 7 for about 25 miles, taking you through Shaftsbury, Arlington, 

Manchester Village and then eventually rejoins Route 7 north of Manchester. Since you will 

want to visit these places anyway, and since we think it is a much more interesting drive, we 

recommend that you get off Route 7 from either direction and take 7A. 

 

Carol’s Notes: Bennington is one of the most populous towns Southern Vermont. It is home to 

The Bennington Battle Monument, which is the tallest man made structure in VT. My husband 

and I took the elevator up to the top of the monument where we saw some impressive views, 

including the view of the First Church from above. The Old First Congregational Church can 
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also be found in Bennington. There is a beautiful old cemetery behind the church that is worth a 

walk through, and there is a beautiful white fence out front that is lined by maple trees. The 

Church image was made from the top of the Battle Monument. 

 

 
First Church – Bennington – Copyright Carol Smith 2010 
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White Picket Fence – First Church, Bennington – Carol Smith 2010 

Chiselville Covered Bridge 
(Afternoon) 

 

Directions: This bridge is between Routes 7 and 7A, near Arlington. From Route 7A, about ¼ 

mile south of Arlington, take East Arlington Road to the southeast. At approximately the one-

mile mark, the road curves to the northeast. At approximately the 1.5 mile mark the road changes 

name to Sunderland Hill Road. The bridge is just under 2 miles from where you started at Route 

7A. 
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Chiselville Covered Bridge – Carol Smith 2011 

 

Carol’s Notes: After we left the Bennington area, my husband and I traveled back north on 

Route 7 and made a stop to visit the Chiselville Covered Bridge in Sunderland. You may find it 

It worth the walk to go to the bottom of the ravine and photograph the bridge from below. 

 

The Chiselville Bridge, built in 1870, carries Sunderland Hill Road over Roaring Branch Brook. 

The covered portion of the bridge is a town lattice truss and there is a center pier at mid span. 

There is parking in pull-offs on the north side of the bridge. 
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West Arlington Green Covered Bridge 
(Morning) 

 

 
West Arlington Covered Bridge – Andy Richards 2010 

 

Directions: Arlington is a busy little town at the intersection of Route 7A and Route 373 

(Battenkill Road), 8 miles south of Manchester Village. But the real destination here is the area 

around the covered bridge just beyond the village of West Arlington. There are a couple ways to 

get to Arlington. From the north, take Route 7 South from Burlington through Middlebury 

(another central Vermont destination which some splendid photographic opportunities), through 

Rutland and split off to the southwest on Route 7A just south of East Dorset. This is a pretty 

drive which takes you through Manchester Village (corporate headquarters and home store of 

Orvis) and the Equinox Resort. The toll road to the top of Equinox is on this road and is said to 

be a spectacular drive. 

 

Once in Arlington, take Route 313 (Batten Kill Road), which goes west off of Route 7A. Route 

133 follows the Batten Kill River (a favorite of fly fishermen from all over the world). Just over 

4 miles from the intersection of 7A and 133, you will – quite suddenly – come upon the bridge 

and a sharp left turn off of Route 133 onto Covered Bridge Road. Through and beyond the bridge 

you will see the Battenkill Grange Hall, which will become part of your image. Be careful about 

parking, if you do not want your vehicle in the image. Walk back through the bridge (there is 

some roadside parking just east of the bridge back on Batten Kill Road, too). Cross the road and 

try to find the trail up the steep embankment. You will have to start down the road a way and 

work your way back toward the bridge. It is a bit of a strenuous scramble and there will be no 
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flat spot to set up your tripod. But it will be worth the effort. The challenge is finding a clear shot 

through all the foliage. 

 

Andy’s Notes: While I have driven through Manchester Village, I have never taken the time to 

explore it for photographic possibilities. I have not spent the time in Southern Vermont that I 

have in other areas. I didn’t have a plan to do so in 2006, but on the last day of my trip, it turned 

out that my uncle, who has a substantial niche maple syrup and sugar business, needed 

something delivered to the Vermont Maple Museum just North of Rutland. So I offered to be a 

courier and decided to strike on down to West Arlington, knowing that there was a shot there 

with a covered bridge and what I thought was a church behind it. It turns out that the “church” is 

actually the Grange Hall. From Bakersfield, Arlington is a long haul. Because of the time of day, 

I wouldn’t be able to get the shot in the kind of light I wanted. I went back in 2010, on my drive 

back home to Michigan, and had slightly better luck, but was still late enough in the day that the 

light was not optional. This is really a morning shot, when the sun lights things properly. 

 

In the area immediately beyond the bridge and Grange Hall, there is an open field (presumably 

West Arlington Green), and some nice homes and a farm or two along the River Road, which 

parallels Battenkill Road. 

 

River Road parallels Batten kill Road for most of the distance from Route 7A to the New York 

State Border (just up the road from the bridge). There are a couple of nice views of the river and 

pretty farmsteads along River Road. It is worth taking some time to explore this whole area from 

both sides of the river. 

Batten Kill Farm 
(Morning) 

 

 
Battenkill Farm – Andy Richards 2010 
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Manchester Village 
 

As noted above, this is a tourist-haven. Nonetheless, the enterprising photographer will find 

shots. It is worth a visit in our estimation, even though you may be dealing with traffic and 

crowds. The Congregational Church across from the Equinox also deserves some attention. And, 

it is also worth noting that the Abraham Lincoln residence – Hildene – is just about 2 miles south 

on 7A, from the village, and back to the east a very short distance on Hildene Road. Neither of us 

have photographed it, but we would like to at some point. Spend a little time with our friend, 

Google to see the potential there. 

 

Directions: Manchester Village which is also the site of the ritzy Equinox Resort is off of Route 

7 (on 7A). Perhaps the quickest route is to begin at the intersection of Routes 4 and 7 in Rutland 

and take 7 south to the Manchester exit. At some point, 7 becomes 4-lane, divided highway, and 

the Manchester exit is a cloverleaf. Exit onto Route 30, which will take you into Manchester 

Center (a/k/a Manchester Village). It is about a 1/5 mile drive to the village center, where 30 

intersects with 7A. But we probably wouldn’t do the “easy” route. Instead, for a much more 

interesting drive, in our estimation, take 7A where it splits off from 7 north of Manchester in 

Dorsett. It will take you right into the Manchester Village. 

 

 
Manchester Village – Copyright Carol Smith 2000 

 

Carol’s Notes: The downtown area is pretty, with shops and restaurants and has a pleasing 

"small town" vibe. We stopped to have lunch at Christos Pizza and Pasta the day we visited. 

Manchester is such a beautiful area. In addition to its photographic appeal, it's a perfect spot for a 

weekend getaway of relaxing, golf, shopping, or other outdoor activities. There are upscale shops 

and boutiques, as well as local little shops. I loved seeing many of the older homes with beautiful 

architecture and well kept properties both in Manchester and Dorset. 
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Dutton Farm Stand 
 

If you are spending any time in Manchester, you may want to make a trip to the other side of 

Route 7, east of the cloverleaf on Route 30 to Dutton Farm Stand. 

 

Directions: Take the Route 30 east exit at Manchester and follow 30 (Depot Streett) about ¾ 

mile to this farm stand on the right. In addition to a nice selection of fresh produce (and some of 

the “touristy” food items noted earlier), there are quaint buildings, like the old sugar shack in 

Carol’s photo, that make for nice photographic potential. 

 

 
Dutton Farm Stand – Manchester – Copyright Carol Smith 

 

Carol’s Notes: Our first stop in Manchester was to Dutton Farm Stand. There is so much to 

choose from inside the farm stand such as local produce and local baked goods, Everything is 

fresh and high quality. I chose to photograph the Maple Sugar House on the property, as it was 

decorated for Halloween and was just begging to be photographed. 

Dorset 
 

Another really nice route to travel in this area, north of Manchester and south of Rutland, to the 

west, is Route 30. From the Manchester village, you can take this very pastoral drive up through 

Dorset, Rupert, Pawlett, Hubbardton, and other similar small “bergs” all the way into Middlbury, 

the next major town. There is a beautiful old marble quarry in Dorset that is well worth the stop 

to explore and photograph. 
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Carol’s Notes: I visited Dorset on the same day I went to Manchester in 2021. It's a gorgeous 

area with beautiful upkept homes with New England charm. I recommend stopping to get a 

delicious maple creemee at The Dorset Union Store. It is located at 31 Church Street. There is a 

lovely village green here with picnic tables and it's surrounded by beautiful antique homes with 

lovely old New England charm, and an old church at the end. 

 

 
Dorset Hollow Road – Copyright Carol Smith 2021 

 

Directions to Dorset Hollow Road Photo: One beautiful loop drive in Dorset is to take Dorset 

Hollow Road Off Route 30 and do a loop drive from Lower Hollow Road to Upper Hollow 

Road, This is a gorgeous drive with several photographic opportunities. I Highly recommend it. 

Dorset Marble Quarry 
 

Directions: The quarry is located right on the main road (Route 30) right in Dorset. The address 

is 1848 VT Route 30, Dorset Vermont. 

 

Carol’s Notes: The quarry first opened in 1785 as America's first marble quarry. It supplied 

marble to The New York Public Library, Brown University, several mansions in NYC, and 

Memorial Continental Hall of the Daughters of The American Revolution in Washington DC. 

There are many photographic opportunities at the quarry; both landscape shots and more intimate 

shots. I think it's definitely worth a stop to visit and photograph while in the area. 
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Dorset Marble Quarry – Copyright Carol Smith 2021 

 

Pawlett 
 

The image here was taken by Andy in 2006, along this road, somewhere near Pawlett. 

Uncharacteristically, he did not record the spot in any detail. But if you drive this road, you will 

see many similar scenes along the way. 

 

Andy’s Notes: On the Drive home from West Arlington in 2006, I veered to the northwest in 

Manchester Village on Vermont 30 and followed it up the west side of the state until it rejoined 

Route 7 in Middlebury. This is as pretty and “essential Vermont” a drive as I have been on 

anywhere in the state. I cannot articulate it in writing, but there is a definite difference in the feel 

of the Southern part of the state (maybe more bucolic vs. the more rugged feeling of the northern 

part of the state). Along the way, I did find some pretty nice photos. Heading north, just outside 

Pawlett, the scene with white cattle, caused me to make a screeching halt, pull over to the 

shoulder and set up in the ditch across the road from my car, hoping nobody hit me or the car. 

All in all, this was a fun day trip and showed me that the area south of Route 4 clearly needs 

more of my photographic attention. 
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Pawlett Farm – Andy Richards 2006 

 

Middlebury 
 

As we noted previously, we both confess that this part of Vermont (west of the Green Mountain 

Range and south of Burlington) is probably our weakest area. We know from friends who live in 

this area that there are some nothing less than spectacular photographic scenes in this part of the 

state and it is an area we would both like to spend more time in. And, we would certainly be 

remiss if we did not mention Middlebury. Whether you get there from north or south, on “main” 

roads (i.e., Route 7), or “lesser” roads (i.e., Routes 23, 125 or 30) this is an area well worth 

spending some time. A relatively affluent community due in part to the presence of world-

recognized Middlebury College, and part to its relatively near proximity to Burlington, it is also a 

quintessential “Vermont” town. The Middlebury College Campus is beautiful during the foliage 

season, and if you are enthusiastic about photographing architecture or classical old buildings, 

greens, commons and lawns, this will yield some very nice images in our opinion. Otter Creek 

(150 – 250 feet wide in places) winds through the center of Middlbury, creating some nice 

photographic imagery, including “Middlebury Falls,” with the old ruins of the Middlebury 

Powerhouse and an old stone arch bridge in the background. While this is a relatively 

“industrial” look, for city scape photographers, it holds some potential. There is also the Pulp 

Mill Covered Bridge, crossing the creek further north with some white stone “cliffs” potentially 

in the background. 
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Middlebury – Copyright Andy Richards 2006 
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Andy’s Notes: In 2006, while driving back to Bakersfield, I stopped briefly in the downtown 

area where Main Street (Route 30) joins Route 7 north. The is a big curved uphill section of 

Main Street where the Middlebury Congregational Church sits on the north side of the street 

right on the curve. It is more dramatic in person than my quick shot above illustrates.  

 

If you prefer more pastoral, or traditional Vermont Mountain Scenery or foliage, take Route 25 

to the southeast just south of town up to Ripton. We have covered the territory north of 

Middlebury in the Central Vermont section earlier. 
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We have to end somewhere 
 

The scenes and areas described in the book are only a small percentage of the near-unlimited 

photographic opportunities around Vermont. We haven’t touched on Lake Champlain or the 

Islands to the north. There are hundreds of waterfalls in the state, some large and impressive with 

names, and others just in small, local streams and brooks. There are barns and farmsteads galore. 

There are hundreds of wonderful little New England villages, white-steepled churches, and 

covered bridges. The list could go on and on. We will both continue to travel to Vermont 

periodically (Carol, perhaps more than Andy), and as we discover new locations and see some of 

the old favorites change, we hope to continue to provide revised editions. 

 

If you find new things and are willing to share, or significant changes or errors in what you find 

here, I invite you to contact either Andy or Carol. 

  

mailto:adr1957@gmail.com
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Andy Richards Originally a resident of Michigan, Andy now resides in Palm Harbor, Florida, 

on the Gulf Coast, near St. Petersburg. He lived in Michigan most of his life (with a stint of a 

few years back in the 1970’s and 80’s as a Vermont resident). The First Edition of this book 

posed the question: “why would a guy from Michigan write a book about photographing 

Vermont?” A lifelong resident of Michigan (until retirement in 2019), Andy’s passion for 

photography was actually born in Vermont during the late 1970's. Starting at age 12, he spent his 

summers working on a dairy farm in Bakersfield, Vermont, owned by his aunt and uncle. In 
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1975, he moved to Vermont and became a resident for several years. His first 15 months were 

spent living and working in Bakersfield. In 1977, Andy attended Vermont Technical College, in 

Randolph Center, where he spent a year before transferring to The University of Vermont in 

Burlington. While at Vermont Technical College, Andy was first inspired to pick up a camera, by 

John Knox, a VTC professor, and an accomplished photographer, who has been published in 

Vermont Life Magazine on several occasions. “Bitten” by the “bug;” photography has become a 

lifelong fascination and passion for Andy. And what better theatre to practice the craft than 

Vermont? 

 

Over the past 12-15 years, Andy and his wife have traveled pretty extensively, including 

numerous trips to Europe, the Mediterranean, Scandinavia, and soon, South Africa. In addition, 

they make frequent trips within the continental U.S. and Andy makes trips dedicated to 

photographing some of the wonderful places we have in the U.S. at least annually. These photo 

trips include Vermont, Maine, Michigan’s U.P., West Virginia, New Mexico, California, and 

Montana. There will be much more travel in the future. 

 

In addition to this publication, Andy has co-written a similar work on Photographing Michigan’s 

Upper Peninsula, which – arguably – rivals Vermont as a wonderland for fall foliage 

photography. He also regularly publishes his LightCentricPhotography Blog, which features a 

kind of running travelogue of imagery of his travels, along with commentary and musings on 

photography, equipment, travel and all things photography related.  

https://www.facebook.com/Vermont-Four-Seasons-Photography-831963433531459/?hc_ref=SEARCH
https://lightcentric.wordpress.com/photo-destination-pdfs/
https://lightcentric.wordpress.com/photo-destination-pdfs/
https://lightcentric.wordpress.com/
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Carol has won numerous awards at her camera club and her work has been accepted into several 

juried photography shows including the Plymouth Center for The Arts show, The Duxbury 

Center for the Arts Show, and The Quincy Artsfest, where her image won the "Best of Quincy" 

Award. Her work has also been featured in The South Shore Living Magazine. 

 

Carol and her husband own a second home in Barton, Vermont. She enjoys spending time at her 

Vermont home with her husband Steven and their 3 grown children, Nick, Jacquie, and Jay and 

their spouses, who also have been bitten by the "love of Vermont bug." Carol's greatest joy is 

seeing her grandchildren making their own Vermont memories. Carol's second greatest joy is 

photographing the New England landscape. The beauty of Vermont is what has inspired Carol to 

become a photographer, and she has been photographing the Vermont landscape for over 20 

years. It is her passion. 

 

Since 2010, Carol has been writing on her blog, "Carol's View of New England" Which features 

scenes from New England and occasional moments of everyday life. 

https://www.google.com/search?q=carol%27s+view+of+new+england&oq=Carols+view+of&aqs=edge.1.69i57j0i13j0i22i30j0i390l2j69i65j69i60l3.5224j0j1&sourceid=chrome&ie=UTF-8

